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Preface to Volume 8 

 

 

In this eighth volume of Occasional Papers there are contributions about languages found in 

Southern Sudan as well as in the Nuba Mountains.  The topics range from Noun Classes in Asharon, a 

Niger Kordofanian language to the organization of nouns in Shilluk, a Nilo-Saharan language.  Tennet , a 

Southwest Surmic language is well represented with two papers, one on its ergative origins and the other 

discussing the possibility of postpositions.  There is also one paper on discourse which discusses 

participant reference in narrative texts in Avokaya, a Central Sudanic language.  One of the papers on 

Tennet is more theoretical than many of the papers in this series.  It seems a positive step to use theories 

such as Government and Binding Theory with non-English data in order to test the limits of the theory 

and to provide a principled, disciplined method of study to account for some of the difficult problems in 

relatively little-known languages such as Tennet. 

 

The move to documenting more grammatical and morphological aspects of these languages is an 

indication of our development and experience in the language work in Sudan.  Many of these languages 

have developed orthographies in the last five years, and as such the mother-tongue speakers of these 

languages are able to write texts which provide data for more in-depth analysis.   

 

I am very grateful to each of the authors who have given long hours of study, thought and effort 

to preparing these papers.  I am also grateful for the speakers of these languages who have willingly 

shared their knowledge of their languages with us all.  Many thanks are due to Dennis Greer who took on 

the task of typesetting this volume. 

 

 Khartoum, Sudan  Leoma G. Gilley 

 November 1999  University of Khartoum 

    Leoma_Gilley@kastanet.org 
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Occasional Papers in the Study of Sudanese Languages, No. 8, 2000 

Singulars and Plurals in Shilluk 
a search for order1 

 
Leoma G. Gilley 

University of Khartoum 

1.  Introduction 
During the almost 100 years that Shilluk has been studied and written about by linguists, 

(Westermann 1912, Kohnen 1933, Tucker and Bryan 1966, Gilley 1992) there has not  been a successful 

attempt to account  for the significant number of singular - plural formations in the language.  Up to this 

point, Shilluk nouns seemed to be  unconstrained in their structure since everything except the first 

consonant could change.  Examples of the range of variation are shown in (1). 

 
(1) Singular Plural English    Singular Plural English 
a) lêb2 lëûb tongue/tongues m) pwô÷ø pwô÷ field/s 
b) ðjél ðýèl macrame hanger(s) n) ÿ×lþ cwþw man/men 
c) kwôd kôôd shield/shields o) âtüdÞ âtùd duck/s 
d) wïÿ wæå÷ head/heads p) d×dþ d××d hoof/hooves 
e) âkÞl âkòllì drum stick/sticks q) tîšþ tÎßš bead/s 
f) pjër pèrrì lower back/backs r) ×cwþbþ --- tamlek (Arabic) 
g) kwôç  kòççì culture/cultures s) tïbþ tïbbì shadow/s 
h) kül --- warthog t) âpwÞÿÞ âpwòÿÿì hare/s 
i) ÷øš ÷þš mouth/mouths u) âpódí âpôddì gourd/s 
j) lwÞl lòd gourd for food v) öð×šÞ  öðåççì kind of fish 
k) lõ÷ lþ÷ club/clubs 
l) ñël j×ñ boy/boys 

 

There are some fairly predictable phonetic changes.  For example, the final consonant usually 

stays the same unless it changes from an /l/ to /d/ (as in 1j above).  The consonant alternation  is 

exceptional since the /l/ usually stays /l/ as in (1b). Also, if the vowel is [-ATR] in the unmarked form, it 

                                                 
1 An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Nilo-Saharan Linguistics Conference  in Vienna, Austria, September 1998.  I would also 
like to express my appreciation to Patrick Bennett and George Huttar for their constructive comments and suggestions for revisions to this paper.  
Any inaccuracies are solely the responsibility of the author.  I would also like to express my appreciation to the Shilluk team, Otto Gwado, Onyoti 
Adigo, Peter Mojwok, Anna Akol, Twong Yolong and Daniel Thabo for their valuable insights and patience in working through these data.  
Shilluk is a Western Nilotic language of the Luo subgroup. 
2 Consonants and vowels have been written with the standard IPA characters.  The [i, e, œ, o, u] are [+ATR] while the [Ï, Ð, ä, ã, Ý] are [-ATR]. 
Word final plosives are subject to a regular devoicing rule. Geminate plosives are also voiceless phonetically. The “c” and “ÿ” are palatal 
plosives. 
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will often become [+ATR] in the marked form (as in 1e, f). The [ATR] change tends to be more regular, 

but there are occasions where the [-ATR] or [+ATR] occurs in both forms as in (1a) and (1c) respectively.  

The root vowel itself may change as in (1k).  Likewise the length of the root vowel may change as in (1a) 

and (1q).  Shilluk has three level tones (H, M, L) as well as contour tones on short vowels (MH, LM, LH, 

HL, HM, ML). However, when those tones occur is quite unpredictable.  There seem to be too many 

possibilities. 

The analysis presented here uses the shape of the words to try to determine to which group they 

belong and to find if there is indeed a limited number of options available.  The organization is based 

upon the presence or absence of suffixes or infixes in both singular and plural forms. 

It is difficult to know what terminology to use for these groupings.  Shilluk, as with many western 

Nilotic languages, has no gender marking, case marking or agreement marking at the noun phrase or 

clause level.  The term "class" seems to be the closest term, but has at least one significant problem.  The 

term "Noun class" brings to mind the noun concord classes as found in Bantu.  Certainly nothing of the 

sort is found in Shilluk.  However, for lack of a better term, and in order to have a label by which to refer 

to the different singular/plural groupings, the term "class" will be used.   

The nominal morphology is complicated by the relationship between the grammatical number 

system and the morphological number system.  Reh (1996:94) gives a very helpful diagram for Anywa 

(shown in  (2)) which is equally relevant for Shilluk. 

 

(2) Grammatical number system singular plural 

 Morphological number system singularized opaque pluralized 

 
The possible combinations can be identified as follows: 

Singular = morphologically opaque, grammatically singular 
Collective = morphologically opaque, grammatically plural 
Singulative = morphologically singularized, grammatically singular 
Plural = morphologically pluralized, grammatically plural 

 

In the case of the 'opaque' forms3, they are semantically the basic form.  The Collective or opaque 

plural forms usually represent  a collection of things such as 'legs' tjël  or 'sides' 'büd. 

                                                 
3 The term 'opaque' is equivalent to the term 'neutral' used in Gilley (1992).  It is hoped that the term 'opaque' may be more clear.  The terms 
'singular, collective, plural, singulative' are mine and are not used by Reh. 
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In deciding how to begin to divide the various forms, it seemed most helpful to make the first 

division on the basis of the grammatically singular words.  The grammatically  singular and 

morphologically opaque  forms consistently have a CVC root.  There is no suffix and generally no long 

vowels.  Examples of the Singular (opaque, grammatically singular) words include: n×m 'river' and  lêb 

'tonšue'.  By contrast, the Singulatives (singularized) forms have a vowel suffix.  The most common 

singular suffix is -ã, but there are a few words with -I.  The -I suffix is underlyingly [-ATR], but is 

subject to harmony from the root, and thus takes on the [ATR] value of the root.  Examples of 

Singulatives include: çýdþ 'rib', š×šþ 'button', and ræçì,  'mirror'. 

 Now, we turn to the grammatically plural forms of the words mentioned.   In the case of n×m 

'river' we find that the plural is nåmmì. Note that there are several changes that occur between these two 

forms.  First, the root final consonant  of the singular is doubled in the plural form.  Then there is an -i 

suffix in the plural. Thirdly, there is a change from [-ATR] to [+ATR] on the root vowel.  Lastly, there is 

a change of tone.  The doubling of the root final consonant and the addition of the -i suffix are very 

typical plural endings.  These words are considered grammatically and morphologically plural 

(pluralized).  Similarly, the plural for lêb 'tongue' is marked as both grammatically and morphologically 

plural, lëûb.  Here, the lengthened vowel in the root is considered an infix and marks plurality.  More will 

be said about this form in section (2.1).  There is a change of tone, but not of [ATR] value. 

If we look at the plurals of the Singulatives (singularized), we will see the same two options for 

marking the plural forms.  Consider that  š×šþ 'button' has a pluralized form; namely, šâàš.  Likewise, 

ræçì 'mirror' has the plural ræççì.  The same strategies are used to form the plurals of both Singulatives 

and Singulars.  Therefore, it did not seem helpful to discuss groupings of singular - plural formation 

primarily on the behavior of the plural forms.  Therefore, the groupings have been based initally on the 

behavior of the grammatically singular forms. 

The one distinctively different plural is the "Collective" (opaque, grammatically plural) form.  

Consider the word for 'ribs' 'çýd.  It has a CVC root.  It will be recalled that  the word for 'rib' is çýdþ.  

On the surface, the CV structure is identical with the Singular words (morphologically  opaque, 

grammatically singular).  For this reason, the Collective is also considered morphologically opaque.   

There are some differences which will be discussed in section 3.3. 

The body of the paper will give more details about  each of the singular/plural groupings or 

classes.  We begin with the Singular forms, showing the various plural options that can occur.  Then we 
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will move on to the Singulative forms and discuss the plural forms that are possible.  In total, there are 12 

groupings or classes of nouns in Shilluk. 

2.  Singular classes 
We begin with the morphologically  opaque, grammatically singular forms and the plurals that 

occur with them.  Within this first division, there are five Singular / Plural classes.  After the intial 

Singular/Singulative distinction, words were classified on the basis of how the plural  is formed. 

First, however, it needs to be clear what is meant  by the 'root' of the word.  Throughout the 

paper, the term CVC root will be used.  In fact, the initial C of the root may be a simple 'C' or may be 

palatalised or labialised C(j/w)VC.  It is likely that this palatalisation or labialisation may have evolved 

from a vowel and the loss of an intervening consonant.  However, historical speculation is not the focus 

of this paper.  There is little evidence to suggest that this palatalisation or labialisation is a prefix.  It 

certainly does not behave as a prefix since prefixes in Shilluk are very regular and typically come before 

the C1.  Therefore, for simplicity's sake, the root will be referred to as being CVC. 

2.1 Singular One 
Example (3) shows words in what is referred to as the Singular One class.  The Singular has a 

CVC pattern with no suffix. It is possible to have a prefix.  In many cases the prefix is a nominaliser and 

may have related to gender at one time.  The CVC pattern is assumed to be the most unmarked form.  The 

plural in this class is formed by having a long vowel in the root.  There is often a complex tone such as 

Mid-Low or High-Low.4   So far, it has not been possible to discover any predictability in the tone 

patterns between singular and plural. 

Notice in the examples in (3) that the [ATR] value may stay the same (as in 3a,b) or may change 

from [-ATR] to [+ATR] (as in 3c,f). To date there is no example in which the [ATR] value changes from 

[+ATR] to [-ATR]. 

This plural form is the most productive  and so was chosen to be the first class.  There is evidence 

to suggest that it may have been derived from the CVCCi  pattern (seen in Singular Two).  The -ì suffix 

may have moved into the root vowel and created the long vowel.  The complex tones on the plural stem 

suggest that the tone on this suffix has most likely been incorporated into the root vowel.  In a few words 

                                                 
4 Vowel length as well as word stress are very important factors to native speakers. When these words were elicited and put into tone lists, native 
speakers preferred to keep  the vowel length or stressed words distinct, and not to mix them in the lists even though the tones may be identified as 
'the same'. For example, Mid tone occurs on many words.  However, Shilluks prefer to have words with stress and Mid tone in a separate list from 
unstressed with Mid tone.  Likewise, words that have short vowels and Mid tone should be listed separately from words with long vowels and 
Mid tone. 
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it is still possible to get both the CVCCi form and the CVVC form from the same speaker as being 

equally acceptable.   In those words, the tone sequence is identical.  In further support of this view, it is 

reported that  children use the CVCCi form in the early stages of learning the language.   

When possessives or other suffixes are added, the result is a CVCC+V ,  It is not possible to have 

two different vowels in a sequence in Shilluk, thus one vowel (in this case the plural marker "i" is deleted. 

Thus we may assume that the underlying form of the possessed plural is CVC+Ci+V.  The + signs are 

morpheme boundary markers and they show where the noun root ends, the plural affix and the vowel of 

the possessive suffix.  An example of this change in consonant length can be seen in the word jýèb 'tails' 

and jýbbë  'its tails'.  In the citation form of the plural, the root vowel is long, but when the -Ð suffix '3ps 

possessive' is added, the root vowel is short and the root-final consonant is doubled5.  One further point of 

interest, the tone on the possessive of grammatically singular words is consistently Mid while the tone on 

the possessive is High when attached to a grammatically plural word.  Possessive suffixes are not subject 

to vowel harmony and thus always appear as [-ATR].  In the examples shown throughout the paper, the 

1ps possessive suffix will be used.  The 3ps has some peculiarities which would add confusion and are 

not relevant to the topic at hand. 

 

3) Singular Singular+Poss Plural Pl + Poss English 
a) lêb lêêb× lëûb lëbbâ tongue/tongues 
b) àpjýš àpjýýš× àpjèèš àpjèššâ  small drum/drums 
c) ljëÿ ljëëÿ×  ljýèÿ ljýÿÿâ elephant/elephants 
d) jéb jééb×  jýèb jýbbâ  tail/tails 
e) cüš cüüš× cüùš cüššâ  shop/shops (Arabic loan) 
f) šwêÿ šwêêÿ×  šwýèÿ šwýÿÿâ  stirring stick/sticks 
g) šür šüür×  šúùr šúrrâ Nile Perch 
h) kjë÷ kjëë÷× kjûê÷ kjû÷÷â gap/gaps in teeth 
i) 'düd 'düüd×  'dúüd 'dúddâ war dress 
j) šwôš šwôôš× šwóòš šwóššâ  dog/dogs 
k) öpë÷ öpëë÷× öpêû÷ öpê÷÷1â thatch made from 
     peth grass 

Pattern for Singular Class One: CVC – CVVC 

There are two minor sub-categories within the class which also need to be considered. In the first 

subcategory (shown in (4)), we see that there is a semi-vowel in the singular that is not present in the 

plural form. Since the palatalisation or labialisation of the initial root consonant  changes, it seems right to 

                                                 
5 For a more complete discussion of this process see Gilley (1992). 
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point it out.  However, the overall shape of the forms is the same as others in Singular One, and thus they 

are all considered to be part of this class. 

4) Singular Singular+Poss Plural Pl + Poss English 
a) tjél tjéél×  týèl týllâ  elbow/elbows 
b) ðjél ðjéél×  ðýèl ðýllâ  macrame hanger/hangers 
c) kwôd kwôôd× kôôd kôddâ  shield/shields 
d) kwôr kwôôr× kôôr kôrrâ  unpaid debt/debts 
 

The second minor sub-category, shown in (5), involves a root vowel change and often a change in 

the root-final consonant.  The vowel change is not  from [-ATR] to [+ATR], but actually involves 

changing the vowel to a different height as in (5b) or backness as in (5b,c) or roundness as in (5a,c).  It is 

also common to change the final consonant when the root vowel changes . The overall shape of the forms 

is the same as others in the Singular One class. 

5) Singular Singular+Poss Plural Pl + Poss English 
a) kÆw kÆÆw× kôò÷ kô÷÷â chest/chests 
b) 'wïÿ6 'wïïÿ×  wæå÷ wæ÷÷â head/heads 
c) jôó jôów× jýè÷ jý÷÷â road/roads 
 

2.2 Singular Two 
The nouns in the Singular Two class retain what may be the older plural form. The plural is made 

up of the root and a suffix -CI.  The "C" is unspecified and takes on the features of the final consonant in 

the root.  The -I is realised as [+ATR] when the root vowels is [+ATR]. Examples of words in this class 

are shown below in (6).  The subcategories mentioned in the previous section apply here also and will be 

included in the list.  The words behave in the same way as words in Singular One when possessive 

suffixes are added.  Some items cannot normally be possessed, and therefore are not included here in that 

form. 

6) Singular Singular+Poss Plural Pl + Poss English 
a) šw×ç šw××ç×  šwæççì šwæççâ wild cat/cats 
b) âkÞl âkÞÞl×  âkòllì âkòllâ drum stick/sticks 
c) bül büül× bùllì bùllâ drum/drums 
d) ×÷Æ÷ ×÷ÆÆ÷× ×÷æ÷÷ì ×÷æ÷÷â bottle/bottles 
e) âl×l âl××l× âlållì âlållâ gum tree/trees 
f) n×m  næmmì  river/rivers 
g) cjÇw  cjèwwì  porcupine/porcupines 

                                                 
6 Stress is marked with the (') before the appropriate syllable. It is a significant feature of Shilluk phonology and is discussed more in the section 
on Collectives (3.1.1). 
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h) öl×š  ölåššì  type of fish 
i) öjw×š  öjwåššì  white crane/cranes 
j) püüš  püššì  turtle/turtles 
k) kwëÿ  kwæññì  leopard/leopards 
l) ðwôl  ðôllì  snake/snakes 
m) pjër pjëër× pèrrì pèrrâ lower back/backs 
n) kwôç kwôôç× kòççì kòççâ culture/cultures 
o) pjýn pjýýn× pýnnì pýnnâ  sleeping skin/skins 

Pattern for Singular Class Two:  CVC - CVCCß 

Note in example (6k), the final consonant changes into a nasalised version of the plosive.  We 

will see this process again when we come to the Singulative / Collective classes.  While it is fairly 

common there, it seems to be very rare in the Singular classes. 

2.3 Singular Three 
In the Singular Three class, the primary difference between the singular and plural forms is the 

tone on the word. In this case, the plural is ALWAYS Low tone!  The singular can have a variety of tones 

as shown in (7). The same sub-categories that have been mentioned in the previous two classes are also 

present in this class, however, the pattern overall is the same. Examples have been included in the list (7 

o-r). 

 

7) Singular Singular+Poss Plural Pl + Poss English 
a) lüj lüüj× lùj lùjjâ sieve/sieves 
b) šúl šúúl× šùl šùllâ joint/joints 
c) ÷øš ÷øøš× ÷þš ÷þššâ mouth/mouths 
d) tíš tííš× tìš tìššâ chin/chins 
e) jí÷ jíí÷× jì÷ jì÷÷â ear/ears 
f) pÎñ pííñ× pßñ pìññâ piece/pieces of land 
g) lÎñ  lßñ  war/wars 
h) pü÷  pù÷  crippled person/people 
i) tøç tøøç× tþç tþççâ spear/spears 
j) tüç tüüç× tùç tùççâ horn/horns 
k) lüm  lùm  grass/grasses 
l) lÞñ  lþñ  small wildcat/cats 
m) çêr  çûr  antelop/antelops 
n) çê÷ çêê÷× çû÷ çû÷÷â brain/brains 
o) lwÞl lwÞÞl× lòd lòddâ gourd for food 
p) djël djëël× djèš djèššâ goat/goats 
q) wîîr  wûr  giraffe/giraffes 
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r) lõ÷ lõõd× lþ÷ lþ÷÷â club/clubs 
Pattern for Singular Class Three:  CVC – CŠC 

Certainly the most common tone in the singular tends to be High.  As can be seen from the data, it 

may also be Mid, however it can NEVER be LOW.  Since many of the complex tones have a Low 

component, it is likely that Low tone is part of the plural morpheme.  It seems that Low tone has the same 

role in other classes as well.  This possibility is still under investigation.  However, we may conclude that 

even though we do not see the same types of plural marking in the grammatically plural words in this 

class, the behavior of the words is the same when the possessive suffix is added.  We see the root final 

consonant is doubled.  Also, since there is a consistent tone in the plural but not in the singular forms, we 

may assume that the Low tone is marking plural.  Thus, we conclude that the grammatically plural form 

in this class is the marked form. 

2.4 Singular Four 
There are also a few words which have only one form that may be used to refer to a single item or 

a group of items.  These words could be called Collective in the "English" sense of the word.  A few 

examples are listed below. As with previous classes, the possessed form has been included here to show 

that they are truly functioning as Singular forms since there is only a single root-final consonant  in 

evidence.  Also, note that the tone on the possessive suffix is Mid tone, rather than the High tone which 

would be expected  with a Plural noun.  It is probably significant that there is no Low tone on any of these 

words (which would probably  signal a Plural). 

 

8) Singular Singular+Poss English English+Poss 
a) twÎl twÎÎl× insect/s my insect/s 
b) kül küül× warthog/s his/her warthog/s 
c) këw këëw× border/s his/her border/s 

Pattern for Singular Class Four:  CVC 

2.5 Singular Five (suppletive) 
As in most languages, there must be a category for suppletive forms for Singular and Plural.  

Since so much of the word can already change in Shilluk, it must be clear that the main criterion for this 

category is a change in the initial root consonant, since that is the only stable feature we have so far been 

able to identify.  A few examples of suppletive forms are shown in (9). 

9) Singular Singular+Poss Plural Pl + Poss English 
a) ñël  j×ñ j××šâ boy/colleagues 
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b) 'wíj 'wííj× wýýš wýýšâ  father/fathers 
c) w×ç w××ç× ñîç ñîççâ eye/eyes 
d) p×ÿ p××r× mjýèr mjýýrê village/villages 
     our villages 

 

It could be argued that some of these words already fit into established classes since (b) and (d) 

have long vowels in the plural, as in the Singular One class. However, (c) would not fit in any existing 

class since it does not have any plural affix or vowel length, nor does it have a Low tone in the plural.  

Many strange things seem to happen with these words.  Note that in examples 9a, b, and d there is a long 

vowel and a single root final consonant with the possessed form.  The tone on the possessive suffix 

clearly indicates that the plural is intended because of the High tone.  However, nothing else in the root 

itself would suggest a plural as we have seen them elsewhere.  Also, in the word for village p×ÿ, when the 

possessive suffix is added, the root final consonant changes from ÿ to r.  These words are clearly 'odd'.  It 

is also noteworthy that the Shilluks consider these words to be in a separate nominal class.  In any case, it 

would be necessary  to have separate entries in a lexicon for both singular and plural as there is nothing 

that would suggest a relationship between the forms. 

2.6  Summary 
We have examined five Singular / Plural noun classes.  In these classes we have seen that the 

Singular form is the less phonologically marked of the two.  The Plural form may be marked either by a 

long vowel, double consonant +I, and/or a Low tone.  There are also suppletive forms and words with 

only one form (similar to the Collective as it is in English). 

3.  Singulative and Collective or Plural 
It will be recalled that the major division in nouns comes between the unmarked and marked 

singular forms.  Having investigated the unmarked (morphologically singular, grammatically opaque) 

forms, we move on to the Singulatives or singularized forms.  In all cases, the Singulatives have some 

vowel suffix.  In most cases, this suffix is -ã.  There are a few forms where there is an -i suffix. 

The source of the Singulative is somewhat difficult to determine.  It is tempting to say that it 

comes from the Collective (morphologically plural, grammatically opaque).  Certainly that seems a real 

possibility.  However, Collective nouns consistently double the root-final consonant in modified forms.  

There is also some extra stress found in these words that is absent from the singulatives.  Thus, it is 
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probably  more accurate to assume that the CVC base form along with any prefixes serve as the root of 

both Singulative and Plural or Collective forms. 

In order to compare the morphophonemics of words in the Singulative classes, we will examine 

them in somewhat the same order as the Singular classes.  However, the classes in this section are further 

complicated by the fact that some words with root-final plosives will nasalise when a possessive suffix is 

added while others will not.  Nasalisation is dealt with as a subset of the class since the overall forms are 

the same. The non-nasalised and nasalised sets have been combined within a single class because many 

words in the language have a sonorant rather than a plosive in root-final position.  Since the sonorants 

never nasalise, it is impossible to know to which set they belong.  

3.1 Singulative One 
In Singulative One class there appears to be no unmarked form.  The Plural has a long vowel, as 

was the case in the Singular One class.  The vowel of the root does not change in [ATR] or height 

between the two forms. The tone in the Singulatives seems to be very restricted;  however, the tone in the 

Plurals is just as complicated as in the Singular One class. The words in this group seem to consist of 

items that are long and thin, though this semantic feature does not apply without exception. 

As in the previous examples, the -ä means '1ps'. All possessive suffixes modifying singular nouns 

have a Mid tone while those modifying plural nouns have a High tone.  In the first subset, called the "non-

nasalising set", when the possessive suffix is added, there is no nasalisation of the root-final plosives. In 

the second subset, called the "nasalising set", there will be nasalisation. 

3.1.1 Non-nasalising set 
In this subset of the Singulative One class, the Singulative is formed by taking the CVC root and 

adding the suffix -ã.  This pattern will be true for the majority of the Singulative classes.  When the 

possessive suffix is added, the -ã suffix is dropped and the possessive suffix appears.  At this point, there 

is no nasalisation of any plosive occuring root-finally.  As shown in (10), the plural forms all have the 

long vowel. No nasalisation ever occurs in the plural form related to the addition of a possessive suffix. It 

should be noticed in the grammatically plural forms that when the possessive is added, there is a 

consistent High tone on the possessive pronoun as opposed to the Mid tone when the same pronoun is 

attached to a grammatically singular word.  It would appear that the tone on the possessive is part of the 

singular or plural morpheme.  In addition, the vowel of the plural is no longer long, but there is a root-

final double consonant.  This process is described in more detail in Gilley (1992). 
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10) Sglt Sglt + Poss Plural Pl + Poss English 
a) d×dþ d×d×7 d××d d×ddâ hoof 
b) lwëdþ lwëd× lwêûd lwêddâ finger 
c) këdþ këd× këëd këddâ wound 
d) k×šþ k×š× k××š k×ššâ crack, break 
e) šõdþ šõd× šöõd šöddâ unhappy, sadness 
f) bÞlþ bÞl× bÞÞl bÞllâ face 

Pattern for Singulative One Class:  CVCã - CVVC 

3.1.2 Nasalising set 
In the second subset of Singulative One, shown in (11) the plosives which occur in root-final 

position DO nasalise when the possessive suffix is added to the Singulative form.  As with the previous 

set, the Plural is indicated by the long root vowel. 

 

11) Sglt Sglt + Poss Plural Pl + Poss English 
a) tîšþ tîç× tÎßš tÎššâ bead 
b) š×šþ š×ç× šâàš šâššâ button 
c) kõ÷þ kõŒ× köØ÷ kö÷÷â thorn 
d) kwôÿþ kwôñ× kwóòÿ kwóÿÿâ sand 
e) âlwëdÞ âlwën× âlwêûd âlwêddâ crab  
f) âw×ÿø âw×ñ× âwààÿ âwàÿÿâ type of vegetable 
g) â'jµÿþ â'jâñ× âjààÿ âjàÿÿâ  pregnant woman 
h) wôdþ wôn× wóòd wóddâ respect 
i) jýÿþ jýñ× jéèÿ jéÿÿâ rat 
j) ÿ×šþ ÿ×ç× ÿâàš ÿâššâ chief (plural may also be: 
     ÿäggi)8 
k) kwôdþ kwôn× kwóòd kwóddâ tick 
l) â'šwÑdþ â'šwÐn× âšwûûd âšwêddâ decorated calabash 
m) â'pÑdþ â'pÐn× âpûûd âpûddâ bushy tree 
n) â'tÑšþ â'tÐç× âtûûš âtûššâ goat 

 

Many examples have been included here to show the types of nouns in this class.  In addition to 

those listed above,  many color names are also found. Color names are of particular interest as the tones 

change depending on the semantic category of the noun they represent.  For example, the word for 

                                                 
7 The root vowel length remains short in these forms due to processes described in Gilley (1992:126). The derivation process introduces a double 
root-final consonant which in turn shortens the vowel in the resulting closed syllable. 
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'yellow' Ýbwoor in the plural can mean 'yellow clothes or beads' with a H-M pattern where H is on the 

prefix and M is on the root.  It can mean 'yellow cows or animals' with a L-M pattern and 'yellow grass' 

with a L-HL pattern. There is also a H-HL pattern for colors relating to women and are usually intended 

as an insult.  The tones given in the examples in (11 p-u) show some of these possibilities. 

o) öm×rø öm×r× ömààr fresh green leaf or bead 
p) ö'lµlþ ö'lâl× ö'lâàl red person 
 Øl×lþ Øl×l× Øl××l red cow 
q) ö'tŸçþ ö'tÆç× ö'tÆåç black person 
 Øtæçþ Øtæç×  black cow  
r) õkjýÿþ õkjýñ× õkjýéÿ white and black  
s) õmÞ÷þ õmÞŒ× õmÞø÷ black sides back and front (separate and 
    white colours like boat or crocodile) 
t) õbÞlþ õbÞl× õbÞøl white forehead 
u) õðwòlþ õðwòl× õðwôól dark grey 

3.2 Singulative Two 
In the Singulative Two class, the Plural is also marked.  The plurals have the same double 

consonant plus the -I suffix as we saw in the Singular Two class. It is interesting to note that in this set, 

the plurals are almost always [+ATR].  The most likely explanation for this frequent occurrence is that the 

plural suffix is [+ATR] and there is regressive harmony.  Unfortunately, the phenomenon is not 

consistent, and so there is room for further study. 

There is one other problem with these pairs of words, namely in the tone.  While prefix tones are 

consistently the same in both forms, the tone on the root and the suffix changes  depending on whether it 

is grammatically singular or plural.  There does not seem to be any predictable pattern, and thus more 

study is needed in this area as well. 

3.2.1 Non-nasalising set 
These words are Singulatives in which the root final plosives do not nasalise with the possessive 

suffix.  Many words in this class were identified as derived from Arabic. 

 
12) Sglt Sglt + Poss Plural English 
a) tïbþ tïb× tïbbì shadow 
b) kï÷þ kï÷× kï÷÷ì bag (Arabic loan kiis) 

                                                                                                                                                             
8 The plural word for  'chief' is one of those that may occur in either of two classes depending on the dialect of the speaker.  Some words may be 
said either way by the same speaker.  This evidence would tend to affirm that the movement of the plural suffix into the root, creating a long 
vowel, is a recent process. 
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c) rÞbþ rÞb× rÞbbì quarter of something, 5p pieces (Arabic loan   
    rubu¿) 
d) ÷ôšþ ÷ôš× ÷ôššì iron (Arabic loan doka – flat iron for making kisra) 
e) bþ÷þ bþ÷× bô÷÷ì blacksmith 

Pattern for Singulative Two Class: CVCã - CVCCì 

3.2.2 Nasalising set 
In this second subset of the Singulative Two class, shown in (13), the plosives in the root-final 

position nasalise when the possessive suffix is added. Many words have been  identified as deriving from 

a noun or verb. That original word is shown at the far right with the English gloss. 

 

13) Sglt Sglt + Poss Plural English Derived from English 
a) âpwÞÿÞ âpwÞñ× âpwòÿÿì hare pwãÿ to beat 
b) âÿwÞšø âÿwÞç× âÿwòššì magician  ÿwãš god, sickness 
c) àcwÎÿþ àcwÎñ× àcwîÿÿì doleib tree  cwÏÿ  to compress 
    seedling  
d) öcÞjÞ öcÞj× öcòjjì watermelon cãj  cool down 
e) öb×nÞ öb×n× öbånnì front skirt bän  fold 
f) âcùçþ âcùç× âcùççì black mound cuç troublesome 
    termites 
g) àbÞšþ àbÞç× àbÞššì black & white bãšã spotty colour 
    snake 
h) õkôdþ õkôn× õkôddì grain bin kod weave, tie 
      together 
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i) ökw×çÞ ökw×ç× ökwåççì broom kwäç superficial, 
      surface thing 
j) ÿ×šþ ÿ×ç× ÿàššì chief (may also 
    be: ÿääg) 
 

3.3 Singulative Three 
In the third class of Singulative words, we come to the type of plural form that is morphologically 

opaque, but grammatically plural.   The term that will be employed for this particular form is 'Collective'.  

The Collective has a CVC root with no long and no suffix.  When the Collective is modified by a 

possessive pronoun, for example, the root-final consonant  doubles, indicating that there is some 

underlying geminate consonant that is not realised on the surface in the citation form. These Collective 

forms are stressed. It may be that the stress is present because of the unrealised geminate final consonant; 

however, since stress also functions as a grammatical feature, particularly in the verbal system, it is not 

clear how it is functioning here. It could also be argued that the Collective is not 'unmarked' since this 

form does differ from the unmarked Singular because of the stress.   

It is likely that part of the "plural" morpheme is an additional empty consonant slot at the end of 

the root.  It is not possible for the root to contain this underlying second consonant because in the 

Singulative form, the plosives are realised as voiced (indicating a single consonant).  Geminate  plosives 

are realised as voiceless aspirated consonants.  Since the double consonant  does not appear in the citation 

form of the Collective, it would seem likely that there is a rule that deletes the second consonant in word 

final position.  That rule would apply post-lexically, and would explain why the double consonant 

appears in modified forms where the double consonant is no longer word final.  If the double consonant is 

associated with the stress, then the stress would be left behind as evidence of the existence of the double 

consonant in the underlying representation of the "plural". 

3.3.1 Non-nasalising set 
In the Singulative Three class, the singulative  -ã suffix is added to the root. It is interesting to 

note that  the [ATR] value of the Singulative is always identical to the [ATR] value in the Collective. This 

consistency of [ATR] value in singulative and collective is exceptional in Shilluk nominal 

morphophonemics.  Only one exception has been found so far, as seen in (14 l) below.  The fact that the 

Singulative is [+ATR] and the Collective is   [-ATR] is very exceptional in itself. 
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14) Sglt Sglt+Poss Collective Coll + Poss English 
a)  çýdþ çýd× 'çýd 'çýddâ rib 
b)  pædø pæd× 'pæd 'pæddâ bark of tree 
c)  rëÿø rëÿ× 'rîÿ 'rîÿÿâ fish 
d)  büdþ büd× 'büd 'büddâ part, side 
e)  jwô÷þ jwô÷× 'jwô÷ 'jwô÷÷â armpit 
f)  pwô÷ø pwô÷× 'pwô÷ 'pwô÷÷â field 
g) Ømïdþ Ømïd× Ø'mïd Ø'mïddâ firefly 
h)  dôrþ dôr× 'dôr 'dôrrâ wall 
i)  bürþ bür× 'bür 'bürrâ meeting 
j)  læbþ læb× 'læb 'læbbâ island 
k)  ×düdþ ×düd× ×'düd ×'düddâ basket 
l)  lýÿþ lýÿ× 'lëš 'lëššâ tooth 

Pattern for Singulative Three Class: CVCã - 'CVC 

One important feature that needs to be mentioned here is the "stress" mark which appears on 

virtually all of the Collective forms in this list.  Stress has been identified as morphologically significant. 

For example, stress differentiates transitive verb stems from intransitive and antipassive verb stems 

(Miller and Gilley, in preparation).  Stress is also present in the Collective form, though its significance is 

still under investigation.  Native speakers certainly distinguish the stressed Mid tone from the unstressed 

Mid, and would not group them together in a single Mid tone list. 

Stress is defined by Crystal (1985:288) as "the degree of force used in producing a syllable." 

Stressed syllables are considered to be more prominent than unstressed ones.  This prominence is "usually 

due to an increase in loudness of the stressed syllable, but increases in length and often pitch may 

contribute to the overall impression of prominence". Stress in Shilluk is primarily evidenced by loudness, 

but contrary to expectation it also shortens the length of the vowel.  Since tone is so important in the 

language, the pitch does not change (i.e. is not raised) in a stressed syllable. Thus, the only ways to 

measure the stress is by intensity and to some extent by the shortness of the vowel  The initial consonant 

in the syllable is also produced with a fortis quality.9  Stress will be noted whenever it occurs.  Its 

significance in the nominal system is still under investigation and stress as a general phonetic feature in 

the language is also under study. 

3.3.2 Nasalising set 
The singulatives in this subclass of Singulative Three nasalise when the possessive suffix is added 

to a plosive in the root-final position. It seems that this subclass, shown in (15), includes the names of 

                                                 
9 Work is in progress to try to document these phenomena  instrumentally. 
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plants, cow colors and small animals.  Some words with sonorants in the root-final position have been 

included here because of their semantic similarity with other items.  There is no clear way to tell whether 

they belong in this subset or in the non-nasalising subset.  Most collectives are stressed. A few are not 

stressed, and it is unclear why this discrepancy exists.  There are also some L tones in evidence in these 

data, but not so consistently as in other plural forms.  It is unclear why there is a difference in tone. 

 

 
15) Sglt N + Poss Collective Coll + Poss English 
a)  âtüdÞ âtün× âtùd âtùddâ  duck 
b)  õcjènþ  öcjýn  back skirt 
c)  ×cjènþ  âcjýn  black ant 
d)  ØpÞllþ ØpÞll× Ø'pÞl Ø'pÞllâ  greenish grey thing 
e)  tüšþ tüç× 'tùš 'tùššâ  doleib palm 
f)  müdþ mün× 'mùd 'mùddâ  neck 
g)  âpüdÞ âpün× â'pùd â'pùddâ  Puffer fish 
h)  tïmþ tïm× 'tïm 'tïmmâ  fontanelle (soft spot on head) 
i)  ØðæŒŒþ ØðæŒŒ× Ø'ðæŒ Ø'ðæŒŒâ front and back black 
j)  côšþ côç× 'côš 'côššâ  eel catfish 
k)  dõdþ dõn× 'dõd 'dõddâ  tumble bug 

 

3.4 Singulative Four 
The Singulative Four class is quite interesting since the Singulative appears to nasalise in all 

cases where the possessive suffix is added to a plosive in root-final position. Another remarkable feature 

of this class is found in the Plural form which has a nasalised consonant at the end of the root. Examples 

are shown in (16). 

 

16) Sglt Sglt + Poss Plural Pl+Poss English 
a) l×wø l×w× ¥ l×n× lånnì lånnâ  cloth, cloths 

 

a- with Mid tone 
b) ×ð×bø ×ð×m× ×ðåmmì  kinds of tobacco 

 

Ý- with High tone which are masculine items and kinds of fish 

c) öð×šÞ öð×nš× öðåççì  kind of fish 
d) öp×dÞ öp×n× öpånnì öpånnâ  broken calabash, spittoon 
 ö'pµdþ    s.t. made flat 
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Pattern for Singulative Class Four:  CVCã - CVNNi 

3.5 Singulative Five 
The Singulative Five class seems to form a semantic class of instruments which are derived from 

verbs.  Their form is somewhat different from other classes in that the Singulative has -i for a suffix 

instead of -ã.  I have considered these words as part of the marked Singulative set because 1) they have a 

suffix which means they are more marked than the Singular set is and 2) there is a nasalisation process 

which is only evident with the Singulatives.  

The plural is of the same type found in Singulative Class Two; namely, having the double 

consonant +-I . The main difference between the singulative and the plural is in the presence of the 

double root-final consonant.  Examples can be seen in (17).  In these words, the Singulative does nasalise 

when the possessive suffix is added 

 

17) Sglt Sglt + Poss Plural English Derived from English 
a) âpódì âpón× âpôddì gourd pod  to beat 
b) âðíwì âðíw× âðïwwì jug ðÏw controlled 
      pouring 
c) dïkÆšì dïkÆç× dïkæššì digging stick käš dig 
d) dïbÆmì dïbÆm× dïbæmmì pounding stick bœm to soften 
e) dïðé÷ì dïðéŒ× dïðý÷÷ì canoe pole ðjel push forward 
f) dïjúÿì dïjúñ× dïjüÿÿì file   juÿã rasp, file 
g) ræçì ræç× ræççì mirror räç look, examine 
h) l×wì l×w× l×wwì paddle läw clear, rinse 

Pattern for Singulative Class Five:  CVCi - CVCCi 

3.6 Singulative Six 
The Singulative Six class consists of words with only a single form which have the -ã suffix.  It 

seems to include types of plants among other items. Once again we will see that there are two subsets of 

this set, one in which the root-final plosives do not nasalise with the addition of the possessive suffix and 

the other set where they do. 

3.6.1 Non-nasalising set 
There are not many words in this subset of Singulative Class Six seen in (18). There is only the 

one form and it does not nasalise when the possessive is added to it. Of course if the root ends with a 
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sonorant, it is not possible to tell where it belongs, except by the semantics.  Much more work needs to be 

done on semantic sets before this aspect of the noun class system is clear. 

18) Sglt Sglt+Poss English 
a) kàdþ kàd× salt 
b) âlüšÞ âlüš× type of grass 
c) ×ÿëbþ ×ÿëb× Murle people 
d) mþrþ mþr× red biting ant 

Pattern for Singulative Class Six: CVCã 

While the words shown so far are all nouns, there are also verbal nouns which seem to have many 

of the same characteristics.  Since there is no plural (or collective) of verbal nouns, it seems most 

appropriate to put them in Singulative Class Six.  There are only three tone patterns which are: LL, ML 

and HL.  Some examples of the non-nasalising verbal nouns are shown in (19). 

 

19) V. noun VN + Poss English Verb English 
a) ñòdþ ñòd× birth pains ñwãl give birth 
b) tådþ tåd× arrogance tœd be proud, arrogant 
c) küdþ küd× silence kudã keep quiet 
d) kûÿþ kûÿ× bitterness kÐÿ be bitter 
e) cëšþ cëš× discipline cÐš to correct, discipline 
f) kë÷þ kë÷× going kÐ÷ go 
g) lwþšþ lwþš× washing lwãš to wash 
h) mùdþ mùd× drowning mud to drown 

3.6.2 Nasalising set 
In (20) we see words in the Singulative Six class which regularly nasalise when a possessive 

suffix is added. This subset of the class seems to have many plant names.  Therefore, if a root ends in a 

sonorant consonant, the word may be placed here on the basis of semantics rather than the nasalisation 

feature. 

20) Sglt Sglt+Poss English 
a) ×cwþbþ ×cwþm× type of plant (tamlek  in Arabic) 
b) âljýdÞ âljýn× type of edible grass (has a tea smell) 
c) ×dëçþ ×dëç× type of grass 
d) tûdþ tûn× people 
e) ×p×ÿþ ×p×ñ× edible grass found in the river 
f) ×këÿþ ×këñ× type of bitter plant 
g) ×dýšþ ×dýç× burned part of food 
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h) ró÷ø10 róŒ× thirst 
i) âlàbþ âlàm× rice 
j) âlýŒÞ âlýŒ× type of grass 
k) ×bæbbþ ×bæmm× type of plant 

 

There are also verbal nouns that have the same characteristics of nasalisation as the concrete nouns in this 

class.  A few are mentioned in (21). 

 

21) Verbal N  VN+Poss English Verb English 
a) lwÞšþ lwÞç× accompanying lwãg accompany 
b) lwóbþ lwóm× explanation, storytelling lwob explain 
c) wódþ wón× message or / od send 
d) lwøšò  lwøç× bath lwãg bathe 
e) bwøšþ bwøç× habit of fear bwãg fear 

3.7  Singulative Seven (Suppletives) 
We come now to the last class of Shilluk nouns, which contains the suppletive forms.  A few are 

listed below.  The plosive forms do seem to nasalise, but further work is needed on whether this is a 

regular feature or not. 

22) Sglt Plural English 
a)  ÿ×lþ cwþw man/men 
b)  ÷âÿÿþ mÆn woman/women 
c)  ÷×Œþ ÿï person/people 

 

3.8 General comments on gender and tone 
Some nominal prefixes seem to be associated generally with semantic classes.  For example, dÏ- = 

'is used for',  ä- = female item and Ý- = male item.  These are only tendencies, but indicate that this system 

of gender classes was probably fully productive in the past, but only remnants remain in current usage. 

It is easier to see the semantics of some of the derivational prefixes than of the noun classes 

themselves.  For instance, the á = nominaliser, × = instrument and à = cow colours or a nominaliser. 

Sometimes the same segments with a different tone can mean two things as in Ýlalã which can be 'a red 

person or thing' with a HH�LL tone pattern or 'a red bull' with a LML tone pattern. This aspect of the 

                                                 
10 This is one of the few nouns with a H-H pattern.  Other words with this pattern are names of villages. 
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language is under continued investigation.  It is clear, however, that tone patterns used to differentiate 

semantic classes of items are a separate system from the noun classes as described here. 

4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, then, evidence has been given for the existence of twelve groupings or "classes" of 

nouns in Shilluk. So far as we know, this classification can account for all the segmental variations of 

noun formation in the language, including verbal nouns.  The classification has been based on the 

structural behavior of the singulars and plurals and provides a principled account of the nominal system. 

There are still some areas needing investigation, namely, tone classes, the function of the feature 

of 'stress' in the nominal system and the semantic relationships of the members of the various classes.  

These areas of investigation are currently under study. 
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The Noun Classes Of Asheron 
Russell J. Norton 

 

0.  Introduction 
This paper11 presents the nouns of the Asheron language (Talodi group, Kordofanian, Niger-

Kordofanian). It will show how nouns fall into classes, each of which uses its own distinct pattern of 

prefixes, and has particular semantic characteristics. Such a system fits into the general picture of noun 

classes in the Kordofanian family laid down by Stevenson (1957,#120). It is also analogous to the more 

widely known noun class systems of Bantu languages (see, e.g., Welmers 1973, Bendor-Samuel 1989), 

which are taken to be historically related to those in Kordofanian within the large African Niger-

Kordofanian grouping (Greenberg 1963). 

The many Kordofanian language varieties, among others, densely populate the Nuba Mountains 

region in the Southern Kordofan province of Sudan. The Talodi group in which Asheron falls is found on 

the southern edge of the Nuba Mountains. Asheron itself is spoken by a few thousand people in, or 

originating from, a homeland in the Moro Hills, north-west of the town of Talodi. It was first mentioned 

and classified by MacDiarmid and MacDiarmid (1931) following a survey of the region. Recently, a 

study of Asheron phonology was made in Norton (1995), which asserts that Asheron has two regional 

dialects (East and West), differentiated by some sound changes. That has had a small effect on the noun 

classes. 

The paper is structured as follows. First I deal with the 'formal' aspects of the system, introducing 

the inflections on nouns in part 1, and the system of agreement marking on other sentential elements such 

as verbs and adjectives in part 2. Then in part 3, I deal with meaning, presenting the semantic 

characteristics of the classes. Each part begins gently, then more complex information is built in. My final 

remarks include pointers for further investigations. Nouns are listed in an Appendix. 

 

                                                 
11 The paper was prepared following fieldwork in Khartoum during 1994 working with Asheron speakers Timothy Mandari, Angelo 
Abdelmassih, Samir Arendama and Mubarek Husni, for whose help I am grateful. I am indebted to Leoma Gilley for the opportunity to do this 
study and for the pointers she provided as my assignment supervisor, and to others in Khartoum at that time for their support in all kinds of ways. 
Andrew Spencer and Thilo Schadeberg were kind enough to read drafts of the paper and provided useful comments. I alone am responsible for 
remaining errors. 
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0.1 Inventory 
Transcription of nouns will use the following segmental inventory12: 

Consonants bilabial laminal 
dental 

laminal 
alveolar 

apical 
post-
alveolar 

palatal velar 

plosive b, pp ÷, ðð  d, tt ¡ š,šw,kk 
stiff cord plosive      k 
fricative  ¢ z    
stiff cord fricative   s, ss    
nasal m, mm   n, nn ñ, ññ ç, çç 
lateral    l, ll   
trill   r, rr    
flap    £   
approximant     j w, ww 

 

Symbols represent values in keeping with the International Phonetic Alphabet, with the added note that 

whereas the 'stiff cord' segments [k] and [s] are always voiceless, other short plosives and fricatives have 

a lax articulation and vary in voicing. Geminate/double consonants are long. [¢] is the Western dialect 

variant of Eastern [z]: for brevity, we will usually just transcribe the [z]. 

Vowels front central back 
close i Ï  u Ý 

close-mid e Ð œ o ã 
open-mid  a §  

 

Where vowels are paired, it is suggested that the first is [+ATR], the second, [-ATR]. Judgement is 

reserved on a precise relationship to cardinal vowel positions. 

Tone marks are absent. Although tone has been noted in Kordofanian languages previously - 

most notably as the subject of a study of the Tira language by Watters (1993), tones are not exhibited by 

Asheron nouns in general. 

                                                 
12 The inventory is non-phonemic in that it covers TWO dialects, and also it turns out that the postalveolar flap and plosive are in a (subtle) 
complementary distribution, despite salient differences. More detailed segmental analysis is given in Norton (1995). 
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1.  The Morphological System 

1.1 Prefix Patterns 
The following nouns each display a particular means of distinguishing singular from plural. The 

stem of the noun, the part which remains invariant whatever the number, takes a consonant prefix which 

varies according to number. 

(1) 
a) ÷-awÝk  r-awÝk  'dog', 'dogs' 
b) j-ãk  n-ãk  'well', 'wells' 
c) š-§bÐ  n-§bÐ   'pot', 'pots' 
d) š-azo  j-azo  'grass' (blade, turf) 
e) š-uñe  w-uñe  'rib', 'ribs' 
f) b-Ýr  w-Ýr  'person', 'persons' 
g) b-Ýrr§k  ÷-Ýrr§k  kind of tree 
h) b-ija  š-ija  'tree', 'trees' 
i) w-išÐ  š-išÐ  'giraffe', 'giraffes' 
j) z-Ïk  š-Ïk  'eye', 'eyes' 
k) z-alle  m-alle  'ball', 'balls' 
l) z-Ïre  ñ-Ïre  'girl', 'girls' 
m) ç-Ýrak  ñ-Ýrak  'monkey', 'monkeys' 

 

Certain consonants are used as singular prefixes, others are used as plural prefixes. Some, such as g- in 

(1c,d,e,h,i,j) are found to signal singular in some nouns and plural in others.  

1.2 Noun Class, Paradigm Class 
g- is used to signal singular number in examples like (1c), but there are other nouns where it 

signals plural. Therefore, it cannot intrinsically mean 'singular', or 'plural'. Rather, the meaning of the 

prefix is dependent on the particular noun it is used with. This behaviour is captured by classifying the 

nouns. Thus, 

(2) 
a) š-§bÐ  'pot' represents the {singular; g-} noun class 
b) š-ija 'trees' represents the {plural; g-} noun class 
where 

 a NOUN CLASS is defined by a prefix x- and its number category y, and contains all and only the 
nouns which inflect x- for the category y13. 

                                                 
13 The definition of 'noun class' here is equivalent to that of Schadeberg (1981), which follows the spirit of the term in Bantu studies, although the 
standard Bantu classes owe more to convenient categorisations for comparative work than to a rigorous definition. I eschew considerations of 
comparison with Bantu and take Asheron on its own terms, to display the particular behaviour of its prefixes. 
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The word for 'smoke' does not exhibit a distinction between singular and plural; the word-initial 

consonant is always the same: 

(3) š-izã 'smoke' represents the {unspecified; g-} noun class 
 

Since there is no distinction between singular and plural, there is no reason to suppose that the prefix 

expresses number in this case, so we will assume number to be unspecified. 

Now, under this classification, many of the noun classes in Asheron overlap with two or more 

others. For example, the noun class {singular; z-} overlaps with {plural; g-}, {plural; m-} and  

{plural; ñ-}. This can be seen in (1j,k,l). However, another means of classification is possible where this 

time, each noun is classed once and only once: 

(4) 
a) š-§bÐ n-§bÐ 'pot, pots' represents the 'g/n' paradigm class 
b) b-ija š-ija  'tree, trees' represents the 'b/g' paradigm class 
c) š-izã  'smoke' represents the '{g}' paradigm class 
where 

 a NOUN PARADIGM CLASS is defined by a list of prefixes x1-, x2-,... and their number categories 
y1, y2,..., and contains all and only those nouns for which the list y1, y2,... exhausts possible number 
categories14. 

So, each paradigm class is a class of nouns which share entirely the same inflectional pattern, i.e. the 

same paradigm. In practice, of course, the “exhaustive list” of prefixes taken by the noun will be just one 

or two, as in the examples (4), and these are reflected in the denotations '{g}', 'b/g', etc. The following 

examples illustrate the relationship between these noun paradigm classes and the original noun classes: 

 {g} has the same content of nouns as {unspecified; g-} 

 b/g contains those nouns which {singular; b-} and {plural; g-} have in common. 

Having introduced the notion of paradigm class, we now proceed to a fuller documentation of 

what the paradigm classes of Asheron are. 

                                                 
14 'Paradigm class' corresponds to the intended meaning of 'inflectional class' in the monograph of Aronoff (1994). We want a class to be defined 
by an entire inflectional pattern in common between its members, and not just some inflectional properties (as in  the original 'noun class'), but 
Aronoff's term would seem to allow this. To clarify, I suggest use of the word 'paradigm'. 
'Paradigm class' also corresponds to the term 'gender' as sometimes applied (e.g. Schadeberg 1981) to noun class languages. As Aronoff (1994) 
points out, 'gender' traditionally refers to a distinctive pattern of agreement on other elements in a sentence (as in European languages), whereas 
paradigm classes are defined by morphological marking on the noun itself. Nevertheless, there is a close relationship between paradigm classes 
and agreement, as is seen in part 2. 
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1.3 Major Paradigm Classes 
The following noun paradigm classes and attendant noun classes are presented as the 'major' 

classes of Asheron. The paradigm classes distinguishing singular and plural (i-xiii) are those exemplified 

in (1). 

 

(5)  (Singular  Paradigm  (Plural 
  noun classes)  Classes  noun classes) 

       

i  ÷  ÷/r   r 
ii  j  j/n  n 
iii   š/n }   
iv  š š/j   j 
v   { š/w  w 
vi   b/w}   
vii  b b/÷   ÷ 
viii   { b/š   
ix  w  w/š  š 
x   z/š }  
xi  z z/m  m 
xii   { z/ñ  ñ 
xiii  ç  ç/ñ }   

  (Unspecified      
  noun classes)      

xiv  ÷  {÷}    
xv  j  {j}    
xvi  š  {š}    
xvii  ñ  {ñ}    
xviii  ç  {ç}    
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This set of 'major' classes excludes some very rare classes (see 1.4 below). Paradigm classes within the 

same noun class are listed adjacently in (5). This illustrates that many consonant prefixes are used in 

several morphological contexts: not only are some consonants employed for two or more kinds of noun 

class (singular, plural, and unspecified), but the same noun class may cover several noun paradigm 

classes. Thus {singular; g-} covers g/n, g/j, g/w which are the adjacent classes iii, iv and v respectively. 

However, the reader may confirm that a pairing g/m, for example, could not have been accommodated 

this way since it cannot be placed adjacent to both z/m and the g/X classes. That the presentation is 

workable reveals that employment of prefixes across the system is still relatively constrained15. 

Suffixing nouns: 

Another paradigm class should immediately be added, one whose inflectional pattern is rather 

different from all the others in the language. Certain kinship terms mark the plural by a suffix  -eç :  

(6) ob§naç , ob§naç-eç 'mother, mothers' 
 

1.4 Inquorate Paradigm Classes 
There are a few remaining paradigm classes found in Asheron which we will label “inquorate”: 

occasional prefix patterns peripheral to the main system and not justifying a place among the “quorum” of 

major paradigm classes (the term is due to Corbett 1991). Nouns of inquorate classes are entered at the 

end of the Appendix. Generally, the inquorate paradigms are unusual pairings of prefixes, as in  wÏððãç, 

nÏððãç  'buffalo(s)', or single prefixes as in  maç  'house'  already used in a major pair. The prefix pairings 

which occur render the ordering of (5) impossible: e.g. w-,n- cannot now be placed adjacent to both g/n 

and w/g. 

 

1.5 A Dialect-Specific Noun Class 
In the Eastern dialect, some nouns take the prefix gw- (labialised velar plosive) in the singular: 

šwašãç, wašãç 'bee, bees'. The Eastern dialect noun class {singular; gw-} gives rise to an additional 

major paradigm class (v.a) gw/w, as well as rare pairings (šwazo, jazo 'grass', š[Ý]r§çaz§k, nr§çaz§k 'fly, 

                                                 
15 It may be noted, however, that this state of affairs is violated by other rare pairs (see 1.4 and Appendix). Nevertheless, the observation connects 
with the theoretical issue of just how many classes are possible in a language, an area for possible further research raised in 4.2. 
Also apparent in (5) is that the so-called unspecified noun class prefixes are a subset of the paired prefixes. As pointed out by Thilo Schadeberg, 
the present analysis implicitly assumes that this fact is accidental: perhaps instead nouns which do not exhibit a singular/plural distinction are 
specified, but restricted to singular only, or plural only. 
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flies'). In the Western dialect, labialisation has been lost (Norton 1995:38), so the cognates have g- 

instead. 

Note that gw- only pairs with plural prefixes that g- pairs with (g(w)/w, g(w)/j, g(w)/n). This 

suggests that the two noun classes pattern together as a 'generalised noun class' {singular; velar-plosive} 

which pairs with those three plural noun classes. It turns out that this structural analysis will be relevant 

for agreement in 2.2. 

 

1.6 Exceptional Word Patterns 
So far, the nouns we have seen have utterly simple allomorphy - the stem begins with a vowel or 

possibly a liquid, and takes certain consonant prefixes, but is itself invariant. This is indeed the prevalent 

case, but there are occasional exceptions. In a few singular-plural distinctions, the entire word, and not 

just the noun class prefix, is different, as in  wajiç, kijÐ 'cow(s)'. On other occasions, other segments 

alternate with number, usually (but not always) the vowel following the initial consonant: šÝ÷ik, rœ÷ik 

'tail(s)'  brÐk, warÐk 'husband(s)'. In a few items, two prefixed morphological pieces are compounded or 

reduplicated, separated by a hyphen in the appendix, e.g. bÐrÐç-bÐrÐç, wÐrÐç-wÐrÐç 'lyre(s)'. 

Connected speech gives rise to two changes in prefixes. An 'intrusive stop' can appear in place of 

the n- prefix in close transition with a following trill: 

(7) [n§r§çaç ~ dr§çaç] 'names' (g/n) 
 

Eastern dialect speakers claim the [d] as their standard pronunciation, but all interviewees claimed high 

awareness of the /n/ even when the plosive is realised in speech, suggesting that the [d], when used, is 

something of a 'dummy' class marker, arising only for ease of articulation. This is mentioned again in 

section 2.2. 

The prefix j- occurs in the citation form of a number of nouns, but among those nouns with a 

geographical meaning (to anticipate the semantic analysis of part 3) the approximant readily varies with s- 

inside phrases: 

(8) a) [isuwÐ] /i juwÐ/ 'in the river' 
 b) *[suwÐ] /juwÐ/ 'river' 
 c) *[isÏððruk] /i jÏððruk/ 'inside the pig' 
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1.7 Additional Word Formation Processes 
All the other sections in this part have had in mind the marking of singular, plural or unspecified 

number on nouns. There are two other word formation processes for nouns, which we introduce next. 

Diminutivisation: 

Nouns take a diminutive meaning when the prefixes ç- and ñ- are used (except, of course, those 

nouns already in ç/ñ). Where other segments alternate between singular and plural as in 1.6, that 

alternation is seen again in the diminutives (9b). 

(9) a) w-išÐ; ç-išÐ  'giraffe'; 'little giraffe' 
  š-išÐ; ñ-išÐ  'giraffes'; 'little giraffes' 
 b) b-£ubÐ; ç-£ubÐ 'bird'; 'little bird' 
  w-a£œbÐ; ñ-a£œbÐ 'birds'; 'little birds' 
'Familiarity' Prefixation: 

Word-initial o- is found on kinship terms in the suffixing class, and on pronouns. It is glossed as 

'familiarity' to cover the two uses: kinship (familiarity by relationship) and pronominals (familiarity in 

current discourse). 

(10) a) o-jiç 'I' (pronoun) 
 b) o-b§÷aç 'father' (suffixing) 
The o- is obligatory on pronouns and suffixing nouns but may optionally be added to other nouns 

referring to kin: 

(11) a) o-b-aji 'wife' (b/w) 
 b) o-ç-usu 'baby' (ç/ñ) 
 

This concludes observations about the morphological patterns on nouns in isolation. We will now 

go on to take a look at how the noun classes affect the form of a sentence. 

2.  Agreement On Other Sentential Elements 
Agreement is observed between nouns and a variety of co-occurring elements: between nouns 

and complements within the noun phrase (e.g. noun and demonstrative, adjective, quantifier, numerals 1-

2-3, or possessor phrase), between subject and verb, and between subject and the verb phrase complement 

of a copula verb. We shall elucidate the agreement marking through two simple principles. 

2.1 Principle One 
The kinds of words which agree with a noun in a sentence do so by taking the same consonant 

prefix as the noun. This means that there are no special inflections for different word categories. 
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Principle One: The noun class prefix is repeated on all agreement targets. 

The phenomenon is easily recognisable in the following examples. Major and inquorate, and singular, 

plural and unspecified classes are all featured - all conform to the principle. 

 
(12) Noun-Demonstrative/Adjective/etc. 
a) j-ãk j-§rÐ 'that well' 
b) ñ-§b§k ñ-§rÐ 'that alcohol' 
c) n-§bÐ n-§rÐ 'those pots' 
d) ÷-ÐrÐç ÷-§rÐ 'this stick' 
e) š-Ý÷ik š-ippok 'white tail' 
f) r-ã£Ð r-Ýz§k 'long words' 
g) n-Ýwak a-n-uk 'all the forests' 
h) w-Ýr w-Ð£§k 'two people' 
 
(13) Noun-Possessor Phrase16 
a) j-ãk  j-o  ÷a÷a 
 j/nSG-well j/nSG-Pos father 
 'Dad's well' 
b) r-§mmi r-o š-§b§k 
 ÷/rPL-story ÷/rPL-Pos w/gPL-animal 
 'Stories of animals' 
c) z-ijuk z-o š-§nze 
 z/gSG-hole z/gSG-Pos g/nSG-nose 
 'Nostril' ('hole of nose') 
d) j-Ýmanaç j-o  š-aza 
 j/nSG-hippopotamus j/nSG-Pos g/nSG-body 
 'fat/bulky/poorly-built body' ('a hippopotamus of a body!') 
 
(14) Subject-Verb agreement 
a) ç-Ýrak ç-oršãk š-§nzuk 
 ç/ñSG-monkey ç/ñSG-eat-PAST z/gPL-sugarcane 
 'A monkey ate the sugarcanes' 
b) j-ãk j-ãnu ç-Ïr ç-ãrÏç 
 j/nSG-well j/nSG-have {ç}-water {ç}-good 
 'The well has good water' 

                                                 
16 The Possessive form is the stem -o, which takes the agreement prefix, and precedes its possessing noun. Here we see that the Possessive covers 
a broad range of meanings associating one noun with another, apparently coextensive with 'of' in English, and including some idiomatic 
expressions. Possessive pronouns are also found, as in (17a.). 
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2.2 Addendum 
In fact, Principle One strictly fails in the Eastern dialect, in the case of gw-. In this case, agreeing 

elements take g-, omitting the secondary, labial articulation: 

(15) šwarÐ÷eç  šullÝk  šãrÏç fruit.one.good : 'one good fruit'    

Recall that we brought together g- and gw- prefixed nouns in a 'generalised' noun class {singular; velar-

plosive} in 1.5. Now it is clear that agreement with any member of {singular; velar-plosive} adopts the 

phonologically simpler, non-labialised prefix. 

One putative failure of prefix repetition occurs as a result of phonetic processes. The intrusive 

stop formed as in (7) cannot be copied onto other elements; intrusive stops are formed independently on 

different words. 

(16) 
a) [dr§çaç  nar§k] 'male names' 
b) [dr§çaz§k  drÐ ~ nrÐ] 'those flies' 
c) [dr§k  nrÐ ~ drÐ] 'those fields' etc. 

2.3 Principle Two 
Because Asheron agreement in (12-14) depends on prefixation, it is unclear so far what will 

happen for agreement with suffixing nouns, pronouns, and other kinds of subjects. Aronoff (1994) 

observes in his monograph that for other languages with noun class and agreement systems, the rules 

determining agreement inflection can fail in certain circumstances, and that when they do, the agreement 

system will have a "default agreement" pattern - a set of inflections that are opted for automatically when 

no other pattern is designated. This is the case in Asheron. When the agreement pattern cannot be 

determined because the subject is not a prefixing noun, the system provides the 'default' inflections  b-  in 

the singular or  ÷-  in the plural. This gives  

Principle Two: By default, agreeing elements inflect as if they were agreeing with a member of the viith 

noun paradigm class.17 

(17) Suffixing nouns 
a) o-b§naç b-i-b-iç 
 Fam-mother dfSG.1PerSgPos 
 'My mother' 

                                                 
17 There is no semantic reason for the choice of the viith paradigm class for the default pattern (the class only contains trees - 3.1). It is merely an 
arbitrary, 'formal' choice. 
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b) o-÷a÷a b-ãša-k b-oborok i ÷-a£§÷aç 
 Fam-dad dfSG-be-PAST dfSG-strong in {÷}-rule 
 'My father was strong in his rule' 
 
(18) Proper names 
 jašub na18 samir ÷-ajašo-k i suk 
 Yagub and Samir dfPL-go-PAST in market 
 'Yagub and Samir went to the market' 
 
(19) Pronouns; Empty Subjects 
 (o-nÏç) ÷-ãša ÷-ãrÏç-a 
 Fam-2PerPlPro dfPL-be dfPL-well-QN 
 'Are you all well?' 
 
(20) Who? Subjects 
a) obizuç b-ano sÏk 
 Who? SG dfSG-sit Ptcle 
 'Who is sitting down?' 
b) obieni ÷-ano sÏk 
 Who? PL dfPL-sit Ptcle 
 'Who (are) sitting down?' 
 

This completes our introduction to the agreement system. Another sentence type, where verbs 

appear with the auxiliary 'go', will be briefly examined under the {j} class during section 3.1. Having laid 

a foundation of agreement principles, extending our understanding of agreement will be a case of 

discovering how agreement works in more complex syntactic constructions. This should be possible to 

investigate hand in hand with syntax. 

Having seen what the system does, we now turn our attention back to nouns themselves, this time 

covering the semantic characteristics which can be seen across nouns in a class. 

 

3.  The Semantics Of The Noun Class System 

3.1 Semantic Trends In The Major Paradigm Classes 
It is the major paradigm classes in which semantic structure can be located. For each one, one or 

more 'central notions' will be given to cover a trend in the meanings of nouns present. This is followed by 

                                                 
18 This conjunction of two names takes the default plural agreement. However, it is not clear, as yet, what the agreement strategy is for conjoined 
subjects in general. 
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further explanation. It is frequently the case that classes contain semantic trends identical or close to 

notions proposed in other research (Stevenson 1956-57, Schadeberg 1981, and Bantu notions given in 

Welmers 1973). We do not dwell on exemplification of the nouns here; the full list is available in the 

Appendix. 

 

Suffixing nouns. 

Central notion: Blood kin. 

This class contains only kinship terms, and only those kin who are so by blood. Relatives by 

marriage are in b/w. Terms are included here for the closest family relationships; other blood relationships 

may be expressed by constructions based on these (obaç bo ÷a÷a 'sister of father', etc.). Surprisingly, 

however, there is a lexical item for 'maternal uncle' in the class. This reflects his important cultural role: 

he provides cows and land on his nephew's marriage. 

 

÷/r 

Central notions: Elongated objects (Stevenson 9/10; Bantu 11/10), States - see also 

{÷} (Bantu 11 'abstracts'?). 
'Elongated objects' covers various long, pointed or slender objects - including some four-legged 

creatures: 'pole', 'rope', 'tongue', 'year', 'thorn', 'dog', 'camel', 'sheep'... also inquorate nouns 'stick', 'snake' 

(÷/w), 'tail' (g/r), 'goat' (w/r). 'Mouth' ({÷}) may be reconstructed in ÷/r, with its one-time plural rãç 

having shifted in meaning to 'word', i.e., mouths > series of mouth shapes. 

Words for states of persons include 'no discipline', 'evil-eyes', 'short-sightedness', 'limp'. They 

pattern with the verb 'to have', and variably act as mass nouns or take a plural r- (or w- for inquorate 

'dirtiness') when attributed to plural referents (21). 'Thief' also patterns as an attribute with 'to have' (22). 

(21) 
w-Ýr w-§rÐ w-ãnu ÷-ãl§mãzik (r-ãl§mãzik) 
b/wPL-person b/wPL-that b/wPL-have {÷}-no_discipline (÷/rPL-no_discipline) 
'Those people have no discipline.' 
(22) 
b-Ýr  b-rÐ  b-ãnu  ÷-uwwi 
b/wSG-person b/wSG-that b/wSG-have ÷/rSG-thief 
'That person is a thief.' (or: '..has the attribute of being a thief') 
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j/n 

Central notion: as for g/n. 

Some members conform to the notion of hollow objects (Stevenson 13/14), and there are some 

animals. However, 'river' has associations with the geographical meaning of the {j} class, and in (8) was 

shown undergoing a process specific to geographical nouns. 

 

g/n 

Central notion: Hollow or deep objects (Stevenson 13/14), otherwise Miscellaneous (Stevenson 17/18). 

A very common class. Fitting the description of hollow or deep objects are words for pots, 

containers, holes in the ground and buildings. Otherwise, there are various body parts, animals, and 

inanimate objects, and the collection 'god', 'old man', 'old woman', 'corpse'. 

 

g/j 

Central notion: Wiry material. 

This class contains 'grass' and similar materials, even 'body hair'.  

 

g/w 

Central notions: "Distinguishing" body features, Sweet food - gw/w in the Eastern dialect. 

Body parts and types include 'lip', 'rib', 'cheek', 'vein', 'spotted animal', 'left-handed person'. As an 

associated group, it also contains the body accessories 'spear', 'shield', 'shoe' (Stevenson 7/8 'things'). Also 

present is 'moon'. 

The notion of sweet food is represented by fruits and 'honey'. The word for 'honey' also doubles 

up as 'bee', an associated meaning. This is the notion of the separate gw/w paradigm class in the Eastern 

dialect, but the sound change  šw > š  in the Western dialect has recast it as a second central notion of 

g/w. 

 

b/w 

Central notion: Persons (Stevenson 1/2; Bantu 1/2). 

Words for persons include generic 'person' and also tribal names. No sex distinction is attached to 

words, e.g. no words for 'man' and 'woman'; sex must be expressed by an adjective 'male'/'female'. Tools 
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and musical instruments (associated with persons, who are the entities which exclusively use them) are 

found here, and also some animals. 

 

b/÷ 

Central notion: Some Trees. 

Some trees have been recorded in this class, although there are also trees in b/g below. 

Distinguishing factors between the two sets are not clear. 

 

b/g 

Central notion: Plants, 'Nature' (Stevenson 3/4; Bantu 3/4). 

Names of more trees, generic 'tree', and plants are here. There are also some animals. Nature 

words which do not distinguish singular and plural occur with just one of the prefixes (e.g. creeping 

plants with b-, 'smoke', 'wind' with g-), although 'fog' is in b/g: the singular denotes an isolated amount, 

plural indicates that the whole sky is foggy. 

 

w/g 

Central notion: Animals which are eaten (Schadeberg; Stevenson 11/12 'harmful/large animals'). 

This notion is one that is true of all known members, which include the generic 'animal/meat'. 

Other animals are found in the inquorate w/r, w/n classes, most of which are eaten. 

 

z/g 

Central notion: Body parts found around the central axis of the body. 

This notion covers 'eye', 'tooth', 'neck', 'breast', 'belly'. From the front of the body, each of these is 

found either surrounding the axis or immediately either side of it. 

The phrase 'hole of nose' is used for nostril (as in (13c)), fitting the central axis concept, but the 

item 'hole' generalises to any hole in a structure: ear-holes, holes in walls, etc. However, this meaning 

contrasts with holes in the ground, which come under hollow/deep objects in g/n. 

Although not a body part, the prongs of a 'double-pronged pole', too, fall either side of its axis. 

'Sugarcane' shares with 'breast' the semantic association of the sucking method of consumption. This 

relationship is paralleled by phonological similarity: z§nzuk / z§nzik. 'Village' is a compound based on 

the phrase 'belly-of-the-fields'. An associated word for 'hut' also occurs. 
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z/m 

Central notions: Numerous objects (Stevenson 5/6) including staple foods (Bantu 5/6 'egg/fruits'), 

Round objects (Stevenson 5/6), Structural body parts. 

Many numerous objects are rather miscellaneous in nature, but staple foods form a subset of such 

objects. Roundness in part overlaps with numerousness, particularly since staple foods are often round: 

'egg', fruit, grains. Even the animals in this class are round: 'rhino', 'owl', 'chimpanzee'. 

The body parts found here are vital structural ones: bones, muscles, 'heart', 'chest', 'back', and for 

animals, 'wing'. The word for a 'walking stick' used by a woman carrying water is associated with this 

notion since it is used for support.  

There are certain personal or person-like nouns, 'chief', 'Arab', 'one-eyed man', 'devil'. 

 

z/ñ 

Central notion: "Human units one size below a full adult". 

This class combines limbs ('leg', 'arm') and children, two ideas comparable within the central 

notion suggested. 

The class inherits some uses from the {ñ} class of beverages. 'Groundnut' is here as a beverage 

ingredient. While 'groundnut' has a natural singular referent, z- is also used by some speakers for other 

ingredients in {ñ} to mean "a pinch of...". 

 

ç/ñ 

Central notion: Small animals (Stevenson 15/16; Bantu 12/13). 

Small animals include 'tadpole', 'pigeon', 'bat', 'monkey'. An associated notion is domesticated 

animals (Stevenson), which could motivate the larger 'bull'. As recorded in 1.6, the prefixes may also be 

used on nouns of other classes to indicate small size. The young of a species - as distinct from small size 

regardless of age - is indicated by the construction in (22). (The item 'young (animal)' has the same stem 

as 'child' in z/ñ.) 

(23) ç-§šÝr ç-o ÷-akkrÝk 
 ç/ñSG-young ç/ñSG-Pos ÷/rSG-hen 
 'Chick' 
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The word for 'bat' has, by metaphor, come to be used for 'umbrella'. 'Policeman' has been assigned to this 

class (nativised form of Arabic al-bulis). 

 

{÷} 

Central notions: States (Bantu 11 'abstracts'?), Locations - lowland, far, south, inside.  

States have been reviewed under ÷/r, since they variably use a plural. However, the use of 

unspecified number is found both here and in further variation with the prefix n- as recorded in the 

appendix. This variation is inspired by the analogy of [÷] to [d] as formed from n- before a trill (1.6). 

Words for locations are found in both {÷} and {j}. It will be instructive to discuss these two 

together below. 

 

{j} 

Central notion: Locations - highland, north, general. 

Locations in {j} include tribal homelands, villages, etc. 'Far', 'there', 'north', 'east' also have j- 

word initially. 

The contrast between {j} and {÷} is based in part on local geography. The Nuba Mountains 

expand to the north, but the Asheron are near their southern edge, with Talodi town and lowlands to the 

south. In a local sense therefore, the triplets "near, highland, north" for {j} and "far, lowland, south" for 

{÷} are motivated - the first applies to the Asherons' own area, the second not. The minimal pair jorme 

'Asheron homeland', ÷orme 'south' is a prime example of this distinction between the two classes. 

'Home' and 'home interior' form another minimal pair jawwaç, ÷awwaç, revealing an additional 

contrastive use of {÷} for interior locations19. 

A main verb following the auxiliary verb 'go' will take one of these two prefixes, with the desired 

shade of meaning. 

(24) onÏç ÷-ano j-ure / ÷-ure j-ošija / ÷-ošija 
 1PerPlexcl dfPL-go {j}-herd / {÷}-herd {j}-forest / {÷}-forest 
 'We are going cattle-herding to the forest' (to a high place (j), a far place (÷)) 
 

{g} 

                                                 
19 The three Bantu locative classes 16,17,18 are on record as performing very similar functions to these. They distinguish "general" from 
"explicit", "near" from "far" and "inside" from "outside" (Welmers 1973). 
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Central notion: Languages. 

This class contains all terms referring to the speech of communities. There are some mass nouns 

associated with the "nature" notion of b/g, others perhaps to be associated with the miscellaneous g/n. 

 

{ç} 

Central notion: Liquids (Stevenson 6a; Bantu 6a). 

Liquids present include 'blood', 'water', 'milk'. Some other mass nouns are present, such as 

'darkness', 'dust'. 

 

{ñ} 

Central notion: Beverages (Bantu 14 'alcoholative'). 

This class contains words for liquid beverages including 'alcohol', 'porridge', and also their 

ingredients. 

 

A TREE AND ITS FRUIT: 
A tree and its fruit will share a common stem, as in (25), although the classifications vary: trees 

and plants are spread between b/š, b/÷, {b}; their produce is usually in g(w)/w or z/m. 

(25) b-Ï¡e š-Ï¡e šw-Ï¡e  (E) w-Ï¡e 
   š-Ï¡e (W) 
 fig tree; fig trees; fig; figs 
The example (25) shows how in the Western dialect (form W), there are cases of homonymy between 

trees (plural) and their fruit (singular) created by the sound change which simplified  šw  to  š . 

 

PEOPLES, HOMELANDS, LANGUAGES: 
Except for some alterations to the initial vowel, a common stem is used for a people group  

(b-,w-; central vowel), their home (j- or ÷-; mid back vowel), and their speech (g-; central vowel). In this 

way, there is a set of forms for location, resident(s) and speech for local tribes, towns and villages, 

districts, etc. 

(26)  j-o-¨÷ãk b-§-¨÷ãk  w-§-¨÷ãk  š-§-¨÷ãk  
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Eastern Asheron... district; dweller; dwellers; dialect 

3.2 The Nature Of Classes' Semantic Structure 
We have seen that the major noun paradigm classes may be identified with general notions such 

as 'persons', 'long objects', etc. While these trends can be hypothesised from collections of nouns, they do 

not necessarily account for all nouns in a class. This observation matches received wisdom from 

Stevenson and from Bantu researchers. In the terms of Lakoff (1987), classes of nouns may contain 

 central members that are defined by some general notion, 

 members present by some association with certain other class members (e.g. common "domains of 
experience", common cultural/mythological properties20), 

 exceptional members, for whom no explanation is available (perhaps there was one, but it is obscured 
and lost to history). 

The 'association' effect is frequently visible in the previous section: for example, some members 

of z/g are not body parts around the central axis, but nevertheless were linked to z/g nouns which are so. 

It may be that mythology would shed further light on some other classifications. However, exceptional 

slippage in classification is also to be expected. In particular, since Kordofanian classes can be based on 

single consonant prefixes, classification could easily be affected by mere segment changes. Indeed, 

change is apparent within Asheron, not only in the merger of two classes - gw/w and g/w - in the Western 

dialect, but in a few speaker- and dialect-specific classifications of particular nouns found among the four 

speakers interviewed. Some are indicated in the Appendix. 

Finally, having established the central notions used by the Asheron system, we have a list of 

concepts which may itself be re-examined and analysed. 

3.3 An Analysis Of The Central Notions 
It can be noted that none of the central notions in 3.1 pertain to sex differentiation into 'masculine' 

and 'feminine', as is found in many European languages. "There is no grammatical distinction of sex" in 

Talodi languages (Stevenson 1957:35). Having made this negative observation, we proceed to consider 

what kinds of notions the system does have. Four main types can be discerned. 

                                                 
20 This idea is illustrated by the elaborate example which inspired the title of Lakoff's book - 'Women, Fire and Dangerous Things'. These three 
subjects are all classed together in the Australian language of Dyirbal: not because they reveal any Dyirbal conception of women as fiery and 
dangerous (as a Westerner might be tempted to prejudge), but because of a chain of associations which must be understood in relation to Dyirbal 
culture: i. women are central members; ii. the sun is the wife of the moon in Dyirbal mythology, so is also feminine; iii. the sun is a ball of fire, so 
fire is feminine; iv. fire is dangerous, and so other dangerous things are feminine. 
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Animacy 
Objects are divisible according to an animacy scale: human, animal, plant, inanimate. A number 

of the notions can be characterised in terms of animacy: b/w is "human", b/g "plant" (though both have 

associated animal and inanimate members). Suffixing nouns are also "human" - a specific set, "blood-

kin". The collection of “trees” in b/÷ is a specific group of "plants" (although some trees are in b/g 

anyway). Containing the notion of liquids, {ç} is "inanimate". 

Animals are spread over most classes: only w/g and ç/ñ include “animal” in their central notions; 

and both are further specified, as “eaten animals” and “small animals” respectively. 

Spatial Configuration 
A motivation covering a number of central notions here is spatial configuration. Some constitute 

“inherent” spatial properties: “hollow” (g/n) and properties of “outline”; “round” (z/m), “elongated” (÷/r) 

and “wiry” (g/j) in an increasing scale of extension. Two notions indicate  “relative” properties. “Small” 

(ç/ñ) is relative to an expectation of size. “Adjacent to the central axis of the body” (z/g) relates a body 

part to a fixed property of the body. 

Attributes 
The  attributes of {÷} are could be characterised more specifically as abstract attributes of 

animates. Languages, in {g}, are known and spoken by particular sets of people in particular places (note 

Peoples, Homelands, Languages at the end of 3.1), so are abstract attributes of (human) communities. 

Body parts may be characterised as concrete attributes of animates. Three paradigm classes have 

central body part members: z/m has "structural" parts, z/g has body parts described by spatial 

configuration, and g/w has what were called "distinguishing" body parts. 

Food 
Food is characterised by (concrete) objects taking the predicate eaten by humans. This includes 

the "eaten animals" (w/g), "sweet food" (g/w) and "beverages" ({ñ}). The presence of staple foods was 

mentioned in z/m, but these are merely part of a more general notion of numerousness (immediately 

below). 

Others 
We have already seen how the locative concept breaks down into a contrast between {j} and {÷}: 

{÷} specifies "lowland/south/far/inside" locations, otherwise {j} is used. 
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Two classes have a significantly miscellaneous character. z/m contains nouns under the broad 

rubric of "numerousness". g/n, aside from its noted trend of hollow objects, contains a sizeable mixed 

assortment of objects which support the contention that g/n is a semantic 'catch-all' for the whole system. 

 

Putting this together diagramatically, we have: 

 

[ANI MACY] [ATTRIB

[E ATEN]

[intrinsic] [relative][outline][hollow ][round] [long] [wiry] [small][be low human ad ult][arou nd central axisg/n,j/ nz/m ÷/r g/j z/ñ z/g[structu ral]z/m [concrete[disting uishing]g/w

{÷} [abstrac{g} [comm unity]g/w {ñ}[sweet] [bevera ges]

b/÷b/g

w/gç/ñb/w[huma n][anima l]

[plan t][tree][inanimate][l iquid]{ç}

(27)

[ANI MACY] [ATTRIB

[E ATEN]

[intrinsic] [relative][outline][hollow ][round] [long] [wiry] [small][be low human ad ult][arou nd central axisg/n,j/ nz/m ÷/r g/j z/ñ z/g[structu ral]z/m [concrete[disting uishing]g/w

{÷} [abstrac{g} [comm unity]g/w {ñ}[sweet] [bevera ges]

b/÷b/g

w/gç/ñb/w[huma n][anima l]

[plan t][tree][inanimate][l iquid]{ç}

(27)

[ANI MACY] [ATTRIB

[E ATEN]

[intrinsic] [relative][outline][hollow ][round] [long] [wiry] [small][be low human ad ult][arou nd central axisg/n,j/ nz/m ÷/r g/j z/ñ z/g[structu ral]z/m [concrete[disting uishing]g/w

{÷} [abstrac{g} [comm unity]g/w {ñ}[sweet] [bevera ges]

b/÷b/g

w/gç/ñb/w[huma n][anima l]

[plan t][tree][inanimate][l iquid]{ç}

(27) 
(27) shows how classes relate to the four concepts of animacy, configuration, attributes and food. Those 

notions arising from a combination of two of these concepts are linked to them by dotted lines. As 

Andrew Spencer, (personal communication), points out the analysis at this point illustrates how the form 

of the prefixes is independent of meaning in general. g-, for example, is dotted throughout the four 

general concepts. Only within a given paradigm class does it have meaning - so in g/j, it is “wiry, 

singular”. In the following overall summary, all notions are ultimately subordinated to the thoroughly 

generic NOUNAL. (27) replaces the rectangle on the left: 

[SPATIAL CONFIGURATION]

[ANIMACY] [ATTRIBUTE]

[EATEN]

[intrinsic] [relative]

[outline]

[hollow] [round] [long] [wiry] [small] [below human adult] [around central axis]

g/n,j/n z/m ÷/r g/j z/ñ
z/g

[structural]z/m

[concrete]

[distinguishing]g/w

{÷} [abstract]

{g} [community]

g/w {ñ}

[sweet] [beverages]

b/÷

b/g

w/g

ç/ñb/w[human]

[animal]

[plant]

[tree]

[inanimate]
[liquid] {ç}

(27)
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The features within the diagrams express generalisations over the central notions of the classes, revealing 

a conceptual organisation behind the list in 3.1. However, they are not (as far as is known) 'linguistic' 

features operative in the language in an observable sense. (An example of a generalised construct which 

IS operative here is the generalised noun class {singular; velar-plosive} in 1.5, which is relevant to actual 

patterns of noun class formation and agreement.) 

4.  Concluding Remarks 
Here, we summarise the findings of the paper and point out some issues of broader interest 

arising from the material presented. 

4.1 Asheron Is A Noun Class Language 
This study first of all confirms that, as is common among the Kordofanian languages, Asheron 

has a system of noun class prefixes, which are used in the related system of agreement on other sentential 

elements. 

4.2 Semantic Structure 
The semantic content of the nineteen major paradigm classes of Asheron is not always sharply 

defined, but neither are they unconnected assortments of words. We now know how the Asheron 

language carves up the world of nounal entities in terms of animacy, spatial configuration, attributes, 

food, locatives and miscellany. We also know that it classes some nouns by association to central nouns, 

and that for some nouns classification is liable to vary. Furthermore, it can be seen that the central notions 

are frequently similar to those reported for other Kordofanian languages and even to those accepted for 

Bantu, although some are new discoveries. 

One weakness of the data elicited for this work is the lack of words describing persons. I would 

anticipate that more remain to be found, e.g. the roles people take in Asheron life. Also, it remains to be 
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seen whether Asheron or wider Nuba world-view and mythology explain any more associations among 

nouns within classes. 

4.3 Morphological Theory 
Material of this type illustrates the significance of morphological phenomena in language 

(Aronoff 1994). The morphological classes provide an intervening system which relates 'form' (prefixes) 

to 'meaning' (number, semantic notions). The system is an autonomous unit in its own right, which 

interacts with other components of the language, as in the agreement system.  

An issue with which morphological theorists are concerned with at present is the question of how 

many paradigm classes a language can have. Asheron has 13 paired classes based on 7 singular and 8 

plural prefixes, apparently constrained in the manner discussed in 1.3. This is notably high, although it is 

no doubt because the paradigms themselves are so small that there can be so many of them. Asheron, 

then, is a particularly suitable example for further discussion of this matter. 

4.4 Further Grammatical Analysis 
Describing the agreement system well would demand that the groundwork here is extended to 

cover more complex syntactic constructions (see, e.g., footnote 8). 

It is a continuing theoretical challenge to determine what formal machinery renders Kordofanian 

(and Bantu) noun class and agreement systems succinctly. Issues such as the specification of number (see 

1.2 and footnote 5), and how the same prefix consonants is repeated on different word categories (see 2.1) 

need attention. 

4.5 The Kordofanian Family 
There are many more Kordofanian noun class languages to study, and much potential for 

comparative work. Moreover, the correlations with Bantu classes noted in part 3 suggest that there is 

scope to make more robust the claim of a genetic link between Kordofanian and Bantu within Niger-

Kordofanian. 

In concentrating on a single representative of the Talodi group, this paper contributes to a fuller 

picture of the form and composition of noun classes in Talodi. Related languages can be checked for the 

presence of the classes, semantic notions and types of notions reported here. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

APPENDIX 

The following wordlist gives nouns according to class, beginning with the suffixing class, followed by the 

major prefixing paradigm classes given in (5), followed by a list of inquorate nouns at the end. 

 

 Suffixing 
ob§naç  ob§naçeç  mother 
wanna  wannajiç  mother. informal 
ob§÷aç  ob§÷açeç  father 
÷a÷a  ÷a÷ajiç  father. informal  
obaç  obaçeç  siblinš 
ob§šibiç  ob§šibiçeç  šrandparent 
oleç , ojeç  oleçeç , ojeçeç  maternal uncle (E,W) 
oçosijaç  oçosijaçeç  third-born son 
 {÷/r} 
÷uwak  ruwak  root 
÷uwãlãç , ÷uwãjãç  ruwãlãç , ruwãjãç  throat (E,W) 
÷Ýr§çe  rÝr§çe  tonšue 
÷§bu  r§bu  pole 
÷ãr§k  rãr§k  strinš 
÷ubÐ£ , ÷uwÐ£§k  rubÐ£ , ruwÐ£§k  horn (E,W) 
÷Ýzi , ÷u÷i  rœzi , rœsi  thorn (E,W) 
÷Ðra  rÐra  stream 
÷§bÝk , ÷uwÝk  r§bÝk , ruwÝk  year (E,W) 
÷ab§rek  rab§rek  side of mouth 
÷ã¡ãç  rã¡ãç  chin 
÷§m§  r§m§  piece of šum Arabic  cf {ç} 
÷awwi  rawwi  fruit of bawwi :b/g 
÷ã£imãrãk  rã£imãrãk  crocodile 
÷ãttiç  rãttiç  crane / bird 
÷ab§la  rab§la  camel 
÷imbi£iç  rimbi£iç  antelope 
÷§lãç  r§lãç  fox (E) (W: in z/m) 
÷awÝk  rawÝk  doš 
÷Ýçš§k  rœçš§k  sheep 
÷akkrÝk  rakkrÝk  hen 
÷Ðllãç  rÐllãç  ram 
÷§buk  r§buk  friend 
÷ebuk  rebuk  šrassy places 
÷ik  rik  fire 
÷ãkkã÷ak  rãkkã÷ak  cock 
÷ãkkã£jãk  rãkkã£jãk  flower 
÷ela  rela  unmoveable state 
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÷ãlmãzik  rãlmãzik  lack of discipline 
÷u£isi  ru£isi  lie 
÷ÝçšÐ  rœçšÐ  liver 
÷alaç  ralaç  pot 
÷ÝrÐ  rÝrÐ  food 
 {j/n} 
jãk  nãk  well 
juwÐ  nuwÐ  river 
jÝnÐ  nÝnÐ  nest 
junn§k  nunn§k  shadow 
j§£u  n§£u  lion 
jÏððruk  nÏððruk  piš 
jãri  nãri  kind of snake 
jumanaç  numanaç  hippo 
 {š/n} 
šappa  nappa  hole 
šappÝ  nappÝ  cultivation hole 
šalija , šaja  nalija , naja  cup (E,W) 
š§bÐ  n§bÐ  pot 
šabi  nabi  broken piece of pot 
šr§ttabi  nr§ttabi  small piece of pot 
šeppeç  neppeç  container 
š§sse  n§sse  fishinš basket 
š§÷uk  n§÷uk  šrainstore 
š§zÝk  n§zÝk  dura store 
šar§ç  nar§ç  stable 
šãrkkãr , šãrkkãç  nãrkkãr , nãrkkãç  prison (E,W) 
ša£uwaç  na£uwaç  lake 
šÝwak  nÝwak  forest 
šr§k , š§j§k  nr§k , n§j§k  field (E,W) 
šaðð§r , šaðð§r§k  naðð§r , naðð§r§k  road (E,W) 
šaza  naza  body 
šumi  numi  corpse 
š§£ãk  n§£ãk  head 
šamal , šama£§k  namal , nama£§k  old man (E,W) 
š§llaç  n§llaç  old woman 
š§nzi  n§nzi  šod 
š§nze  n§nze  nose 
šulassaç , š§bujassaç nulassaç , n§bujassaç  larše intestine (E,W) 
š§ssuk  n§ssuk  intestine 
šappak  nappak  lišht skin 
šappãk  nappãk  pancreas 
šattal , šattar§k  šo ñ§š§k nattal , nattar§k   no ñ§š§k  foot (E,W) 
šattal , šattar§k  šo ñ§šÝç nattal , nattar§k   no ñ§šÝç  hand (E,W) 
šawÝç  nawÝç  finšer 
š§maç  n§maç  biceps 
šoš§ç  n§š§ç  hair 
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šãçš§k  nãçš§k  knee 
šrišizaç  nrišizaç  sinus 
šazÐ  nazÐ  new cloth 
šappu£a  nappu£a  thread 
šrissaç  nrissaç  knife 
šappÝ£i  nappÝ£i  spoon 
šab£e  nab£e  pen 
š§z§ç  n§z§ç  feather 
šiðða  niðða  paper 
še÷u  ne÷u  shield  also š/w 
š§÷§k  n§÷§k  door 
šal§ça , šaj§ça  nal§ça , naj§ça  pebble (E,W) 
š§ttu  n§ttu  dunš 
šÝççi  nœççi  human excrement 
šajo  najo  froth 
šammÝr , šammÝr§k nammÝr , nammÝr§k  sand (E,W) 
š§ððÐ , šÝððÐ  n§ððÐ , nÝððÐ  cloud (E,W) 
š§£i¨÷e  n§£i¨÷e  cloud 
šr§çaç  nr§ç§ç  name 
šur§k  nur§k  stench 
šakkujak  nakkujak  dove 
š§wuk  n§wuk  dove 
šaçšerãç  naçšerãç  kind of froš 
š§÷§ppik  n§÷§ppik  wild piš 
š§ððaçša  n§ððaçša  larše tortoise 
šiññã  niññã  scorpion 
šÏr§ç  nÏr§ç  kind of fish 
šonz§k  n§nz§k  worm 
šÝsa£ãr , šÝsa£ãr§k  nÝsa£ãr , nÝsa£ãr§k  kind of insect (E,W) 
šÝllabãk  nœllabãk  froš 
šÝr§çaz§k  nr§çaz§k  fly 
šÝ£Ð£Ðkkaç  nÝ£Ð£Ðkkaç  šrasshopper 
šaðða  naðða  leaf 
š§muk  n§muk  okra 
š§nz§k  n§nz§k  bark 
šr§÷uk  nr§÷uk  palm branches 
šÝr§÷anãk  nr§÷anãk  produce of br§danãk :inquor. 
šre  nre  hay 
ša÷ija  na÷ija  clothes 
 {š/j} 
šazo , šwazo  jazo  šrass 
šuçš§k  juçš§k  thatch 
šuçšaç  juçšaç  šrass skirt strand 
šuwa  juwa  body hair 
 {š/w} 
šÝ÷Ýk  wÝ÷Ýk  lip 
šenu , šenuç  wenu , wenuç  ear (W,E) 
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šã£ãl , šã£ãl§k  wã£ãl , wã£ãl§k  cheek (E,W) 
šuñe  wuñe  rib 
šamÐ  wamÐ  vein 
šÝrak  wÝrak  skin 
šu£§ç  wu£§ç  feather 
šule , šuje  wule , wuje  left handed person (E,W) 
šosak  wosak  lame person 
šÝððãl , šÝððãl§k  wÝððãl , wÝððãl§k  spotted animal (E,W)  
šãz§k  wãz§k  shoe 
šaððÝk  waððÝk  spear 
še÷u  we÷u  shield   also š/n 
šonak  wonak  moon 
šÏ¡e , šwÏ¡e  wÏ¡e  fiš  (W,E) 
šarÐ÷eç , šwarÐ÷eç warÐ÷eç  fruit of bare÷enš :b/g (W,E) 
šajanzu , šÝlanzu   wajanzu , w§lanzu  fruit of b§lanzu :b/g (W,E) 
šašãç , šwašãç  wašãç  bee / honey in plural (W,E) 
šukkulu  wukkulu  produce of bukkulu :inquor. 
 {b/w} 
bÝr , bÝrœk  wÝr , wÝrœk  person (E,W) 
bœrme  w§rme  Asheron person 
baji  waji  wife 
biña  wiña  brother-in-law 
ba£§÷aç  wa£§÷aç  ruler 
brimaç , birmaç  w§rimaç , wirmaç  blind person (E,W) 
brÐk  warÐk  husband 
b£§ç  wa£§ç  stick 
b£ubÐ  wa£œbÐ  bird 
babi¡Ðk  warbi¡Ðk  wound 
b§rrÝk  w§rrÝk  picture 
bambaç  wambaç  drum 
bÐrÐç-bÐrÐç  wÐrÐç-wÐrÐç  lyre 
bãrãk  wãrãk  stool 
basik  wasik  python (~b/g) 
bawÝç  wawÝç  rat (~b/g) 
b§lla  w§lla  cat (~b/g) 
b§nir , b§nÐr§k  w§nir , w§nÐr§k  snake (E,W) (~b/g) 
b§zÐ÷Ð  w§zÐ÷Ð  lion 
bi¡abÐ  wi¡abÐ  fish 
bã÷ãç  wã÷ãç  kind of lizard 
bãlãç  wãlãç  tortoise 
buruk  wuruk  ostrich 
bamb§jik  wamb§jik  yam 
 {b/÷} 
b§šãk  ÷§šãk  kind of tree 
b£inziç  ÷£inziç  kind of tree (~b/g) 
bÝrr§k  ÷Ýrr§k  kind of tree (~b/g) 
bujuk  ÷ujuk  kind of tree (~b/g) 
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 {b/š} 
bija , bi¡a  šija , ši¡a  tree (E,W) 
b§lanzu , bajanzu  š§lanzu , šajanzu  kind of tree (E,W) 
barÐ÷eç  šarÐ÷eç  kind of tree 
bÏça  šÏça  kind of tree 
bÏ¡Ð  šÏ¡Ð  fiš tree 
br§ssu  šr§ssu  kind of tree 
b£§ssãk  š£§ssãk  kind of tree 
b£Ðçšik  š£Ðçšik  kind of tree 
bÝrÝç  šÝrÝç  kind of tree 
balli  šalli  creepinš plant 
bawwi  šawwi  kind of tree 
b§zÝle , b§zÝje  š§zÝle , š§zÝje  foš (E,W) 
biller , biller§k  šiller , šiller§k  anteater (E,W) 
b§¨÷§laç  š§¨÷§laç  mole also inquorate 
 {w/š} 
wab§k  šab§k , š§b§k  animal/meat 
wašãk  šãk  locust 
waji , wajiç  šijÐ , kije  cow 
wišÐ , wÏšÐ  šišÐ , šÏšÐ  širaffe 
wÏk  šÏk  šuinea fowl 
wÝne  š§ne  dikdik 
wÝzabÐ  š§zabÐ  fish 
 {z/š} n.b. always substitute [¢] for [z] for western dialect form 
zÏk  šÏk  eye 
zÏññik  šÏññik  tooth 
z§nd§k  š§nd§k  neck 
z§nzik  š§nzik  nipple, breast 
zar§k  š§r§k  belly 
zijuk  šijuk  hole 
z§zÐ  š§zÐ  double-pronšed pole 
z§nzuk  š§nzuk  sušarcane 
zar§k-sott§k  š§r§k-kott§k  villaše 
z§ssã  š§ssã  room 
 {z/m} 
zãre-zãre  mãre-mãre  small swimminš insect 
z§llakker , ¢§llakker§k m§llakker , m§llakker§k  tadpole (E,W) 
z§la , z§ja  m§la , m§ja  salt (E,W) 
zÐñik  mÐñik  charcoal 
zã÷ãk  mã÷ãk  ice 
zappÝ  mappÝ  earth 
zuzer§k  muzer§k  dura 
z§šar , ¢§šar§k  m§šar , m§šar§k  sesame seed (E,W) 
zãjÐ  mãjÐ  seed 
z§mmazik  m§mmazik  kind of beans 
zussÝ  mussÝ  bead 
zalle  malle  ball 
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zasi  masi  drinkinš šourd 
za£ãç  ma£ãç  plate 
zallãç  mallãç  irons 
¢ebu , zebuç  mebu , mebuç  owl (W,E) 
zambÝ£aç  mambÝ£aç  rhino 
zal§ça  mal§ça  chimpanzee 
z§llukkÝr , ¢§llukkÝr§k m§llukkÝr , m§llukkÝr§k  pišeon (E,W) 
ziç  miç  ešš 
z§r÷a  m§r÷a  fruit 
zÏça  mÏça  fruit of bÏça :b/g 
z§šãk  m§šãk  fruit of b§šãk :b/÷ 
zÝrÝç  mÝrÝç  fruit of bÝrÝç :b/g 
zr§ssu  mr§ssu  fruit of br§ssu :b/÷ 
z£§ssãk  m£§ssãk  fruit of b£§ssãk :b/÷ 
zujuk  mujuk  fruit of bujuk :b/÷ 
zalli  malli  produce of balli :b/g 
zalli mo jawwaç  malli mo jawwaç  tomato 
zÐšÐ  mÐšÐ  fat meat 
jo-zak  jo-mak  face 
z§÷uk  m§÷uk  forehead 
z§beraç  m§beraç  cheekbone 
z§maññaç , ¢§mãññaç m§maññaç , m§mãññaç  bone (E,W) 
z§mb£i  m§mb£i  limb 
z§šik  m§šik  heart 
z§kkãrãk  m§kkãrãk  back 
z§mb£ãr  m§mb£ãr  bone 
z§mmi  m§mmi  chest 
zÏç  mÏç  thišh / leš 
za÷ãk  ma÷ãk  calf muscle 
zãrãç  mãrãç  winš 
zu£aç  mu£aç  walkinš stick 
z§bik  m§bik  side 
z§£ÝllÝzaç  m§£ÝllÝzaç  bile 
z§lãç  m§lãç  fox  (W) (E: ÷/r) 
z§ssÐ  m§ssÐ  pole 
z§rãrãk  m§rãrãk  rock 
zã£ãç  mã£ãç  mountain 
z§lliça  m§lliça  enšašement šift 
zawÝç  mawÝç  time 
z§çši  m§çši  day 
zãbãç  mãbãç  chief 
zÝððÝ  mÝððÝ  Arab 
zasÝl , ¢asÝl§k  masÝl , masÝl§k  one-eyed man (E,W) 
zilb§k , ¢§¡§b§k  milb§k , m§¡§b§k  devil (E,W) 
 {z/ñ} 
z§šÝç  ñ§šÝç  hand 
z§š§k  ñ§š§k  leš 
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z§šÝr , ¢§šÝr§k  ñ§šÝr , ñ§šÝr§k  child (E,W) 
zÏre  ñÏre  širl 
z§pp§¨÷ina  ñ§pp§¨÷ina  šroundnut 
 {ç/ñ} 
çammaç  ñammaç  pišeon (cf. Arabic hamaam) 
çu£aç  ñu£aç  kind of rat 
ç§÷§rbe , çÝ÷Ýrbe  ñ§÷§rbe , ñÝ÷Ýrbe  hare (E,W) 
çÝrak  ñÝrak  monkey 
ç§llÐç  ñ§llÐç  kind of froš 
çãððÐ  ñãððÐ  kind of froš 
çalakk§buk , çalakkÝbuk ñalakk§buk , ñalakkÝbuk  tadpole / bat 
çalamb£Ýç  ñalamb£Ýç  bat / umbrella 
ç£içša  ñ£içša  donkey 
çallÝ÷Ðk  ñallÝ÷Ðk  aardvark 
çal÷ã, çajÏ÷ã  ñal÷ã , ñajÏ÷ã  bull (E,W) 
ç§šÝr , ç§šÝr§k  ñ§šÝr , ñ§šÝr§k  younš animal (E,W) 
çusu  ñusu  baby 
çallÝwãk  ñallÝwãk  onion 
çarbÝliç  ñarbÝliç  policeman (cf. Arab. al-bulis) 
 {÷} 
÷a£§÷aç    rule 
÷r§šÝk    evil-eyes (~{n}) 
÷rimaððe    shortsišhtedness (~{n}) 
÷rãññaç    laziness (~{n}) 
÷obl§÷i    Talodi 
÷orme    south 
÷ob£§llaç    west 
÷ošija    forests in south 
÷awwaç    home inside 
÷Ðkkak    dawn 
÷ãç    mouth 
÷ru    cold season 
 {j}  
jorme    Asheron homeland 
jo¢uk    western district 
jã¨÷ãk    eastern district 
jorÝç    district name 
jozÐri    villaše name 
jo÷imo    hill name 
jošija    forests in north 
jo÷ok    forest name 
jawwaç    home 
juwak    north 
još£a    east 
j§š§k    there 
jabÝz§k    far 
 {š} 
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š§rme    Asheron lanšuaše 
š§¢uk    western dialect 
š§¨÷ãk    eastern dialect 
š§lla    contented innocence 
šizã    wind 
šuzuk    smoke 
š§rraç    summer 
šomaç    compound 
 {ñ} 
ñajillaç    oats 
ñ§bak    alcohol 
ñ§ll§k    šroundnut beveraše 
ñ§r§çe    šroundnut flour 
ñÏzawu    porridše 
 {ç} 
çÏr , çÏr§k    water 
çÐlu , çÐju    ocean 
çissok    blood 
çuzi    milk 
çÝk , çÝwÝk    saliva 
çazãk    mud 
ç§mÐk    tears 
ç§m§    šum Arabic  cf ÷/r 
ç§rok    dirt 
ç§ttÝri    dust 
ç§rimak    darkness 
ç§lãlãçša , ç§jãjãçša   breezes (E,W) 
 {inquorate nouns} 
÷ÐrÐç  wÐrÐç  wood 
÷unu  wunu  black snake 
÷Ýlla  wÝlla  dirtiness 
šÝ÷ik  rœ÷ik  tail 
šÝlla  rœlla  catarrh 
rãç  rã£Ð  word 
b§n÷§laç, m§n÷§laç š§n÷§laç, w§n÷§laç, n§n÷§laç  mole 
wÏððãç  nÏððãç  buffalo 
woma÷ãç  noma÷ãç  elephant 
wumik  r§sãk  šoat 
b§÷ãk  m§÷ãk  stone, town, country 
b§÷i    fat / oil 
br§÷anãk    creepinš plant 
bukkulu    creepinš plant  
buraç    force 
maç    hut 
m§zuk    ash 
zik    time 
z§bo    hot season 
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zÏkko    rainy season 
nakk§ç    rubbish 
n§çšora    nišht 
n§çorok    tomorrow 
nã£œr , nã£irak    sky 
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Does Tennet Have Postpositions? 
Allison Randal 

 

1. Introduction* 
The literature on Southwest Surmic languages is divided on the issue of postpositions. Several 

linguists have described a set of postpositions in the related languages of Murle, Didinga, Longarim and 

Tennet (Lyth, 1947; S. Randal, 1998; Unseth et al., 1997). On the other hand, some linguists mention 

only prepositions, with postpositions notably absent from their description (Arensen, 1982; Driberg, 

1931). 

This paper reexamines data from Tennet under the assumptions of principles-and-parameters 

(P&P) model, otherwise known as Government and Binding theory. The question at hand is whether the 

words previously referred to as postpositions have the necessary syntactic characteristics of a lexical head 

P (pre- or postposition). If they do not, the next step is to determine how they should be classified. Since 

this paper proposes an alternative analysis of the words sometimes classified as postpositions, these 

elements will be referred to with the neutral term 'X-words' throughout. Section 2 gives some background 

information on Tennet's prepositions. Section 3 presents evidence that the X-words are not postpositions 

and section 4 describes why they better fit the category of nouns. 

2. Tennet's Prepositions 
Tennet has a small set of prepositions, in fact, only three: rok 'up to', ki 'towards' and kí 'with'.21 

These prepositions behave very much as P&P would predict. First, the X-bar structure of PP 

(prepositional phrase) is head first, a parameter setting shared by NP (noun phrase), CP (complementizer 

phrase) and VP (verb phrase) in Tennet.22 

                                                 
* I would like to thank Nicky de Jong, Scott Randal, Helga Schröder and Richard Watson for their helpful suggestions and corrections on various 
editions of this paper and also Peter Unseth and Donald Burquest who responded to my many questions by e-mail. Any remaining imperfections 
are most likely the result of failing to take their suggestions. I would particularly like to thank Donald Burquest for introducing me to the beauty 
of syntax generative style. 
21 The preposition kí 'with' does have some conjunction-like characteristics (S. Randal, 1998), but since it has all the prepositional characteristics 
discussed here I include it with the others.  
22 Since Tennet is a VSO language, the X-bar structure of VP is much more complicated than the structure of other maximal projections (see 
Schröder, 1994). 
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(1) PP  

 
P'  

 
P NP 

 
rok Jübà 

Second, prepositions assign accusative case to their complements,23 and block any case assignment from 

outside PP.24 In example (2) below, Jübà appears in the oblique case as an adjunct to the verb, but in 

example (3), it appears in the accusative case. So the maximal projection PP blocks case assignment by 

the verb, and the preposition assigns accusative case to its complement. 

(2) úk  Lòüdö Jübà-kté25 
prf:go  Loudo Juba-obl 
'Loudo went to Juba.' 

(3) úk Lòüdö rok  Jübà 
prf:go  Loudo up.to  Juba 
'Loudo went up to Juba.' 

Another characteristic of Tennet's prepositions is that they require a complement. Any sentence 

containing a preposition without a complement is ungrammatical. 

(4) *úk Lòüdö  rok 
*prf:go Loudo  up.to 

However, this characteristic of Tennet's prepositions is not a necessary one within P&P. While it has been 

observed that pre- and postpositions usually require complements, there is no theoretical explanation for 

this tendency (Haegeman, 1994:103). 

3. The Evidence Against Postpositions 
In contrast to Tennet's prepositions, which clearly have the characteristics of a lexical head P, the 

X-words are more problematic. Given an example such as (5) below, it is quite clear why it is tempting to 

treat words like vürüt as postpositions. 

                                                 
23 Chomsky and Lasnik (1991) refer to the abstract case assigned by prepositions as 'oblique case'. This terminology allows a clearer distinction 
between the case that verbs assign and the case that prepositions assign. However, in this paper I follow the precedent set by Unseth (1989) and 
use 'oblique case' to refer to the suffix -a (and its other forms -kté, -e, etc.) that appears on nouns in Tennet. 
24 See Haegeman (1994:159-64) for a more detailed introduction to prepositions as case assigners. 
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(5) àrëk udúc keet vürüt 
put calabash tree under 
'He put the calabash under the tree.' 

Even the constraints of P&P appear to be satisfied. The PP appears to have a head (the postposition vürüt 

'under') and a complement (the NP keet 'tree'). The head appears to assign accusative case to its 

complement (since keet is marked for accusative case). If vürüt were a postposition the X-Bar structure of 

the PP would be head last (the head follows the complement). This parameter setting for headedness is 

typologically unexpected since it is the opposite of NP, CP and the prepositional phrases, but this 

inconsistency is within the realm of acceptable language variation. 

(6)  PP 

  P' 

 NP P 

 vürüt keet 

However, two sets of examples present problems for this simple analysis. The following two 

sections discuss these data and the ramifications they have on an analysis of Tennet. 

3.1 The Evidence of Case Marking 
The first set of problematic data consists of sentences in which the noun preceding the X-word 

appears in a case other than accusative. In P&P, the most local case assigner is the one that assigns case to 

the NP.26 In addition, each case assigner must always assign the same abstract case to its complement. A 

single verb cannot assign nominative case to its complement in one sentence and dative case to its 

complement in another sentence. Similarly, the case assigned by an adposition must be consistent. 

However, the X-words do not meet this requirement. While keet 'tree' takes the accusative case in 

example (5) above, in (7) it appears in the oblique case.27 

                                                                                                                                                             
25The Tennet examples appear in the current orthography, in which [+ATR] vowels are underlined. High tone is marked with an acute accent, 
falling tone with a circumflex, and low tone is left unmarked. 
26 This is a result of the fact that maximal projections are barriers to case assignment. See Haegeman (1994:161-3) for further discussion of 
maximal projections as barriers to government. Black (1996) provides a clear definition of 'maximal projection' and other terms. 
27 In this section, and throughout this paper, I have assumed that -a (and all its alternate forms), the oblique case marker, is the morphological 
realization of abstract case assigned by the verb inherently. There are two other possible analyses. First -a may be a (phonologically dependent) 
adposition (pre- or post- would be impossible to tell since -a always appears as a suffix on the head noun, even when N is followed by a modifier) 
and second there may be a non-overt adposition that assigns oblique case (-a) to the adjunct noun. However, this topic is not critical to the current 
discussion as any of the three analyses would argue against Tennet's X-words being case assigners.  
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(7) áve keet-a vürtâ 
be.present tree-obl under 
'He is under the tree.' 

If the X-word vürüt 'under' were a postposition and therefore the most local case assigner for the 

NP keet 'tree', then the NP would get abstract case from it. The noun keet in (7) would appear in 

accusative case rather than oblique. The fact that the noun keet in (7) does not take the same case as it 

does in (5) creates a problem for the analysis that treats the X-words as postpositions. The only possible 

explanation for the alternation between accusative and oblique case in these examples is that the case of 

the noun is assigned by the verb. The verb àrëk always occurs with an accusative NP for location or 

destination and áve always occurs with oblique. If keeta were the complement of a postposition this 

would not be possible. So these X-words differ radically from the theoretical norm for adpositions and 

from Tennet's prepositions, by failing to assign case to their complements. 

3.2 The Evidence of Optional Complements 
The second set of data that are problematic for the postpositional analysis consists of examples 

where the X-word could not have a complement. Tennet has numerous examples of X-words in sentences 

without any NPs that could be the complement of a postposition. Example (8) shows vürtâ 'under' with a 

possible complement, keeta 'tree'. In (9) the NP preceding vürtâ cannot be the complement of the 

postposition because it is the subject (and therefore in nominative case) and in (10) the sentence contains 

no overt NPs.28 

(8) äkü  keet-a vürtâ 
prf:come tree-obl under/behind 
'He came from under the tree.' 

(9) äkü  enné vürtâ 
prf:come 3Sg:nom under/behind 
'He is coming behind (after us).' 

(10) úk  vürtâ 
prf:go under/behind 
'He went under.' 

So if Tennet has postpositions, they take optional complements. In this respect also they do not 

resemble Tennet's prepositions. 

                                                 
28 Tennet uses non-overt subjects (little pro) extensively.  
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4. Reanalysis 
Given the fact that X-words lack some of the characteristics of Tennet's prepositions, it is 

undesirable to treat the two sets of words as part of a single class of adpositions. If the X-words were not 

lexical heads P, then to what class of words would they belong? The data presented in the following three 

sections suggest that the X-words belong to the class of nouns. 

4.1 The Evidence of Alternate Forms 
Almost all of the X-words have alternate forms that are identical to the alternate forms that nouns 

take for accusative and oblique case. Examples (11) and (12) demonstrate the environments in which 

nouns take accusative and oblique case.29 

(11) àrëk cëëz 
put house 
'He put it in the house.' 

(12) áve cëëz-a 
be.present house-obl 
'He's in the house.' 

Compare (11) and (12) with examples (13) and (14) below. In these two examples òrgën 'middle' 

appears in two different forms. The environment conditioning these different forms is indistinguishable 

from that conditioning the different forms of the nouns in (11) and (12). The morphological difference 

between the two forms is also quite similar to that of the nouns. 

(13) àrëk òrgën 
put middle 
'He put it in the middle.' 

(14) áve òrgën-a 
be.present middle-obl 
'He's in the middle.' 

Many of the X-words have the same alternate forms as òrgën in (13) and (14) above. The 

paradigm in (15) presents the alternate forms of these words. The glosses in the third column give the 

most basic meaning of the root, although the meaning does change slightly in a given context. Unlike the 

other examples, example (15f) can refer to either a concrete location ('ground') or an abstract one ('down') 

                                                 
29 Under the current analysis (see note 7) ceez is assigned case inherently in both (11) and (12). Subjects and objects receive case structurally, as a 
direct result of their structural position in the sentence. Inherent case is assigned by a lexical head, such as N or V, to an argument that it theta 
marks but that cannot receive structural case. The information for inherent case is part of the lexicon entry for each verb along with information 
about subcategorization for arguments and theta roles (semantic roles) (Chomsky & Lasnik, 1991:81).  
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in both its accusative and oblique forms. This semantic characteristic has the effect of making lòòc seem 

more noun-like, although it has the same syntactic characteristics as the other words in the paradigm. 

(15)  accusative oblique  

 a. vürüt vürt-â 'under' 

 b. òrgën òrgën-a 'middle' 

 c. tü tü-á 'out' 

 d. täddæn täddæn-a 'up' 

 e. äbänyìt àbänyc-â 'beside' 

 f. lòòc lòòt-a 'ground/down' 

The single exception to the rule that X-words have alternate accusative and oblique forms is écitó 

'inside'. Though we would expect a distinct oblique form in (17), instead the form that appears is identical 

to the accusative form in (16). 

(16) àrëk écitó 
put inside 
'He put it inside.' 

(17) áve écitó 
be.present inside 
'He is inside.' 

However, this fact is not necessarily evidence against the hypothesis that the X-words are nouns. A few 

nouns (that are indisputably nouns) do not have any morphological realization of the abstract case 

assigned to them. Another possibility is that écitó does not belong to the category of nouns. It could be an 

adverb (de Jong, p.c.) as it does have a distribution similar to locational adverbs such as ngátu 'here'. 

4.2 Other Evidence in Favor of the Noun Hypothesis 
Further evidence that supports the hypothesis that the X-words are nouns is that they can appear 

in environments where only nouns appear. First, across languages, the position of subject of the clause is 

reserved for NP, and only the head of an NP can be marked for case. But in (18) an X-word is the subject 

of the clause and is marked with nominative case (the low tone on tù 'out', underlyingly tü, marks 

nominative).30 

                                                 
30 The VOS word order is the result of Tennet's animacy hierarchy (S. Randal, 1995:22-23). 
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(18) ádák  döölæc tù 
eat  child out:nom 
'The outside is eating the child.' (he's rebellious) 

Another universal principle is that only a noun can be modified by a possessive pronoun. Also, in 

Tennet, the relator cí only appears between a noun and its complement.31 But, in (19) and (20) we find the 

X-words in these environments. 

(19) úk enné vürt-æ cínné 
prf:go 3Sg:nom behind-obl 3Sg:gen 
'He followed him.' (lit. 'He went to/at his behind.') 

(20) kácíni  anná  òrgën cí  lòòc-ù 
1Sg:see 1Sg:nom  middle rel  earth-gen 
'I see the middle of the earth.' 

4.3 X-words and Syntactic Structure 
Given the similarities between these X-words and nouns, the most likely hypothesis is that the 

two belong to a single class of words, i.e. the class of nouns. However, if in examples such as (21) below 

the final two words are a sequence of two nouns rather than a noun and a postposition, what is the 

syntactic relationship between the two nouns? 

(21) úk  keet-a vürt-â 
prf:go tree-obl under-obl 
'He went under the tree.' 

In a study of Central Sudanic languages, Dimmendaal (1986) observes a set of words that in some 

contexts appear to be nouns and in others appear to be adpositions (similar to the X-words). He argues 

that when they occur with a function of location marking they are not grammaticalized as adpositions but 

are still nouns (pp. 29-30). These languages have a structure for relating two nouns, an 'associative 

construction', in which one noun is the head and the other a modifier. He argues that the syntactic 

structure of a noun plus an X-word is identical to that of the associative construction (p. 16). 

These associative constructions appear to be a possible solution to Tennet's X-word constructions. 

However, the Tennet constructions differ from the Central Sudanic constructions in two ways that pose 

problems for such an analysis in Tennet. First, in Tennet, whenever a noun is modified by a relative 

clause, an adjective, or another noun the relator cí always appears between the head noun and its 

                                                 
31 Heine (1989:112-3) includes a similar set of nominal vs. adpositional characteristics. However, by his standard an adposition may have all the 
nominal characteristics and still be an adposition. This functional perspective is not compatible with a formal model. The generative concept of 
economy, for one thing, would dictate against having two distinct syntactic categories with identical characteristics. 
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modifier. The fact that cí does not appear between the head noun and its modifier when the head noun is 

an X-word would make associative constructions exceptional in Tennet. Second, although elsewhere in 

Tennet the head noun precedes its modifiers, analyzing the X-word constructions as associate 

constructions would require it to follow its modifier. 

The essential problem with proposing an associative construction to relate nouns and X-words in 

Tennet is that, unlike the Central Sudanic languages, this construction does not already exist in Tennet for 

relating other nouns. A proposal for the syntactic relationship between the two nouns that uses a structure 

already present in Tennet would be much more attractive. 

Tennet does have a construction that is quite similar to examples such as (21) where a noun and 

an X-word occur together. When two nouns, both giving some information about location, occur in the 

same sentence, the most common strategy in Tennet is to have both as optional complements of the 

verb.32 

(22) kàtängø  anná kwèèn-a cëëz-a 
1prf:sleep  1Sg:nom mat-obl house-obl 
'I slept on the mat in the house.' 

Like example (21), (22) has two nouns, both giving information about location or destination. I propose 

that all instances of a noun followed by an X-word, which would be postpositional phrases in the 

postpositional analysis, have the same structure as (22): two nouns where both are modifying the verb and 

neither are dependent on the other. 

                                                 
32 Under the inherent case analysis, it is necessary to treat these NPs as optional complements rather than adjuncts because verbs cannot assign 
case (even inherently) to adjuncts. 
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5. Conclusion 
Tennet's X-words lack certain syntactic characteristics of its prepositions. First, the X-words do 

not assign case to their complements. Second, they do not require a complement at all, but may stand 

alone. The only characteristics the X-words share with prepositions is that they tend to express meanings 

of location, destination, goal, source, etc. 

A comparison of X-words with nouns, however, reveals more similarities. First, X-words can 

receive inherent case from the verb in the same manner and form as nouns. Second, they can function as 

the subject of a clause and receive structural33 case. Third, they appear as heads of NPs, modified by 

possessive pronouns or a noun complement with the relator cí. Finally, all syntactic structures in which 

the X-words occur are consistent with the existing syntactic structures for nouns. All of these facts 

strongly support a hypothesis that Tennet's X-words are nouns. 

                                                 
33 See note 9. 
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Tennet's Ergative Origins 
Scott Randal 

 

1. Introduction34 
Ever since the early 1970s when the concept of ergativity began to appear in a significant number 

of linguistic articles, linguists have differed on the question of how to define it. Some (Dixon, Comrie, 

etc.) claim that the world's languages represent a continuum of case marking systems, most of which 

appear at some point between strictly nominative-accusative and strictly ergative-absolutive. Others take 

the position that ergativity is a much more restricted phenomenon, and that positing 'degrees of ergativity' 

only dilutes the meaning of the term. 

This paper presents evidence that the 'continuum' model is useful for understanding the 

development of case marking in Tennet, a Southwest Surmic Eastern Sudanic Nilo-Saharan language. 

Section 2 begins with a brief overview of ergativity, section 3 describes Tennet's case marking system, 

which has several characteristics of an ergative-absolutive system, section 4 discusses other languages 

with similar systems, and the conclusion offers a hypothesis about the origin of Tennet's current case 

marking system. 

2. Overview of ergativity 
The two most common case marking systems are nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive. 

The difference between the two is that they have different strategies for marking the subject of an 

intransitive clause. In a nominative-accusative (or simply 'accusative') system, the intransitive subject is 

marked like the subject of a transitive clause, while in an ergative-absolutive (or 'ergative') system, the 

intransitive subject is marked like the direct object of a transitive clause. 

Since an ergative system distinguishes between the subject of a transitive clause and the subject 

of an intransitive clause, a single abbreviation S for subject is not specific enough for discussing 

ergativity. Linguists who write about ergativity use abbreviations such as the following instead: 

                                                 
34 I am grateful to the Tennet people, particularly Karlo Kolong, Severino Maira, Luka Lohiteng, and Adelino Paulino, who have been teaching 
me about their language. I also want to thank Charles Macarinyang, Paulo Loduko, Lino Lokwar, and Jacob Lodulai for giving me data on Narim, 
their mother tongue. Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to Nicky de Jong and Tom Payne for taking time to give me many helpful comments 
as I was preparing this paper. 
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S: Subject of an intransitive clause 
A: Subject of a transitive clause 
O: Object of a transitive clause35 

Using notation that makes this three-way distinction, it is then possible to represent the two basic 

systems in a diagram that groups together the constituents that are marked the same way: 

(1) Nominative-Accusative Ergative-Absolutive 

 Transitive A O A O 

 Intransitive S S 
 

So although both systems make the crucial distinction between A and O, an accusative system treats S 

identically to A, while an ergative system treats S identically to O. 

The case that an ergative system uses for the subject of a transitive clause is called 'ergative', and 

the case it uses for the other two (transitive object and intransitive subject) is called 'absolutive'. About a 

quarter of the world's languages have some degree of ergativity (Dixon 1994).36 

2.1 Split ergativity 
Many languages have characteristics of both systems illustrated in (1). One factor that might 

determine when a language behaves ergatively and when it behaves accusatively is tense/aspect. In the 

South Caucasian language Georgian, for example, constructions in the 'aorist' (i.e., past perfective) are 

ergative, but constructions in the present tense are accusative (Comrie 1978). Another possible 

conditioning factor is the relative status of the A and O noun phrases on an animacy hierarchy. The 

Australian language Dyirbal uses a nominative-accusative system when the A argument is a first or 

second person pronoun (high on the hierarchy), but it uses an ergative-absolutive system when the A 

argument is a third person pronoun or a noun (Comrie 1989). A language that uses both ergative and 

accusative case marking systems is said to have 'split ergativity'. 

2.2 Syntactic ergativity 
Another way a split in case systems may occur is between morphology and syntax. 

Morphologically a language may be consistently ergative, and yet syntactically it may treat S like an A 

                                                 
35 The majority (e.g., Dixon 1979) use O for transitive object, but a significant minority (e.g., Comrie 1978) use P. A few (e.g., Lazard 1986) 
abandon tradition entirely, using X, Y, and Z instead. 
36 One theory about the origin of ergative systems is based on the preferred argument structure of clauses in discourse. Across many (including 
accusative) languages, S and O appear as lexical arguments far more frequently than A does (Du Bois 1987). 
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rather than an O. One way to test for syntactic ergativity is to examine a construction that consists of a 

transitive clause joined to an intransitive clause, such as the following sentence: 

(2) A  V  O  S  V 
Arthur  hit  Zaphod and then  he  left. 

In (2), the single argument S of the intransitive verb is marked only with a pronoun, since the information 

has already been made explicit in the transitive clause. The question is whether the pronoun S in the 

second clause is referring to the A argument in the first clause, or to the O argument. In an accusative 

language such as English, the pronoun refers to the A argument in the first clause, and the second part of 

the sentence means that Arthur left. A syntactically ergative language, however, would group S with O, 

so the pronoun S in the second clause would instead refer to the O argument in the first clause, and the 

second part of the sentence would mean that Zaphod had left. 

Syntactic ergativity is less common than morphological ergativity. In fact, as Comrie (1978) 

observes, syntactically ergative languages form a small subset of the languages that are morphologically 

ergative. 

2.3 The lexical-semantic sense of 'ergative' 
A few linguists use the term 'ergative' in a different sense, claiming that a single language may 

have both 'ergative' and 'accusative' verbs. David Crystal's Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics lists 

two senses of 'ergative'. The first is the sense described above. To illustrate the second sense, Crystal uses 

two examples from English: 'The man broke the window' and 'The window broke.' According to this 

second sense of 'ergative', 'broke' is an ergative verb in English, because when it appears as an intransitive 

verb, its S argument has the same semantic role as its O argument would have if it were transitive. This 

use resembles the primary sense of 'ergative' in that it groups S with O. However, it sacrifices the 

typological significance of the term by applying it to verbs instead of languages.37 Dixon (1994:19) 

argues against using the word in this lexical-semantic sense, because such a non-standard usage creates 

confusion.38 

3. Tennet's case marking system 
At first glance, Tennet appears to have an ordinary nominative-accusative case marking system. 

For the most part, Tennet morphology groups S with A rather than with O. The constituent order for 

                                                 
37 Others have described the same phenomenon without using terminology that conflicts with the terminology of case marking systems. Relational 
Grammar makes the same distinction among verbs, but uses the terms 'unaccusative' and 'unergative' instead of 'ergative' and 'accusative'. RG 
would categorize 'break' in English as an unaccusative predicate (Edmondson and Burquest 1994:195-198). 
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transitive clauses is VAO, and the constituent order for intransitive clauses is VS. The following two 

examples show the case marking strategies for simple transitive and simple intransitive clauses.39 Notice 

that the S argument takes the same form as A. 

(3) V  A  O 
á-kát  Lòkörï-i  meger 
prf-spear  Lokori-nom  oribi 
'Lokori speared an oribi.' 

(4) V  S 
á-dáah  Lòkörï-i 
prf-die  Lokori-nom 
'Lokori died.' 

However, Tennet has four characteristics that distinguish it from most other nominative-accusative 

languages: 

(i) The form used for O (accusative) is morphologically unmarked, not the one used for A 
and S (nominative). 

(ii) The O form is also the citation form. 
(iii) In equational clauses, both nouns take the O form. 
(iv) Certain subordinate clauses follow the ergative-absolutive pattern. 

The following sections explain each of these four characteristics. 

3.1 Morphologically marked nominative 
Tennet's most common strategy for marking the difference between nominative and accusative 

singular is the nominative singular suffix -i, which appears in examples (3) and (4) above.40 In the plural 

forms as well, it is the nominative that usually takes a suffix. To mark the nominative case instead of the 

accusative case is inconsistent with Greenberg's universal number 38, which predicts: 

                                                                                                                                                             
38 For further arguments against this definition of 'ergativity', see Comrie 1978:356 ff. 
39 The Tennet examples in this paper are in the current Tennet orthography, in which [+ATR] vowels are marked with an underline. High and 
falling tone are marked with acute and circumflex, and low tone is left unmarked. 
40 The second most common strategy is to use tone to mark the difference between nominative and accusative. When the distinction is only tonal 
it is not clear which form should be considered more morphologically marked. 
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Where there is a case system, the only case which ever has only zero allomorphs is 
the one which includes among its meanings that of the subject of the intransitive 
verb. (Greenberg 1966:95) 

In other words, Greenberg predicts that in a nominative-accusative language, the unmarked case will be 

nominative, while in an ergative-absolutive language, the unmarked case will be absolutive. Dixon (1979) 

carries this generalization a step further. He argues that 'unmarked' is an inherent trait of both 'nominative' 

and 'absolutive', and that the terms 'nominative' and 'absolutive' should therefore be used only for 

unmarked cases, while 'accusative' and 'ergative' should be used only for marked cases. Languages like 

Tennet, in which S/A is the marked case, have traditionally been labeled 'marked nominative'. Dixon 

proposes calling these languages 'extended ergative' instead,41 implying a diachronic process of extending 

the ergative case from only A to include S as well (the same domain as nominative). Section 4.3 below 

discusses an example of an 'extended ergative' language. 

3.2 Citation form 
The second characteristic, using the O form rather than S/A for the citation form of a noun, is also 

unusual in accusative systems. However, since languages tend to choose the simplest form for the citation 

form, it is not surprising that an 'extended ergative' or 'marked nominative' language would choose O 

rather than S/A. 

3.3 Predicate nominal constructions 
The third characteristic, using only O forms in equational clauses, is also unusual in accusative 

languages, which tend to use the nominative case for both arguments in equationals. Tennet uses an 

equational clause when the predicate nominal is specific. The clause contains no copular verb; only two 

nominals that are left unmarked (the same form as O arguments). Example (5) is a response to the 

question 'Who is the teacher?' 

(5) ànèt  dèmëz-öh-t 
1Sg  teach-person-Sg 
'I'm the teacher.' 

When the predicate in a predicate nominal construction is non-specific, however, the construction 

resembles a transitive clause. It has a copular verb and marks the subject nominal as A and the predicate 

nominal as O. Example (6) is a response to the question 'Are you a student?' 

                                                 
41 In later work, however, Dixon (1994) takes the position that it would be wiser to use 'marked nominative', after all, and restrict the term 
'ergative' to cover only the A argument. 
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(6) k-èënï  anná  dèmëz-öh-t 
1-be  1Sg:nom  teach-person-Sg 
'I'm a teacher.' 

Equational constructions such as the one in (5), with both arguments in the accusative form, provide the 

most compelling evidence that Tennet is not a standard nominative-accusative language. However, as 

example (6) shows, even Tennet's other predicate nominal constructions are rather surprising, since the 

complement of the verb meaning 'to be' has the accusative form (unmarked). 

3.4 Subordinate clauses 
The fourth characteristic is the existence of ergative-absolutive constructions in Tennet. Although 

in main clauses the S argument has the same form as A rather than O, certain subordinate clauses follow 

the pattern of an ergative system instead. Compare the following examples of transitive and intransitive 

subordinate clauses. 

(7)    V  A  O 
órông  Lòwör-i  kákát  Lòhäm-i  áríz 
want  Lowor-nom  spear:sbj  Loham-nom  áríz 
'Lowor wants Loham to spear the bull.' 

(8)    S  V 
órông  Lòwör-i  Lòhäm  kíkíya 
want  Lowor-nom  Loham  come:sbj 
'Lowor wants Loham to come.' 

Notice that the S argument in (8) has the same form as O, not A. 

In Tennet, the word order SV is unusual. Given this word order switch, an alternative analysis of 

example (8) might be that the subject of the subordinate clause has been promoted to be the object of the 

main clause. However, even assuming this subject promotion hypothesis, it is still significant that the 

structure of intransitive subordinate clauses in Tennet differs from that of transitive subordinate clauses. 

A structural distinction based on transitivity is a characteristic of an ergative system. 

4. Similar case marking systems in other languages 
Tennet is not the only language in the area to show traces of ergativity. This section looks first at 

similar phenomena in Tennet's closest relatives and then at similar phenomena in more distantly related 

languages with which Tennet may have had contact. The section concludes by discussing an unrelated 

language that has been analyzed as having been ergative at an earlier stage on the basis of the same 

characteristics that appear in Tennet. 
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4.1 Surmic languages 

4.1.1 Southwest Surmic 
Three other Southwest Surmic languages in Sudan, Murle (Arensen 1982), Didinga  

(de Jong p.c.), and Narim, share the first two ergative characteristics. As early as 1956, Tucker and Bryan 

used the term 'absolute' to refer to the case these languages use for O and for nouns in isolation. 

Two of these other Southwest Surmic languages also share the third characteristic, the equational 

construction with a zero copula and no nominative. Tucker and Bryan (1966:383) include a short section 

on zero copula constructions in Murle. They present one example in which both nouns appear in the 

absolute case. 

(9) aneta  murlény 
1Sg:abs  Murle:abs 
'I'm a Murle.' 

Narim also has zero copula constructions in which neither noun is marked as nominative, as in the 

following example. 

(10) aníta  narim-énít? 
2Sg:abs  Narim-Sg:abs 
'Are you a Narim?' 

However, the zero copula construction in Narim appears to be less common than it is in Tennet. Narim 

speakers prefer to use an overt copula. 

Didinga does not have a zero copula construction at all. All predicate nominal constructions in 

Didinga have an overt copula and resemble the Tennet example in (6), regardless of whether the predicate 

is specific or non-specific (de Jong p.c.). 

4.1.2 Southeast Surmic 
Some languages in the Southeast branch of Surmic (e.g., Me'en, Surma) do not have case marking 

to distinguish subjects from objects at all. Others mark subjects only in certain constructions (Unseth 

1989). Chai is one such language. It makes no morphological distinction between subject and object in 

constructions with the normal constituent order AVO/SV. In OVA constructions, however, the A 

argument takes a suffix. Last and Lucassen (1998:408-410) argue that this suffix is not an ergative case 

marker. They call it a 'disambiguating nominal suffix', instead, saying that its function is to mark a 

construction as OVA, rather than the normal AVO. They also point out that the suffix does not appear in 

OVA constructions in which the relative animacy of A and O makes an AVO interpretation impossible. 
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Although all case marking suffixes could conceivably be called 'disambiguating nominal 

suffixes', the fact that the suffix on A only appears when neither word order nor semantic content is 

sufficient to distinguish A from O indicates that it is not a normal case marking suffix. However, the fact 

that the suffix marks A but not S raises the suspicion that it may be residue from an earlier full-fledged 

ergative case marking system. 

4.1.3 North Surmic 
The North Surmic language Majang is one member of the family with a more clearly ergative-

absolutive case marking system. Like its Southwest Surmic relatives, Majang marks the A argument 

rather than the O argument and uses the O form as the citation form of nouns. However, unlike the 

systems in Southwest Surmic languages, S in Majang has the same form as O, not A. The following data 

are from Unseth (p.c.). In example (11), the case marking on A is a low tone, which requires an additional 

mora when added after the high tone on táng. Example (12) shows that the O form is táng (unmarked), 

and example (13) shows that the S form is the same as the O form. 

(11) V  A   O 
ùtú-kò  táng-¯g  máaw 
drink-PST  cow-erg  water 
'The cow drank water.' 

(12) V  O 
Dám-kò  táng   
eat-PST  cow  
'It ate a cow.' 

(13) V  S 
rér-kò  táng 
die-PST  cow 
'The cow died.' 

So Majang's basic case marking system groups S with O rather than with A, and is therefore ergative-

absolutive. 

4.2 Languages from other families 
Other languages in the area also have characteristics that are surprisingly similar to those of 

ergative-absolutive systems. Probably the most significant are Eastern Nilotic languages, but some of the 

same characteristics can be found in Southern Nilotic, Western Nilotic, and Cushitic languages as well. 
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4.2.1 Eastern Nilotic 
Turkana is mostly nominative-accusative, but like Tennet, the case it uses for marking O is 

morphologically unmarked and is also the citation form. Like Tucker and Bryan (1956), Dimmendaal 

(1983) has called this case 'absolute'. 

Toposa, a close relative of Turkana, has recently been shown to have ergative-absolutive 

morphology (H. Schröder, p. c.). Toposa is one Nilotic language with which all four Sudanese members 

of Southwest Surmic have had contact. The Didinga and Narim home areas border Toposa country. 

During Sudan's first civil war, the Tennet migrated from their current home area and lived among the 

Toposa for a few years, and many Tennet are still fluent in Toposa. The Murle live farthest from the 

Toposa, but the young men take their secret ox names from that language (Arensen p.c.). 

4.2.2 Southern Nilotic 
The Southern Nilotic language Pokot has the same three ergative-like characteristics as Toposa. It 

is a marked nominative language, and it has zero copula constructions in which both nouns appear in the 

absolute case (Tucker and Bryan 1966:484). Tucker and Bryan list several other Southern Nilotic 

languages that have marked nominative systems as well (1966:467). 

4.2.3 Cushitic 
Several Cushitic languages behave similarly. Oromo, Dasenech, and Burji all have predominantly 

nominative-accusative systems, but as in several of the languages mentioned above, the nominative case 

is the marked one, the citation form is the accusative form, and the complement of the verb 'to be' takes 

the accusative case (Gragg 1976, Sasse 1976, and Hudson 1976). 

4.2.4 Ergativity in Päri 
Ergativity is generally considered to be rare or non-existent in African languages. Although 

marked nominative languages had been documented in Africa by 1956 (Tucker and Bryan 1956), as late 

as 1987 Dixon was claiming, 'No African language is known to have ergative characteristics' (1987:1). 

The following year, however, Andersen (1988) presented evidence of ergativity in Päri, a Western Nilotic 

language. Andersen bases his argument on four areas in which the language treats S and O the same way, 

differently from the way it treats A. 
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(i) A is marked with a suffix while S and O are unmarked. 
(ii) A follows the verb but both S and O precede it. 
(iii) A may be represented by a suffix on the verb while S and O are represented by a 

prefix or a proclitic. 
(iv) A may not be manifested by zero but S and O may. 

Luwo, a close relative of Päri, has the same basic word order for transitive and intransitive 

clauses as Päri. In Luwo, the normal word order is for both O and S to precede the verb, while A follows 

it. This has been called 'ergative ordering' by Buth (1981:87). 

Anywa, another member of the same family, has a split ergative system. 'Participant oriented' 

clauses have ergative morphology while 'action oriented' clauses do not (Reh 1997:455). 

Genetically, Tennet is only distantly related to Päri. Geographically, however, the two languages 

are quite close. The Päri area is approximately thirty kilometers north of the Tennet villages. 

4.3 The analogy of Wappo, an extended ergative language 
An unrelated language with the same sort of case marking system as Tennet is the almost extinct 

North American language Wappo. Wappo resembles Tennet in much the same way that the Cushitic 

languages Oromo, Dasenech, and Burji do. Although the case marking of event main clauses follows the 

accusative pattern, nouns in equational clauses are marked identically to O rather than A. Wappo also 

resembles Tennet in that it uses a normal ergative system in subordinate clauses. So for instance, the S 

argument in a relative clause has the same form as an O argument. 

Li, Thompson, and Sawyer (1977) propose a diachronic explanation for this unusual dichotomy 

between event main clauses and other constructions. They suggest that Wappo was originally ergative-

absolutive (only A took the ergative case), but that the domain of the ergative marker has been extending 

so that in event main clauses it now covers S as well. In other words, event main clauses now follow a 

nominative-accusative pattern. Given the general tendency for subordinate clauses to be more 

conservative than main clauses in preserving older structures, an extending ergative case is more likely 

than a shrinking nominative case in Wappo. Li, Thompson, and Sawyer further support their analysis by 

claiming that ergativity may have been a common feature of other languages in the region where Wappo 

was spoken. 

5. Conclusion 
The ergative characteristics of Tennet and its Southwest Surmic relatives have two possible 

explanations. One is that the common ancestor of these languages had an ergative system and that they 
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are now moving towards a more accusative system while retaining some characteristics of their ergative 

origins. The other possible explanation is that they or their common ancestor have adopted some ergative 

characteristics from their Nilotic neighbors which are now undergoing the shift from ergative to 

accusative. Given the significant number of Eastern Nilotic loan words in Surmic languages (Dimmendaal 

1982), the hypothesis that the ergative characteristics in Surmic languages are areal features taken from 

Nilotic must be considered. However, three arguments favor the genetic explanation over the areal 

explanation. First, although Surmic has borrowed lexical items from Eastern Nilotic, the process of 

borrowing an entire case marking system is considerably more complex and therefore less probable. 

Second, the areal explanation presupposes that Eastern Nilotic languages are undergoing the same shift 

proposed for Southwest Surmic by the genetic explanation, but there is no evidence to suggest that 

ergativity has a longer history in Nilotic languages than in Surmic languages. With the evidence from 

Majang, the Surmic family has its own example of a language with a fully ergative system. Third, since 

subordinate clauses tend to be conservative, it is unlikely that Tennet's ergative subordinate clauses are a 

recent development. So the genetic explanation seems more plausible than the areal explanation. 

The same evidence that leads Li, Thompson, and Sawyer to conclude that Wappo was once an 

ergative language exists for Tennet. Like Wappo, Tennet has subordinate clauses that still follow the 

ergative-absolutive pattern (although not all of Tennet's subordinate clauses have retained the earlier 

system as Wappo's have). Like Wappo, Tennet is still ergative-absolutive in equational constructions. 

Like Wappo, Tennet marks A rather than O. Like Wappo, Tennet comes from an area where ergativity is 

not unknown. 

Not only does Tennet have the same evidence of extended ergativity as Wappo, but in addition, 

Majang and Tennet's other relatives provide even stronger evidence than is available for Wappo. The 

members of the Surmic family have case marking systems with varying degrees of ergative 

characteristics, from the classic ergativity of Majang, to the ambiguous systems in the Southwest branch, 

to the absence of case marking in Me'en. Since one Surmic language is unambiguously ergative but none 

are unambiguously accusative, the case marking system of Proto-Surmic is likely to have been ergative as 

well. 

Tennet clearly does not fit either the classic definition of an accusative language or an ergative 

language, but neither does it fit the definition of a split ergative language. Tennet's current case marking 

system may be described as 'mostly nominative-accusative with a few surprises.' However, the hypothesis 

that Tennet has ergative origins offers a reasonable explanation for the surprises. 
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Participant Reference in Avokaya Narrative Texts 
Eileen Kilpatrick 

 

In order to analyze participant reference in narrative texts in the Avokaya language of  southern 

Sudan, it is best to divide Avokaya narratives into four categories: 

 1) first person true narratives 
 2) third person true narratives 
 3) folktales involving humans 
 4) folktales involving only animals. 

 

I shall discuss these four types of narratives separately. 

1. First Person True Narratives 
In first person true narratives, the narrator is part of the story, and in most cases, he is the 

dominant participant.  Most first person true narratives involve a group of people, including the narrator, 

who have an adventure together.  They as a group take the role of the central character.  During the course 

of the narrative, there can be episodes where members of the group can act as individuals.  In such 

instances, one character will emerge as thematic. 

1.1 Introduction of Participants 
In recorded texts, the narrator introduces himself in the first clause: 

 
'0( l≈ R¬l¤ÀkŒ- 
 0r R`ltdk 

H `l R`ltdk- 
 

'1( l≈ J¤k–c„ C„v‹c‡ q· lu√- 
 0r Jtkhc` C`uhc OR,KJ bghkc 

H `l Jtkhc`+ C`uhc&r bghkc- 
 

In texts where the narrator feels the hearer knows all the human participants, those participants 

are usually each introduced by a single proper name.  Often the narrator will list members of his party at 

the beginning of the text: 
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'2( ¬l≈ £k’j‘v√ xœ a»+ ¬l≈ U’aŒx¬ xœ a»+ ¬l≈ x· A√q¬j¬ a»- 
 0o @knjnv` ok vhsg 0o Unahx` ok vhsg 0o ok A`q`j` vhsg 

H v`r vhsg @knjnv`+ Unahx`+ `mc A`q`j`- 
 

Here the narrator lists the participants that she later mentions in her story as agents.  Later 

Baraka's father is briefly mentioned as a prop. 

Rather than introducing all the major participants by name at the beginning, the narrator may just 

introduce participants by  name at the point where they first take an active role in the story. 

Whether known or unknown, a narrator can introduce a major character or major human prop by 

a noun phrase plus the proper name.  For instance, in one story about a woman who had been bitten by an 

eel, that woman was introduced as follows: 

 
'3( ‘j’ ¬y≈ a» q‹ k≈ K≈cq‘v√- 
 vnl`m bdqs`hm dwhrs m`ld 2r K`cqnv` 

Sgdqd v`r ` bdqs`hm vnl`m m`ldc K`cqnv`- 
 

A similar introduction was given in another story to a woman as a candidate for the second wife 

for the central character, even though that woman never initiates any action.  She is a major prop, serving 

as the incitement for the whole story plot.  She is actually introduced over two clauses. 

 
'4( R’k‘l‘ cqœ &c  ,y’ qŒ ,kœ 
 Rnknlnm m`qqR e`kk m`qqU rs`x sn 

 

 œy√ lu√ ¬y≈ y‡ ,k–- 
 vnl`m bghkc bdqs`hm b`kk sn 

 

'5( œy√ lu√ m¬ q‹ k≈ M¬c‘mf’k¬- 
 vnl`m bghkc sg`s m`ld 2r M`cnmfnk` 

'4( Rnknlnm adf`m sn ad  b`kkhmf nm ` bdqs`hm xntmf vnl`m-  '5( Sg`s xntmf vnl`m&r m`ld 
v`r M`cnmfnk`- 

 

In this case, the girl is actually introduced in the clause slot where she first figures in the story, as 

the object of  the verb to call on with the phrase a certain young woman.  She is then identified by name 

in the next clause.  In this example, the abbreviation, narrS refers to the subject marker for a clause in 

narrative mode, which is the mode used for clauses of a narrative text which are on the event line.  In the 
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same way, narrV refers to the marker on the first verb of a clause in narrative mode.  This construction 

indicates time advancement. 

The above two examples show that participants in Avokaya narratives can be introduced in either 

clauses that are off the event line or clauses that are on the event line. 

 

In first person narratives, human participants can also be introduced only by a noun phrase, 

without reference to their proper name.  This type of introduction is used either when that participant 

plays a very minor role in the narrative, or when the narrator does not know the name of that participant.  

It can also be used to introduce a group of people who come on the scene together.  The examples below 

illustrate this type of introduction.  The introduced participant is underlined in the text and the free 

translation. 

Minor participant or prop: 

  
'6( ¬l≈ cqœ mŒ ,y’ mŒ ,&√ b¬ ,kÀ 
 vd m`qqR fn m`qqU fn HLOE `qqhud sn 
 
 v¬jœkŒ ¬y≈ cqœ &a¬ &√- 
 rtabghde bdqs`hm gnldOR gnld `s 

Vd vdqd fnhmf nm sn `qqhud `s sgd gnld ne ` bdqs`hm rtabghde- 
 
'7( A√q¬j¬ x· cqœ mf¬ ,y’ --- √s√ k≈ a» --- 
 A`q`j` ok m`qqR kd`ud m`qqU  e`sgdq 2r vhsg  

A`q`j` kdes---vhsg ghr e`sgdq--- 
 

Example where the participant's name is unknown or irrelevant: 

 
'8( l¬ q· ¬l≈ ,j≈ u’kÀ kÀrŒ r‘v√fŒ xœ a»- 
 0o rhs 0o ne a`bj eqnl cqhudq ok vhsg 

Vd ntqrdkudr r`s hm a`bj vhsg sgd cqhudq- 
 

Examples of plural participants: 
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'0/( ‘iœk¬ ≈, b≈ sq√- 
 odqrnm CHQ `qqhud OQE 

Odnokd `qqhudc- 
 

 In the previous example, DIR refers to direction toward the speaker and PRF refers to the perfective 

tense/aspect. 

 
'00( ¬l≈ Œy◊ ‘iœk¬ lu » q’ m‘ &a√ x· 
 0o rhrsdq odqrnm vghsd `r sghr nmd vgn ok 
 
 ≈, b≈ sq√- 
 CHQ `qqhud OQE 

Sgdrd ntq rhrsdqr 'vgn `qd( vghsd odnokd `qqhudc- 
 

If the new participant is related to the narrator, the noun phrase introducing him contains a 

possessive pronoun.  For other participants being introduced, the narrator may use the adjective ¬y≈ 

meaning a certain, another.  This adjective is only used to introduce new participants, props, or new time 

or place settings. 

In introducing animals, if there is only one member of a species of animal in a story, the narrator 

will introduce it using a single noun, e.g. leopard, buffalo.  For domestic animals, a possessive pronoun 

may be used: 

 
'01( ‘jÀ œxœ ,j≈ 
 cnf KNF,r ne 

ghr cnf 
 

In the above example, LOG-s indicates the singular logophoric pronoun which refers to the previous 

speaker or actor.  If the introduced animal is singled out from a group of like animals, the adjective ¬y≈ hr 

`f`hm trdc `r rddm hm sgd mdws dw`lokd9 

 
'02( k„a„f¤ cqœ ≈, mŒ ,y’ &c  ,kÀ ‘jÀ ¬y≈ cq‡ñ- 
 gxdm` m`qqR CHQ fn m`qqU e`kk sn cnf bdqs`hm nm 

@ gxdm` b`ld sn ze`kk.ontmbd| nm ` bdqs`hm cnf- 
 

The hyena was the only one in the story, but the dog was one of several dogs in the story. 
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A participant can be introduced at a point where he has a role which is not nuclear to the clause, 

such as accompaniment.  When such a participant acts as agent in subsequent clauses, he is introduced by 

using a fronted noun phrase, with a pronoun also filling that non-nuclear clause-level slot. 

 
'03( ‘iœk¬ f’kŒx· ¬l≈ ¬yœ,¬yœ x·+ ¬l≈ cqœ qŒ ,y’ 
 odqrnm 2o 0o eqhdmc ok 0o m`qqR rs`x m`qqU 
 
 qŒ ,kœ f’kŒxœ a» &a¬ &√ q· 
 rs`x sn 2o vhsg gnld `s DNB 

Odnokd vgn vdqd ntq eqhdmcr+ vd vdqd rs`xhmf vhsg sgdl- 
 

In the above example, the first verb meaning 'stay' acts as a marker for continuous  action, and the 

final q· labeled EOC (end of construction) marks the end of a grammatical unit embedded in a larger 

grammatical unit. 

1.2 Tracking of Participants. 
In first person narratives, the narrator refers to himself and the group that he is part of by first 

person pronouns.  He uses the zero (∫) referent for himself only as agent of the dependent verbs in a 

serial clause. 

 
'04( ¬l≈ cqœ mf¬ ,y’ ∫ mŒ ,&√ 
 0o m`qqR kd`ud m`qqU 0o fn HLOE 

 

 ∫ ≈kœj≈ ”‘ ,kÀ- 
 0o rsq`v bts sn 

Vd kdes 'vd( vdqd fnhmf sn bts rsq`v- 
 

In tracking a participant introduced only by his proper name, the narrator may continue to use that 

name to refer to the character, rather than using pronouns.  When such a named participant is established 

as agent, a zero referent may be used in succeeding actions.  Consider the following example: 

 
'05( ´k j√m¬ mŒ œxœ ,j≈ √x√f√ &√kÀ &√rŒ+ 
 Dkdj`m` fn KNF,r ne qhudq hmrhcd eqnl 
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 ∫ &cñ „i‹ sq√ q‹ k≈- 
 2r chf rod`q OQE ancx 2r 

Dkdj`m` ghlrdke vdms `knmf sgd qhudq+ 'gd( rod`qdc hsr ancx- 
 

But even in this type of situation, it is more common for the proper name to be used throughout, 

as seen below: 

 
'06( M¬s√m¬ cqœ mf¬ ,y’ q¬s√¬ &  ,kÀ- M¬s√m¬ q· 
 M`sg`m m`qqR adfhm m`qqU oq`xdq cn sn M`sg`m rs`x 
 
 a» q¬s√¬ &  ,kÀ q·+ M¬s√m¬ jŒ mŒ q·+ 
 vgdm oq`xdq cn sn DNB M`sg`m r`x ENB-R DNB 

M`sg`m adf`m sn oq`x-  Vgdm M`sg`m v`r oq`xhmf+ M`sg`m r`hc+--- 
 

In the example above, the particle mŒ is used to focus on or emphasize the subject as agent or as 

new information. 

 

When participants are introduced by both a noun phrase and their proper name, the narrator 

usually tracks them through the story using the noun phrase, rather than the proper name.  But if the 

narrator perceives that the participants are well-known to his audience, then he will track them by using 

their proper name.  In one story, the two main characters in the story are the narrator's uncle and his wife, 

people well-known to the other villagers.  Though he introduces them using both a noun phase and their 

proper name, he tracks them using either their proper names or pronouns.  The use of pronouns in this 

story to track them is not due to the nature of their introduction, but to the fact that they are the two main 

characters of the story.  The narrator himself is just a minor participant.  I will analyze the entire text one 

paragraph at a time, because it has many interesting features. 

First the narrator introduces the two main participants as follows: 

 
'07( l√ ≈, mŒ sq√ qŒ ,kœ 
 0r CHQ fn OQE rs`x sn 
 
 √l≈ √s√ ¬yœ ¬y≈ a» q‹ k≈ R’k‘l‘- 
 0r e`sgdq nsgdq bdqs`hm vhsg m`ld 2r Rnknlnm 

H b`ld sn rs`x vhsg lx bdqs`hm o`sdqm`k tmbkd m`ldc Rnknlnm- 
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'08( ‘j’ k≈ q‹ k≈ Q‹s„- 
 vhed 2r m`ld 2r Qtsg 

Ghr vhed&r m`ld v`r Qtsg- 
 

In the setting of this story, before Ruth is active in the story, Solomon and the narrator are the 

only ones on stage.  Pronouns are exclusively used in this paragraph, l√ I  for the narrator, and f’k≈ he 

for Solomon. 

 
'1/( l√ q· sq√ f’k≈ a»- 
 0r rs`x OQE 2r vhsg 
 
'10( l√ q· sq√ q⁄ ñ&a¤ ,k– f’k≈ cqœ- 
 0r rs`x OQE rdke rdqud sn 2r enq 
 
'11( l√ q· sq√ f’k≈ a» ‘y‘ mcq◊ ¬k◊ j≈ ,sœ- 
 0r rs`x OQE 2r vhsg `r xd`q nmd ne khjd 

'1/( H rs`xdc vhsg ghl-  '10( H rs`xdc sn rdqud ghl-  '11( H rs`xdc vhsg ghl `ants nmd xd`q- 
 

Once the narrator establishes his role in the story, he moves on to state the theme of the story, 

Solomon's desire to take a second wife.  In this paragraph, Solomon is established as the thematic 

participant.  In Avokaya that is done in narratives expressed in the third person through the use of 

pronouns to track that participant.  In this paragraph, Ruth is also an active participant, but since she is not 

the thematic participant, she is tracked mostly through the use of her name. 

 
'12( R’k‘l‘ k  sq√ ‘j’ ¬y≈ sq‘ ,kÀ+ 
 Rnknlnm v`ms OQE vhed `mnsgdq s`jd sn 
 
'13( f’k≈ ·i· ‘j’ k≈ Q‹s„ sq√- 
 2r `rj vhed 2r Qtsg OQE 
 
'14( f’k≈ jŒ Q‹s„ cqœ q·+ 
 2r r`x Qtsg sn DNB 
 
 xœ k  sq√ ‘j’ ¬y≈ sq‘ ,kÀ- 
 KNF,r v`ms OQE vhed `mnsgdq s`jd sn 
 
'15( Q‹s„ jŒ f’k≈ cqœ q·+ 
 Qtsg r`x 2r sn DNB 
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 √, ≈&c’ ‘miœ q’ j◊+ 
 TMRO-R adbnld a`c udqx mns 
 
 f’k≈ ‘, k  sq√ ‘j’ ¬y≈ sq‘ ,kÀ q·+ 
 2r he v`ms OQE vhed `mnsgdq s`jd sn DNB 
 
 f’k≈ ‘, f· ∫- 
 2r ITRR atx 2r 

'12( Rnknlnm v`msdc sn s`jd `mnsgdq vhed+ '13( gd `rjdc ghr vhed Qtsg-  '14( Gd r`hc sn 
Qtsg 'sg`s( gd v`msdc sn s`jd `mnsgdq vhed-  '15( Qtsg r`hc sn ghl 'sg`s( hs v`rm&s a`c+ 
he gd v`msdc sn s`jd `mnsgdq vhed+ kds ghl atx 'gdq(- 
 

In sentence 25, the logophoric pronoun xœ in an indirect quotation refers back to the speaker of 

the quotation.  Also in sentences 23 through 26, the phrase, ‘j’ ¬y≈ 'another wife', does not refer to a 

new (active) participant in the story.  It is a way of saying that Solomon wanted to remarry.  For that 

reason, the adjective ¬y≈ is maintained in each reference of that intention.  But in participant reference 

¬y≈ is only used to introduce new participants.  The use of aspect markers such as sq√ PRF in this 

paragraph, rather than the narrative mode markers, show that this paragraph is again part of the setting for 

the story.  In sentence 26, the abbreviation, JUSS, refers to the jussive, which has various functions in 

Avokaya.  In this example, it is used to indicate a third person imperative. 

 

The backbone or main event line of the story begins in the following paragraph of the story.  

Solomon begins to pursue a specific woman.  Solomon himself is only referred to by his proper name.  

After being duly introduced, it is the girl who is referred to by pronouns.  Even though she is a minor 

participant in the entire story, she may be the thematic participant in this episode.  Or the use of pronouns 

may help to demote her to prop status. 

 
'16( &CŒ· u’ ,rŒ q·+ R’k‘l‘ cqœ &c  ,y’ qŒ ,kœ 
 sg`s `esdq eqnl DNB Rnknlnm m`qqR e`kk m`qqU rs`x sn 
  
 œy√ lu√ ¬y≈ y‡ ,k–- 
 vnl`m bghkc bdqs`hm b`kk nm sn 
 
'17( ∞y√ lu√ m¬ q‹ k≈ M¬c‘mf’k¬ 
 vnl`m bghkc sg`s m`ld 2r M`cnmfnk` 
 
'18( R’k‘l‘ cqœ &c  ,y’ y‡ k≈ 
 Rnknlnm m`qqR e`kk.adfhm m`qqU b`kk nm 2r 
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 ∫ &  ,&√ fŒ ∫ ,k≈ ‘j’ q’- 
 'Rnknlnm( cn.v`ms HLOE atx sn 2r vhed `r 

'16( @esdq sg`s+ Rnknlnm adf`m sn ad b`kkhmf nm ` bdqs`hm fhqk-  '17( Sg`s fhqk&r m`ld v`r 
M`cnmfnk`-  '18( Rnknlnm adf`m sn b`kk nm gdq v`mshmf sn atx gdq `r vhed-  
 

The girl in this narrative is introduced using the adjective ¬y≈ certain. Then the demonstrative m¬ 

that is used to indicate that the narrator is referring to the same participant mentioned before.  

Demonstratives m¬ and m‘ this are used both for this purpose and to identify one from many.  But the 

demonstrative &cŒ, in the next paragraph of the text, is only used to indicate the same participant or 

situation that has been previously mentioned in the narrative. 

The next paragraph of the text is very interesting.  Ruth climbs out of her passive submissive role 

as wife to change the course of the whole story.  This change is reflected in the way she is identified.  Not 

only is Ruth tracked by the use of pronouns, but a second person pronoun is used rather than third person 

one.  As with animal folktales (see section 4), a proper noun or the name of the character is used in 

conjunction with the second person pronoun when necessary to identify which participant is referred to 

by second person pronouns as the story progresses.  The initial use of this combination establishes Ruth 

as thematic. The use of the second person pronouns in this true narrative indicates that Ruth is now 

usurping Solomon's position as central character (protagonist) of the entire story. In this text only this one 

paragraph uses second person pronouns in this way. 

 
'2/( F‘&c√ Q‹s„ mœ f‘ mœ mcq» a» 
 sgdm Qtsg 1r sgdm 1r rdd vgdm 
 
 s¬ &c· a» Œsœ q·+ 
 l`ssdq sg`s dwhrs khjd sg`s DNB 
 
 mœ f‘ mœ mf≈ jo√ sq√ ‘la¬ q’- 
 1r sgdm 1r qhrd `krn OQE `mfdq `r 
 
'20( Mœ jŒ mŒ q·+ xœ k  ,À f‘&c√ 
 1r r`x enbR DNB KNF,r v`ms MDF sgdqdenqd 
 
 R’k‘l‘ cqœ ‘j’ &cŒ fŒ ,kœ jo√ j◊- 
 Rnknlnm enq vnl`m sg`s atx sn `krn mns 
 
'21( Q‹s„ mœ cqœ mf¬ ,y’ ∫ mŒ ,&√ R’k‘l‘ q· u’ 
 Qtsg 1r m`qqR adfhm m`qqU 2r fn HLOE Rnknlnm DNB `esdq 
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 a  ,kÀ ‘j’ m¬ &a√ x· cqœ &a¬ &√k≈- 
 enkknv sn vnl`m sg`s nmd vgn ok gnld,OR gnld sn 
 
'22( lu√ √mœ ,j≈ q‹&aƒ k≈ eœmx√ ,v√ Œsœ 
 bghkc 1r ne ancx 2r rl`kk CHL khjd sg`s 
 
 mœ sq‘ ∫ sq√ jo¬≈- 
 1r b`qqx 2r OQE `knmf 
 
'23( mœ cqœ &c  ,y’ mŒ ,kœ 
 1r m`qqR adfhm m`qqU fn sn 
 
 ∫ mŒ &√ R’k‘l‘ q· u’ a  ,kÀ- 
 2r fn HLOE Rnknlnm DNB `esdq enkknv sn 
 
'24( mœ mŒ a» R’k‘l‘ q· u’ a  kÀ q·+ 
 1r fn vgdm Rnknlnm DNB `esdq enkknv sn DNB 
 
 mœ ⁄r⁄ R’k‘l‘ x· sq√ 
 1r ehmc Rnknlnm ok OQE 
 
 qŒ ,&√ Œx· ‘cq√ lu¤ ,&√ Œx·- 
 rs`x HLOE KNF,o addq cqhmj HLOE KNF,o 
 
'25( Q‹s„ lœ cqœ &c  ,y’ ‘la¬ a»- 
 Qtsg 1r m`qqR e`kk m`qqU `mfdq vhsg 
 
'26( lœ cqœ f’kŒx· k≈oÀ ,y’- 
 1r m`qqR 2o rdo`q`sd m`qqU 
 
'27( mœ cqœ R’k‘l‘ q· è, cq‡ ,y’ ∫ ≈, f‘ ,y’- 
 1r m`qqR Rnknlnm DNB CHQ kd`c m`qqU 2o CHQ qdstqm m`qqU 

'2/( Sgdm Qtsg xnt 'rgd( sgdm+ vgdm xnt 'rgd( r`v 'sg`s( sg`s l`ssdq v`r khjd sg`s+ xnt 
'rgd(  adb`ld udqx `mfqx-  '20( Xnt 'Rgd( r`hc 'sg`s( rgd 'sgd rod`jdq( sgdqdenqd chc 
mns v`ms Rnknlnm sn l`qqx sg`s vnl`m `krn 'hlokhdr `r rdbnmc vhed(-  '21( Qtsg xnt 
'rgd( adf`m.kdes ∫ 'Qtsg( fnhmf sn enkknv Rnknlnm sn sgd gnld ne sgnrd vnldm 'sgd 
oqnrodbshud vhed `mc gdq e`lhkx(-  '22( Xntq 'Gdq( bghkc&r ancx v`r udqx rl`kk 'v`r `m 
hme`ms(+ xnt 'rgd( `krn b`qqhdc ∫ 'hs , sgd a`ax( `knmf-  '23( Xnt 'Rgd( adf`m sn fn v`r 
fnhmf sn enkknv Rnknlnm-  '24( Vgdm xnt 'rgd( vdms sn enkknv Rnknlnm+ xnt 'rgd( 
entmc Rnknlnm ok 'Rnknlnm `mc nsgdq k`cx(+ KNF,o 'sgdx( vdqd rhsshmf cqhmjhmf addq- 
'25( Qtsg xnt 'rgd( adb`ld `mfqx- '26( Xnt 'Rgd( rdo`q`sdc sgdl 'Rnknlnm `mc nsgdq 
k`cx(-  

'27( Xnt 'Rgd( edsbgdc Rnknlnm ∫ 'Qtsg `mc Rnknlnm( qdstqmdc- 
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The narrator reintroduces Ruth with her name plus the second person pronoun whenever both 

Solomon and the girl are mentioned after the previous usage of you for Ruth.  Zero reference as agent 

refers to the last previously mentioned participant.  In the above paragraph, zero reference is used once to 

refer to a patient, the child carried by Ruth.  This is also the last reference to the child, indicating him as a 

prop only.  Ruth remains thematic throughout the whole paragraph. 

The plural logophoric Œx· hr trdc `esdq sgd udqa vgdm sgd r`ld fqnto ne o`qshbho`msr cndr 

` rsqhmf ne bnmmdbsdc `bshnmr snfdsgdq-  Hs hr sgd nmkx shld sgd `fdms `r Rtaidbs nbbtqr `esdq sgd 

udqa- 

A feature of anthropological interest arises in this paragraph. When introduced, the candidate for 

second wife is called a girl, œy√ lu√. Once Solomon starts to pursue her, she is called a woman, ‘j’.  

This could indicate that Solomon has already had sexual relations with her, since sexual experience is one 

criterion that distinguishes the two terms. 

 

The following paragraph contains two embedded paragraphs with the break after the direct quote 

of sentence (40).  Solomon's initial action sets the stage for Ruth's two speech acts which follow.  The 

audience for the speech acts is the narrator who remains passive throughout the story as the spectator.  

The quote of sentence (40) is shown to be direct with the use of the second person pronoun ní.  Whereas 

the quote in sentence (42) is shown to be an indirect quote through the use of the first person pronouns 

l√ and √l≈ to indicate the narrator as audience.  Ruth is again thematic since she is referred to by 

pronoun in the second quote formula.  Solomon is only referred to by pronouns within the direct quote. 

 
'28( f‘&c√ &cŒ· u’ ,rŒ q·+ jèxñ ¬y≈ rŒ+ 
 sgdm sg`s `esdq eqnl DNB c`x `mnsgdq nm 
 
 R’k‘l‘ mf≈ jo√ sq√ mŒ ,kœ 
 Rnknlnm kd`ud `krn OQE fn sn 
 
 ‘j’ m¬ &a√ x· cqœ &a¬ &√k≈ jo√ ’&cœ- 
 vnl`m sg`s nmd vgn ok gnld,OR gnld sn `krn mdv 
 
'3/( Q‹s„ jŒ+ Ì¬, ≈&c◊ Œsœ q·+ 
 Qtsg r`x ITRR adbnld khjd sg`s DNB 
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 ‡s‹ f’k≈ ¬mcq‘ m◊ rŒ q·+ 
 c`x 2r snc`x sghr nm DNB 
 
 f’k≈ ¬, ≈, b≈ sq√ ≈, f‘ ,kÀ m‘mf√ q·+ 
 2r he CHQ `qqhud OQE CHQ qdstqm sn gdqd DNB 
 
 mœ mi‡ ƒs‡ f’k≈ cqœ j◊- 
 1r nodm cnnq 2r sn mns 
 
'30( f’k≈ ≈&c◊ èx– ,&√ sq√ ŒuŒ-! 
 2r ETS rkddo HLOE CDE ntsrhcd 
 
'31( &cŒ· &√ ,rŒ q·+ Q‹s„ ·b· √l≈ cq‡ sq√- 
 sg`s hm eqnl DNB Qtsg hmrsqtbs lx gd`c OQE 
 
'32( f’k≈ jŒ mŒ q·+ l≈+ 
 2r r`x enbR DNB 0r 
 
 ‘y‘ l√ mf≈ sq√ ƒs‡ mi‡ ,k– q·+ 
 he 0r adfhm OQE cnnq nodm sn DNB 
 
 xœ ≈&c◊ √l≈ b‘ ,&√ ¬mcq‘ m◊- 
 KNF,r ETS 0r ad`s HLOE snc`x sghr 
 

'28( Sgdm `esdq sg`s sgdqd+ nm `mnsgdq c`x+ Rnknlnm kdes `krn sn fn sn sgd gnld ne sgnrd  
vnldm `f`hm-  '3/( Qtsg r`hc 'sn m`qq`snq(+ ÌHe hs g`r adbnld khjd sg`s+ nm sghr c`x 
vghbg hr snc`x+ vgdm gd 'Rnknlnm( `qqhudr sn qdstqm gdqd+ cn mns nodm sgd cnnq sn ghl- 
'30( Gd 'Rnknlnm( vhkk cdehmhsdkx rkddo ntsrhcd-!  '31( Eqnl sg`s+ Qtsg hmrsqtbsdc lx 
gd`c 'bnll`mcdc ld(- '32( Rgd 'hr sgd nmd vgn( r`hc 'sg`s( H+ he H adfhm.qhrd sn nodm 
sgd cnnq+ rgd vhkk ad`s ld snc`x- 
 

 In the next brief paragraph, when Solomon does return home after his latest visit, there is a 

struggle between him and Ruth for the prominent role and for control of the plot. The first sentence is 

setting for the paragraph. 

 
'33( &cŒ· u’ ,rŒ q·+ l¬ èxñ sq√ u¤cq–- 
 sg`s `esdq eqnl DNB 0o k`x cnvm OQE cnvm 
 
'34( R’k‘l‘ cqœ &c  ,y’ ≈, f‘ ,kÀ s’k≈ &√rŒ 
 Rnknlnm m`qqR adfhm m`qqU CHQ qdstqm sn sgdqd eqnl 
 
 ∫ ≈, b√ ,kÀ k„y– y‡ ,k–+ ÌQ‹s„+ Q‹s„+ 
 2r CHQ `qqhud sn b`kk b`kk sn Qtsg Qtsg 
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  mœ mi‡ ƒs‡ l√ cqœ-! 
 1r nodm cnnq 0r sn 
 
'35( Q‹s„ jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìl√ k  ,À j◊+ 
 Qtsg r`x enbR DNB 0r v`ms MDF mns 
 
  mœ ≈&c◊ èx– ,&√ ¬mcq‘ ŒuŒ-! 
 1r ETS rkddo HLOE snc`x ntsrhcd 

'33( @esdq sg`s+ vd 'Qtsg+ sgd m`qq`snq `mc sgd qdl`hmcdq ne sgd gntrdgnkc( k`x cnvm '`mc 
rkdos(-  '34( Rnknlnm adf`m sn qdstqm 'snv`qc gnld( eqnl sgdqd sn `qqhud sn b`kk ` b`kk+ 
ÌQtsg+ Qtsg+ nodm sgd cnnq sn ld-!  '35( Qtsg r`hc+ ÌH cnm&s v`ms sn+ xnt vhkk rkddo 
ntsrhcd snc`x-!  
 

The next paragraph cluster is the dénouement of the story.  Solomon wins the struggle to become 

the thematic participant.  This is shown by the use of a pronoun in his quote formula, and also by the way 

he calls Ruth his wife.  It is his insistence which eases the tension of their situation. 

 
'36( &cŒ· u’ ,rŒ q·+ R’k‘l‘ cqœ &c  ,y’ 
 sg`s `esdq eqnl DNB Rnknlnm m`qqR adfhm m`qqU 
 
 q‹&aƒ k◊, &a¬ ,kÀ- 
 ancx LTKS ots sn 
 
'37( f’k≈ jŒ mŒ q·+ Ì&√+ ‘j’ √l√ ,j≈ R√l¬+ 
 2r r`x enbR DNB ng vhed 0r ne R`l` 
 
 mœ mi‡ ƒs‡ l√ cqœ+ mœ &» l≈ Œsœ j◊-! 
 1r nodm cnnq sn ld 1r cn 0r khjd sg`s mns 
 
'38( &cŒ· &√rŒ q·+ Q‹s„ f⁄ ¬qœ sq√- 
 sg`s eqnl DNB Qtsg rghmd aknnc OQE 
 
'4/( R’k‘l‘ mi‡ ƒs‡ sq√ la≈q≈j¬ rŒ- 
 Rnknlnm nodm cnnq OQE onvdq vhsg 
 
'40( R’k‘l‘ cqœ ≈, eœ ,y’ i’ &√k≈- 
 Rnknlnm m`qqR CHQ dmsdq m`qqU gntrd hmrhcd 

'36( @esdq sg`s+ Rnknlnm adf`m sn adf 'sn ots ancx qdod`sdckx(-  '37( Gd r`hc+ ÌNg+ lx vhed 
R`l`+ nodm sgd cnnq sn ld+ cnm&s cn ld khjd sghr-!  '38( @esdq sg`s+ Qtsg k`tfgdc 
'rgnmd aknnc(-  '4/( Rnknlnm enqbdc sgd cnnq nodm 'nodmdc sgd cnnq vhsg onvdq(-  '40( 
Rnknlnm dmsdqdc hmrhcd sgd gntrd- 
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In the remainder of the story, Ruth is thematic.  In three of the clauses, Ruth is the subject with 

Solomon mentioned in a peripheral slot.  The two clauses with Solomon as the subject are clauses of non-

action.  Also in the above paragraph, Ruth was called Solomon's wife.  But in the section below, Solomon 

is referred to as Ruth's husband.   Solomon uses Ruth's nickname, R√l¬, to address her in sentence (48).  

Notice also that in referring back to Ruth's anger, the narrator first uses a relative clause then uses the 

demonstrative m¬.m≈ that to indicate that it is the anger referred to previously. 

 
'41( &cŒ· u’ ,rŒ q·+ ‘la¬ sœa» Q‹s„ cqœ 
 sg`s `esdq eqnl DNB `mfdq vghbg Qtsg m`qqR 
 
 ≈&c’ ,y’ Œ&cœ a» k≈ m¬ q·+ 
 adbnld m`qqU CDL vhsg 2r sg`s DNB 
 
 ‘la¬ m≈ mc  q⁄ sq√ Q‹s„ &√rŒ- 
 `mfdq sg`s ehmhrg rdke OQE Qtsg eqnl 
 
'42( Q‹s„ x· f‘ q· sq√ 
 Qtsg ok sgdqdenqd rs`x OQE 
 
 ‹k– s¬mcœ ≈s√ ,kÀ Œ&c· √f’ k≈ a»- 
 vnqc fnnc rod`j sn CDL gtra`mc 2r vhsg 
 
'43( &cŒ· u’ ,rŒ q·+ Q‹s„ cq◊ ‘j’ m¬ sq√ 
 sg`s `esdq eqnl DNB Qtsg bg`rd vnl`m sg`s OQE 
 
 R’k‘l‘ cq– ,fƒ rŒ- 
 Rnknlnm g`mc shfgs eqnl 
 
'44( R’k‘l‘ f‘ ,’ ‘j’ m¬ j◊- 
 Rnknlnm qdstqm MDF vnl`m sg`s mns 
 
'45( R’k‘l‘ ≈x» ‘j’ m¬ sq√- 
 Rnknlnm kd`ud vnl`m sg`s OQE 
 
'46( „c¤j¤ k≈ q’+ Q‹s„ x· f‘ q· sq√ 
 k`rs 2r `r Qtsg ok sgdqdenqd rs`x OQE 
 
 bÀ Œx· q‡ &√k≈ √f’ k≈ R’k‘l‘ a»- 
 nmkx KNF,o svn sn gtra`mc 2r Rnknlnm vhsg 
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'41( @esdq sg`s+ sg`s `mfdq vghbg Qtsg g`c adbnld vhsg hs+ sg`s `mfdq ehmhrgdc eqnl Qtsg-  
'42( Qtsg sgdqdenqd rs`xdc sn rod`j fnnc vnqcr vhsg gdq gtra`mc-  '43( @esdq sg`s+ Qtsg 
bg`rdc sg`s vnl`m eqnl nts ne Rnknlnm&r g`mcr-  '44( Rnknlnm chc mns qdstqm 'sn( sg`s 
vnl`m-  '45( Rnknlnm kdes sg`s vnl`m-  '46( Hm sgd dmc+ Qtsg rs`xdc nmkx vhsg gdq 
gtra`mc Rnknlnm+ sgd svn ne sgdl- 
 

 The last sentence of the  story especially shows Ruth's thematicity.  Solomon was the one prone 

to wander, yet at the end of the story, it is Ruth who stays with her husband. 

 

In first person narratives, where the narrator acts with other participants as a group, they as the 

central participatory group can be tracked just with the use of first person plural pronouns.  Style differs 

from narrator to narrator regarding whether the other participants in the story are referred to by proper 

name or by noun phrase.  Any participant who is in a story based on his role rather than based on a close 

relationship with that narrator is referred to by a noun phrase that identifies his role, such as driver, 

assistant driver, or soldier. 

 

There is no particular participant reference device to signal the permanent exit of a character.  

Such an exit is usually in conjunction with a verb of motion or a verb indicating that participant's death.  

When a human participant stays on stage after his death, he is referred to by ¬u‘ corpse. 

 

In true narratives, wild animals who are a threat to people or their domestic animals are referred 

to by nouns. They are only referred to by pronoun in the context of being victims; chasing the animal 

after is has been shot, spearing it, butchering it, etc. 

 
'47( l√ cqœ cq‘ ,y’ k≈- 
 0r m`qqR bg`rd m`qqU 2r 

H bg`rdc hs 'vntmcdc chjchj(- 
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'48( l¬ mŒ sq√ &c‡ ∫ ,k≈- 
 0o fn OQE rod`q sn 2r 

Vd vdms sn rod`q hs 'a`ax atee`kn(- 
 

2. Third Person True Narratives 
Third person true narratives are similar to first person true narratives in which the narrator plays a  

minor role. However, there are some differences as the text below will show.  For instance, only well-

known people are introduced by proper name only. 

 

There are four participants in the text I will examine, a husband and wife, his brother and her 

lover.  The two major participants in the story are the husband and the wife's lover.  The wife herself and 

the husband's brother are minor participants.  None of the participants is referred to by proper name.  The 

central character is the husband. At different stages in the story, the other three participants are referred to 

by their relationship to him. 

 

2.1 Introduction of Participants. 
The two main characters, the husband and his wife's lover, are both introduced by the same 

phrase, ¬f◊ ¬y≈  a certain man (see examples 60 and 63).  The two minor characters are introduced by 

their relationship to the husband, ‘j’ wife (sentence 60) and ècq‹o‡ k≈ his brother (sentence 63). 

2.2 Tracking of Participants. 
In this next text, there is a marked distinction in the tracking of major and minor participants.  

The two minor participants are always referred to by noun phrase, either as (his) wife  or as (his) brother, 

except in the direct quotes.  On the other hand, the major participants are referred to by pronoun when 

they are thematic. 

 

The story begins with the introduction of the husband and wife.  In this first paragraph, the 

general setting of the story is set up. 

 
'5/( ¬f◊ ¬y≈ a» &a¬ &√ ‘j’ a»- 
 l`m bdqs`hm dwhrs gnld hm vhed vhsg 
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'50( f’k≈ ¬xŒj‘ q’ s√j√mxŒ 
 2r g`oohmdrr `r rn ltbg 
 
 ∫ jo√ ‘cq√ lu¤ &a√ &·- 
 2r `krn addq cqhmj nmd vgn enbN 
 
'51( ∫ ‘, mŒ sq√ ‘cq√ lu¤ ,k– q·+ 
 2r he.vgdm fn OQE addq cqhmj sn DNB 
 
 f’k≈ q· ≈, f‘ ,kÀ j√q√ mfƒbñ œs’ rŒ- 
 2r rs`x CHQ qdstqm sn `kv`xr mhfgs lhcckd hm 

'5/( Sgdqd v`r ` bdqs`hm l`m `s gnld vhsg 'ghr( vhed-  '50( Gd v`r udqx g`oox hmcddc `mc 
v`r `krn ` addq cqhmjdq-  '51( Vgdm 'gd( vdms sn cqhmj addq+ gd vntkc `kv`xr qdstqm 
'gnld( hm sgd lhcckd ne sgd mhfgs- 
 

Even here in the initial setting paragraph, the husband is established as a higher ranked 

participant than his wife.  He is established as thematic with the pronoun f’k≈ he.  He can then be tracked 

as the thematic participant by a zero referent. 

 

The next paragraph communicates the inciting incident.  The husband's brother comes on the 

scene to tell the husband of the existence of his wife's lover.  This is the only episode with the brother as a 

participant.  He solely serves the purpose of an informer.  The lover is first mentioned here but does not 

take an active part until later in the story.  Since the husband continues to be tracked through the use of 

pronouns, he continues to be the thematic participant. This paragraph consists entirely of a sequence of 

indirect quotes. 

'52( ècq‹o‡ k≈ jŒ cqœ ,k≈ q·+ ¬f◊ ¬y≈ a» 
 aqnsgdq 2r r`x sn 2r DNB l`m `mnsgdq dwhrs 
 
 qŒ ,&√ f’k≈ q· ‘j’ q· y‡ ,k– i’ &√ mŒmf√- 
 rs`x HLOE 2r OR,KJ vhed DNB b`kk nm sn gntrd hm sgdqd 
 
'53( f’k≈ jŒ mŒ q· œx· ècq‹o‡ cqœ q·+ 
 2r r`x enbR DNB KNF,r aqnsgdq sn DNB 
 
 s¬ &c· ‘mi‘ &·- 
 l`ssdq sg`s khd enbN 
 
'54( ècq‹o‡ jŒ mŒ q·+ √, ≈&c’ ‘mi‘ &· j◊- 
 aqnsgdq r`x enbR DNB TMRO adbnld khd enbN mns 
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'55( f’k≈ ¬, ≈, f‘ sq√ q·+ 
 2r he.vgdm CHQ qdstqm OQE DNB 
 
 f’k≈ ‘, k◊, mc¬ cq  i’ &√ ,kÀ- 
 2r ITRR LTKS rd`qbg DLOG gntrd hm hmrhcd 

'52( Ghr aqnsgdq r`hc sn ghl+ sgdqd hr ` bdqs`hm l`m b`kkhmf nm ghr 'sgd gtra`mc&r( vhed `s sgd 
gntrd sgdqd- '53( Gd 'sgd gtra`mc( r`hc sn ghr aqnsgdq+ sg`s l`ssdq hr ` khd- '54( 'Sgd( 
aqnsgdq r`hc+ hs v`r mns ` khd- '55( Vgdm gd 'sgd gtra`mc( qdstqmr 'gnld(+ kds ghl 
'qd`kkx( rd`qbg 'hm ltkshokd ok`bdr( hmrhcd sgd gntrd- 
 

The set of singular logophoric pronouns (xœ, œx·) is used in this text to refer either to the agent of 

the main clause or to the speaker of an indirect quote.  The use of these logophoric pronouns enables the 

narrator to easily keep track of two third person participants through pronouns.  In this case, the usual 

third person pronouns (f’k≈, k≈) function more as fourth person pronouns to refer to the participant who 

is neither the agent of the clause nor the speaker of the indirect quote involved in the expression. 

 

In the next paragraph, the time and scene changes as the husband returns home on another day to 

search for the lover.  The husband is the only one officially on stage.  He is tracked mostly with pronouns, 

but also with the zero referent in the last clause. 

 
'56( cqœ k≈ mŒ ,y’ jo√ ‡s‹ ¬y≈ rŒ ‘cq√ lu¤ ,k–- 
 m`qqR 2r fn m`qqU `krn c`x `mnsgdq nm addq cqhmj sn 
 
'57( cqœ k≈ ≈, f‘ ,y’ r¬j¬q√mŒ 
 m`qqR 2r CHQ qdstqm m`qqU cqtmj 
 
 mfƒbñ a» eŒ ,kœ i’ &√k≈ k„r– ·&Œ ,kœ 
 mhfgs `s dmsdq sn gntrd hmsn ehqd khfgs sn 
 
 mf√ k◊, mc¬ ,y’ fa¬q¬j¬ y kÀ rŒ- 
 sghmf LTKS rd`qbg OTQO adc tmcdq eqnl 
 
'58( ∫ ⁄r‹ mf√ j◊- 
 2r ehmc sghmf mns 

'56( Gd 'sgd gtra`mc( `krn vdms 'nts( nm `mnsgdq c`x sn cqhmj addq-  '57( Gd qdstqmdc 
'gnld( cqtmj `s mhfgs sn dmsdq sgd gntrd sn khfgs ` ehqd enq rd`qbghmf enq ` sghmf 'sgd 
knudq( tmcdq sgd adc-  '58( 'Gd( chcm&s ehmc `mxsghmf- 
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The husband then abandons his search for the lover and goes about his usual routine.  The wife's 

presence is acknowledged, but there is no change of scene. Semantically, this is a good place for a 

paragraph break.  Structurally, it is rare to use the zero referent for the subject of the first clause of a 

paragraph (see sentence 70 below).  I have made a paragraph break here.  There is a zero referent for the 

husband in the previous clause (69).  But I would expect at least a pronoun referent at the beginning of a 

new paragraph.  In the paragraph below, the husband is still thematic. 

 
'6/( ∫ ≈s≈ s¬ sq√ ‘j’ k≈ cqœ jŒ mŒ q·+ 
 2r rod`j l`ssdq OQE vhed 2r sn r`x enbR DNB 
 
 Ìmx¬r√ a» x¬> 
 ennc dwhrs PTDRS 
 
'60( m√ ≈, e  mx¬r√ l√ cqœ mx¬ ,kÀ-! 
 1r CHQ fhud ennc 0r sn d`s sn 
 
'61( ‘j’ k≈ cqœ mx¬r√ ≈, e  ,y’ cqœ k≈- 
 vhed 2r m`qqR ennc CHQ fhud m`qqU sn 2r 
 
'62( cqœ k≈ mx¬r√ mx¬ ,y’- 
 m`qqR k≈ ennc d`s m`qqU 
 
'63( cqœ k≈ mf¬ ,y’ ƒs‡ ≈&a¬ ,kÀ+ 
 m`qqR 2r fds to m`qqU cnnq bknrd sn 
 
 ∫ ≈, f‘ ,y’ è&c‹ j‘ ,kÀ u¤cq–- 
 2r CHQ qdstqmdc OTQO rkddo b`sbg sn cnvm 

'6/( 'Gd( ronjd l`ssdq sn ghr vhed r`xhmf+ ÌHr sgdqd ennc>  '60( Fhud ennc sn ld sn d`s-!  
'61( Ghr vhed f`ud ennc sn ghl-  '62( Gd `sd sgd ennc-  '63( Gd fns to sn bknrd sgd cnnq+ 
'gd( qdstqmdc sn 'khd( cnvm sn rkddo- 
 

In the next paragraph, the scene switches to the lover and his situation.  He becomes the thematic 

participant for this, the peak paragraph.  He is reintroduced with respect to his relationship to the husband: 

this man whom he (husband) searched for in vain. 

 
'64( s√j‘ ¬f◊ cqœ k≈ mc¬ ,kÀ jo‡ñ m‘ 
 ats'RTQO( l`m RQ 2r rd`qbg sn hm u`hm sghr 
 
 la¬ sq√ ≈f’ ,kÀ i’ √f√kÀ- 
 bkhla OQE g`mf sn gntrd hmmdq qnne 
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'65( ¬f◊ ◊q’y‘ f‘&c√ sq√- 
 l`m shqd sgdm OQE 
 
'66( ∫ mc¬ o√u’ sq√ jo‡ñ e‘ ,y’ Œuœ &√k≈- 
 2r rd`qbg o`sg OQE hm u`hm dwhs OTQO ntsrhcd sn 
 
'67( cqœ k≈ mf¬ ,y’ fa’q’j‘ »sqÀ ,kÀ jŒ mŒ q·+ 
 m`qqR 2r adfhm m`qqU sgqn`s bkd`q sn r`x enbR DNB 
 
 Ìmf√ ≈, aœ ≈, &cÀ ,&√ ¬m· cq‡ñ &cŒ-! 
 sghmf ETS HLL CHQ e`kk HLOE 1o nm sg`s 
 
'68( &a¬ k–oñ jŒ mŒ q· œx· ‘j’ cqœ q· 
 gnld nvmdq r`x enbR DNB KNF,r vhed sn DNB 
 
 Ìmf√ &cŒ ¬&c◊ &· x¬>! 
 sghmf sg`s vg`s enbN PTDRS 
 
'7/( ‘j’ jŒ mŒ q· xœ mcqÀ j◊- 
 vhed r`x enbR DNB KNF,r rdd mns 
 
'70( cqœ k≈ mf¬ ,y’ jo√ fa’q’j‘ »sqÀ ,kÀ- 
 m`qqR 2r adfhm m`qqU `krn sgqn`s bkd`q sn 
 
'71( Ìl√ ≈, aœ ≈, b√ ,&√ &cŒ-! 
 0r ETS HLL CHQ `qqhud HLOE sg`s 
 
'72( cqœ k≈ ≈, &cÀ ,y’ f’kŒx· k¬e√kÀ ‘j’ k≈ a» &√- 
 m`qqR 2r CHQ e`kk m`qqU 2o adsvddm vhed 2r vhsg hm 

'64( Ats 'rtqoqhrd ( 'hm sgd ld`mshld(+ sghr l`m vgnl gd g`c rd`qbgdc enq hm u`hm 'sgd 
knudq( g`c bkhladc sn g`mf 'vhsg `qlr vq`oodc `qntmc onkd( hmrhcd sgd qnne ne sgd 
gntrd-  '65( Sgd l`m 'knudq( sgdm shqdc-  '66( 'Gd( rd`qbgdc hm u`hm enq ` v`x sn dwhs 'sn 
fn( ntsrhcd- '67( Gd adf`m sn bkd`q ghr sgqn`s r`xhmf+ ÌRnldsghmf hr `ants sn e`kk nm xnt 
'sgd gtra`mc `mc vhed(-!  '68( Sgd nvmdq ne sgd gnld.bnlontmc r`hc sn ghr vhed+ 
ÌVg`s hr sg`s sghmf>!  '7/( Sgd vhed r`hc rgd chcm&s rdd 'vg`s hs bntkc ad(- '70( Gd 'sgd 
knudq( `f`hm adf`m sn bkd`q 'ghr( sgqn`s- '71( 'Gd r`hc( ÌH `l `ants sn `qqhud-!  '72( Gd 
edkk hm adsvddm sgdl 'gtra`mc( vhsg ghr 'sgd gtra`mc&r( vhed-! 
 

In the first sentence of the preceding paragraph of the text, k≈ he refers back to the husband.  But 

the lover is reintroduced in this clause.  Therefore in the second sentence, the noun referent ¬f◊ man is 

repeated to establish the lover as the thematic participant.  In the rest of the paragraph, he, the lover, is 

referred to by pronouns.  Whereas when the husband again acts as agent in this paragraph, a noun phrase 
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is used to clearly distinguish him from the lover.  He alone can be called the owner of that compound, &a¬ 

k–oñ- 

Also notice that in sentence (83) of the text, both the lover and the husband are referred to with 

the pronoun k≈-  Sgdx `qd chrshmfthrg`akd gnvdudq-  Hm rdmsdmbd '81(+ sgd m`stqd ne sgd `bshnm 

'sgqn`s bkd`qhmf( `mc sgd vnqc jo√ `krn.`f`hm hmchb`sd sg`s sgd rtaidbs qdedqqdc sn ax oqnmntm k≈ 

hr sgd knudq `mc mns sgd gtra`mc-  Sgdqdenqd sgd bnmshmtdc trd ne oqnmntmr l`hms`hmr sgd 

knudq&r qnkd `r `fdms-  Sgdm hm rdmsdmbd '83(+ he sgd rdbnmc oqnmntm vdqd sn rshkk qdedq sn sgd 

knudq+ hs vntkc g`ud sn ad sgd knfnognqhb œx·-   Sgdqdenqd sghr oqnmntm k≈ qdedqr sn sgd nsgdq 

o`qshbho`ms+  sgd gtra`mc-  Sgd trd ne oqnmntmr enq ansg o`qshbho`msr hmchb`sdr sg`s sgdx `qd 

mnv dpt`kkx sgdl`shb- 

Also in sentence (83), the pronoun f’kŒx· them can be translated into English as a referent to the 

husband alone.  In Avokaya, when two or more people act together as agent or patient, a plural pronoun 

or noun is used to refer to the main participant, then the remaining participants acting as a group are 

referred to in an accompaniment phrase.  Notice the contrast below between English and a back-

translation of Avokaya below: 

To indicate the English clause A and B went to town, Avokaya would say A (pl) went to town 

with B.  And to say C fell between A and B, Avokaya would say C fell between A (pl) with B. 

 

In the final paragraph of the text, the wife is still referred to by a noun phrase.  Also in using third 

person pronouns for both the husband and the lover, the narrator felt that a phrase was necessary once to 

clarify the antecedents of those pronouns. 

 
'73( cqœ ,kŒx· mf¬ ,y’ q¬ ,kÀ ‘j’ k≈ a» Œuœ &√k≈- 
 m`qqR 2o adfhm m`qqU qtm sn vhed 2r vhsg ntsrhcd sn 
 
'74( f’k≈ ≈, &cÀ &a√ m‘+ cqœ k≈ mf¬ ,y’ 
 2r CHQ e`kk nmd vgn sghr m`qqR 2r adfhm m`qqU 
 
 jo√ jo‘ ,kÀ Œuœ &√k≈ y¬≈ 
 `krn qtm nts sn ntsrhcd sn nm `mc nm 
 
 œx·, mf√ kèu¤ ,k–- 
 KNF,r sghmf o`rr ax sn 
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'75( l¬mŒ f’kŒxœ ,j≈ &cŒ Œx·, mf√ s’s’ ‘j’ &cŒ a»- 
 rdbqds 2o ne sg`s KNF,o sghmf nmkx vnl`m sg`s vhsg 

'73( Sgdx 'sgd gtra`mc oktr o`qshbho`ms hm `bbnlo`mhldms ogq`rd( adf`m sn qtm ntsrhcd vhsg 
ghr vhed-  '74( Sghr nmd vgn g`c e`kkdm 'sgd knudq(+ gd `krn adf`m sn qtm nts ntsrhcd 
'bnmshmthmf( nm `mc nm ghlrdke sn o`rr ax-  '75( Sg`s sgdhq rdbqds hsrdke hr nmkx vhsg sg`s 
vnl`m- 
 

In sentence (85), the one who had fallen has to be the lover who had been hanging in the roof.  

Since this is a complex phrase,  it is fronted, before the subject slot of the sentence.  Therefore the 

pronoun k≈ is also used to fill the subject slot of the sentence as a referent for the same participant.  Then 

later in the sentence, the narrator uses the logophoric pronoun to refer to him as the agent of the sentence.   

In sentence (86), the antecedent of f’kŒxœj≈ their may seem to be ambiguous.  Who was in on 

the secret?  That depends on the content of the secret.  If the secret is only the affair itself, the husband's 

brother (and the narrator if distinct from the story characters) was also in the know.  But the pronoun their 

in sentence (86) seems to exclude both of them.  Therefore the secret probably includes the identity of the 

lover. The husband is probably still in the dark regarding that.  Therefore the secret is probably shared by 

only the lover and woman.  The referent for the woman in sentence (86) confirms that.  She is referred to 

not as ‘j’ k≈ his wife, but ‘j’ &cŒ that woman, indicating a lack of marital relationship between the 

participants.  Also it is the lover alone who is mentioned in sentence (85).  Therefore a free translation of 

sentence (86) is His (the lover's) secret was only with that woman. 

3. Folktales Involving Humans  
In Avokaya, there is a difference in participant reference between folktales with all or almost all 

human participants and the folktales involving only personified animals.  Therefore I am analyzing these 

two types of folktales separately. 

 

Folktales (fictitious narratives) involving humans have a similar system of participant reference 

as third person true narratives.   It may be best to treat them as straight third person narratives. 

3.1 Identification of Participants 
In folktales with humans, participants are introduced by noun phrase, usually including the 

modifier ¬y≈ ` certain, another.   Participants can be introduced as a group and later introduced 

individually.  When that happens, at the reintroduction of an individual from the group, a phrase with 

pronoun or quantifier as the nuclear element can be used.  Consider the example of the following phrases: 
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'76( ¬f◊ lu√ ¬y≈ &a√ x· a» m≈+ 
 l`m bghkc bdqs`hm OGQ,ok ok dwhrs sgqdd 
 
 &c’ √s√ ¬k◊ ≈mcq» ¬k◊ j≈ &·- 
 `kk e`sgdq nmd lnsgdq nmd ne enbN 

'76( Sgdqd vdqd sgqdd bdqs`hm anxr+ `kk 'vdqd( ne nmd e`sgdq `mc nmd lnsgdq- 
 
'77( f’kŒx· q‡ r–r– m‘ &a√ x· 
 2o svn ehqrs sghr OGQ,ok ok 

'77( sgdrd ehqrs.nkcdrs svn 'aqnsgdqr( 
 
'78( f’k≈ eœmx√ ,v√ „c¤ q’ m‘ 
 2r rl`kk CHL k`rs `r sghr 

'78( sghr udqx rl`kk nmd `r sgd k`rs bghkc 
 

3.2 Tracking of Participants 
The tracking of participants in folktales involving humans is similar to tracking participants in 

true narratives.  Noun phrases with demonstratives are used to track participants which have already been 

introduced.  Pronouns are used to track the thematic human participants. 

The text below was chosen for a detail analysis because of two interesting points.  The son in the 

story is first introduced by noun phrase. Later his proper name is given.  As we progress through the text 

he is referred to by name, noun phrase, and pronoun.  Also one of the characters is a talking bird.  He is 

referred to as a noun phrase until he is cast as a victim.  Then he is referred to by pronoun, similar to 

animals in hunting stories. 

The narrative begins by introducing the two human participants who set a snare for catching 

birds. 

 
'8/( ¬f◊ ¬y≈ &a√ x· q‡ lu√ k≈ a» 
 l`m bdqs`hm OGQ,ok ok svn bghkc 2r vhsg 
 
 &a¬ Œxœ, j≈ &√- 
 gnld KNF,o ne hm 
 
'80( ¬f◊ &cŒ cqœ mŒ ,y’ a¬eœ b¬ ,kÀ ¬qœv√ cqœ- 
 l`m sg`s m`qqR fn m`qqU rm`qd l`jd sn ahqc enq 
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'8/( @ bdqs`hm l`m vhsg ghr bghkc `qd svn `s sgdhq 'ghr( gnld-  '80( Sg`s l`m vdms sn l`jd 
` rm`qd enq ahqcr- 
 

The two major participants are introduced together in the first clause.  This is another use of the 

devise A pl with B to speak about two participants linked together. The clause literally begins certain men 

two with his child. In sentence (91), the phrase, ¬f◊ &cŒ that man, refers to the father.  The word ¬qœv√  

bird does not introduce a new participant but is used to classify the prop, a¬eœ snare. 

In the next paragraph, a particular bird is introduced as a major participant of the story.  The bird 

is the participant who actually controls the series of events. 

 
'81( ¬qœv√ ¬y≈ cqœ k≈, &Œ ,y’ a¬eœ &√ 
 ahqc bdqs`hm m`qqR O@RR g`mf to m`qqU rm`qd hm 
 
 s’k≈ ‘l¬ &√ s’k≈- 
 sgdqd fq`rr hm sgdqd 
 
'82( ¬f◊ &cŒ jŒ mŒ q· œx· lu√ cqœ q·+ 
 l`m sg`s r`x enbR DNB KNF,r bghkc sn DNB 
 
 Ìmœ mŒ a¬eœ mcq  ,kÀ-! 
 1r fn rm`qd knnj `s sn 
 
'83( lu√ &cŒ cqœ mf¬ ,y’ mŒ ,kœ a¬eœ mcq  ,kÀ- 
 bghkc sg`s m`qqR kd`ud m`qqU fn sn rm`qd knnj `s sn 
 
'84( f’k≈ ‘sœqŒ b¬≈ q·+ ¬qœv√ k≈, &Œ sq√- 
 2r vgdm `qqhud DNB ahqc O@RR g`mf to OQE 

'81( @ bdqs`hm ahqc fns gtmf to hm 'sgd( rm`qd sgdqd hm sgd atrg sgdqd-  '82( Sg`s l`m r`hc sn 
ghr bghkc+ ÌFn sn knnj `s sgd rm`qd-!  '83( Sg`s bghkc kdes sn fn sn knnj `s sgd rm`qd-  '84( 
Vgdm gd `qqhudc 'sgdqd(+ ` ahqc v`r gtmf to 'hm hs(- 
 

As in other narratives, new participants are introduced using the modifier ¬y≈ ` bertain, another.  

Once a participant is introduced, the demonstrative, &cŒ that, is included in any subsequent noun phrases 

used to track that participant to show that it refers to the same participant previously introduced. In this 

story, &cŒ is used to track all three participants in the story.  It is not used with the noun, ¬qœv√ bird, in 

sentence (95), because this particular bird is being introduced to the boy for the first time, even though it 

has been previously mentioned by the narrator. Also notice that in sentence (93), the singular possessive 

logophoric pronoun œx· hr trdc sn qdedq a`bj sn sgd l`m `r sgd `fdms ne sgd roddbg `bs-  Hs 
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hmchb`sdr sg`s gd hr rod`jhmf sn ghr nvm  bghkc-   Sgd l`m hmhsh`sdr sgd `bshnm ax rdmchmf ghr rnm 

sn bgdbj sgd rm`qd+ ats ax sgd dmc ne sgd `anud o`q`fq`og+ hs hr sgd rnm vgn adbnldr sgd 

sgdl`shb participant.  This is shown by the use of a pronoun referent in sentence (95).  As can be seen 

below, once the child has been made thematic here, any noun reference to the man, first called ¬f◊ &cŒ 

sg`s l`m+ adbnldr √s√ k≈  his father.  Of the two human participants, the son is the central character.  

He is even further introduced by proper name in the next section of text.  Even though the bird is the 

participant who controls the events in the story, he is not marked as central. 

 
'85( lu√ &cŒ q‹ k≈ L‹mc - 
 bghkc sg`s m`ld 2r Ltmcd 
 
'86( L‹mc  &» a» ¬qœv√ &cŒ ≈, sŒ ,kœ+ 
 Ltmcd cn HLL vgdm ahqc sg`s CHQ s`jd nts sn 
 
 ¬qœv√ &cŒ cqœ mf¬ ,y’ 
 ahqc sg`s m`qqR adfhm m`qqU 
 
 ‹k– ≈s√ ,kÀ L‹mc  cqœ jŒ mŒ q·+ 
 vnqc rod`j sn Ltmcd sn r`x enbR DNB 
 
 Ìl√ q· √l≈, mf√ ‘l¬ &√ m‘kÀ 
 0r rs`x 0r sghmf fq`rr hm gdqd 
 
 e» œeœ √l√ ,j≈ mx¬ ,kÀ- 
 sqdd fq`hm 0r ne d`s sn 
 
'87( √m· √s√ cqœ ≈, mŒ ,y’ a¬eœ b¬ ,kÀ- 
 1r e`sgdq m`qqR CHQ fn m`qqU rm`qd l`jd sn 
 
'88( l√ cqœ mŒ ,y’ k≈, &Œ ,kœ- 
 0r m`qqR fn m`qqU O@RR g`mf to sn 
 
'0//( m√ ≈, sŒ l≈ j◊ ,&c√v√- 
 1r CHQ s`jd nts 0r mns `s `kk 
 
'0/0( √m· √s√ ¬, ≈, mŒ mŒ √l≈ ≈, sŒ ,kœ-! 
 1r e`sgdq ITRR CHQ fn enbR 0r CHQ s`jd nts sn 
 
'0/1( ¬qœv√ &cŒ ≈s≈ a» s¬ Œsœ q·+ 
 ahqc sg`s rod`j vgdm l`ssdq khjd sg`s DNB 
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 L‹mc  cqœ mf¬ ,y’ mŒ ,&√ f‘ ,kÀ &a¬ &√k≈- 
 Ltmcd m`qqR kd`ud m`qqU fn HLOE qdstqm sn gnld sn 
 

'85( Sg`s bghkc&r m`ld v`r Ltmcd-  '86( Vgdm Ltmcd v`msdc sn s`jd sg`s ahqc nts+ sg`s 
ahqc adf`m sn rod`j sn Ltmcd r`xhmf+ ÌH lxrdke rs`xdc hm sgd fq`rr.atrg gdqd sn d`s lx 
sqdd eqths-  '87( Xntq e`sgdq b`ld sn l`jd ` rm`qd-  '88( H vdms '`mc( adb`ld gtmf to 
'hm hs(-  '0//( Cn mns s`jd ld nts `s `kk-  '0/0( Kds xntq e`sgdq ad sgd nmd sn bnld sn 
s`jd ld nts-!  '0/1( Vgdm sg`s ahqc ronjd khjd sg`s+ Ltmcd kdes `mc vdms sn qdstqm 
gnld- 
 

The above paragraph of the text is the first of many interchanges where the bird does not allow 

the boy to touch him, the father must do each thing. 

 

In the remainder of the story, one episode flows into another without a break. Also it is difficult  

to determine thematicity.  In the next part of the story, the boy is thematic as he relates to his father the 

bird's words.  Once all three participants are brought together, the bird and the father vie for dominancy 

with the child as the pawn caught in the middle.  Nominal references to the boy are usually by his proper 

name. But in a quote formula with him as audience, he is referred to as lu√ child (see sentence (121).  

As long as the child is used as a pawn, the only third person pronoun reference to either human 

participant is as  speaker in a quote formula.  The other references outside of quotes are noun phrases.  

The only pronoun references to the bird outside of quotes is when the bird has the role of victim,  similar 

to participant reference of animals in true hunting stories.  The distinguishing difference here in this text 

as a folktale is that the bird is the agent of speech acts.  That may be a stronger reason for the second 

pronoun reference for the bird in sentence (104) below. 

 

In the next section of the story, Munde brings his father to the bird. 

 
'0/2( L‹mc  b≈ a» &a¬ &√k≈ q·+ f’k≈ jŒ mŒ q·+ 
 Ltmcd `qqhud vgdm gnld sn DNB 2r r`x enbR DNB 
 
 Ìs√s√ ¬qœv√ ¬y≈ k≈, &Œ sq√ s’k≈- 
 c`ccx ahqc bdqs`hm O@RR g`mf to OQE sgdqd 
 
'0/3( l√ &» a» ≈, sŒ ∫ k≈ q·+ 
 0r cn,HLL vgdm CHQ s`jd nts sn 2r DNB 
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 cqœ k≈ s¬ ≈s√ ,y’+ l√ ≈, sŒ 
 m`qqR 2r l`ssdq rod`j m`qqU 0r CHQ s`jd nts 
 
 x· j◊ ,&c√v√+ mœ ‘, mŒ sÀ mŒ 
 knf,r mns `s `kk 1r ITRR fn dw`bs enbR 
 
 œx· ≈, sŒ ,kœ-! 
 KNF,r CHQ s`jd nts sn 
 
'0/4( cqœ ,kŒx· mf¬ ,y’ mŒ ,kœ √s√ k≈ a» 
 m`qqR 2o kd`ud m`qqU fn sn e`sgdq 2r vhsg 
 
 mŒ ,&√ ¬qœv√ &cŒ ≈, sŒ ,kœ- 
 fn HLOE ahqc sg`s CHQ s`jd nts sn 

'0/2( Vgdm Ltmcd `qqhudc `s gnld+ gd r`hc+ ÌC`ccx+ ` bdqs`hm ahqc fns gtmf to sgdqd-  
'0/3( Vgdm H v`r `ants sn s`jd hs nts+ hs ronjd l`ssdq+ kds ld mns s`jd hs nts+ kds xnt 
ad sgd dw`bs nmd sn fn sn s`jd hs nts-!  '0/4( Sgdx 'bghkc( kdes sn fn vhsg ghr e`sgdq+ 
fnhmf sn s`jd sg`s ahqc nts- 

 

To introduce the bird to his father, the boy uses the phrase ¬qœv√ ¬y≈ ` certain bird. The boy 

relates the bird's words to him as an indirect quote when speaking to his father.  Since the bird is the 

speaker of the words, all references to the bird in that quote are the singular logophoric pronouns x· and 

œx· hndicating that the participant referred to is the speaker of that quote.  In sentence (105), the 

abbreviated subject pronoun ,kŒx· they refers to the child plus his father who is mentioned later in the 

clause.   It is another case of the form A pl  with B being used to indicate A and B. 

 

In the next section of the text, the three participants of the story are on stage together. 

 
'0/5( √s√ k≈ jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìmœ ·i‘ cq  
 e`sgdq 2r r`x enbR DNB 1r rsqdsbg nts DLOG 
 
 √m· cq– ¬qœv√ &cŒ mf√ s’k≈-! 
 1r `ql ahqc sg`s snv`qc sgdqd 
 
'0/6( L‹mc  cqœ œx· cq– ·i‘ ,y’ ¬qœv√ &cŒ mf√ s’k≈- 
 Ltmcd m`qqR KNF,r `ql rsqdsbg nts m`qqU ahqc sg`s snv`qc sgdqd 
 
'0/7( ¬qœv√ &cŒ cqœ ‹k– ≈s√ ,y’ jo√ Œsœ f’kŒx· cqœ- 
 ahqc sg`s m`qqR vnqc rod`j m`qqU `krn khjd sg`s 2o sn 
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'0/5( Ghr e`sgdq r`hc+ ÌRsqdsbg nts 'dlog`shb( xntq `ql snv`qc sg`s ahqc sgdqd-! '0/6( 
Ltmcd rsqdsbgdc nts ghr `ql snv`qc sg`s ahqc sgdqd-  '0/7( Sg`s ahqc `krn ronjd vnqcr 
khjd sg`s sn sgdl- 

 

The meaning of senternce (108) is that the bird repeats the same message to both father and son 

that he had earlier given the son, namely that the father will have to be the one to take him out of the 

snare.  This is the first of a series of such interchanges.  The father gives his son a command, the bird then 

says that father must carry out his own command, and the father does so. 

 
'0/8( √s√ k≈ cqœ ¬qœv√ &cŒ ≈, sŒ ,y’- 
 e`sgdq 2r m`qqR ahqc sg`s CHQ s`jd nts m`qqU 
 
'00/( f’k≈ jŒ mŒ q· œx· lu√ cqœ q·+ 
 2r r`x enbR DNB KNF,r bghkc sn DNB 
 
 Ìmœ mf· ¬qœv√ m‘ a– k≈-! 
 1r otkk nts ahqc sghr ed`sgdq 2r 
 
'000( ¬qœv√ &cŒ cqœ jo√ ‹k– ≈s√ ,y’ lu√ &cŒ cqœ 
 ahqc sg`s m`qqR `krn vnqc rod`j m`qqU bghkc sg`s sn 
 
 jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìmœ mf· √l≈ &a– j◊- 
 r`x enbR DNB 1r otkk nts 0r ed`sgdq mns 
 
'001( m√ ≈x» ∫- 
 1r kd`ud 2r 
 
'002( √m· √s√ ‘, mf· √l≈ &a– mŒ-! 
 1r e`sgdq ITRR otkk nts 0r ed`sgdq enbR 
 
'003( L‹mc  cqœ ≈xÀ ,y’ ∫- 
 Ltmcd m`qqR kd`ud m`qqU 2r 

'0/8( Ghr e`sgdq snnj sg`s ahqc nts-  '00/( Gd r`hc+ sn ghr bghkc+ ÌXnt otkk nts sghr ahqc ghr 
ed`sgdqr-!  '000( Sg`s ahqc `krn ronjd vnqcr sn sg`s bghkc r`xhmf+ ÌCn mns otkk nts lx 
ed`sgdqr-  '001( Xnt kd`ud 'hs(-  '002( Kds xntq e`sgdq ad sgd nmd sn otkk nts lx 
ed`sgdqr-!  '003( Ltmcd kdes hs- 

 

In the quote of sentence (110) above, the father refers to the bird as ¬qœv√ m‘ this bird, because 

the bird is close at hand.   It is common also when describing a genitive construction involving a 

participant referred to by noun phrase to state the noun phrase first, followed by the genitive construction 
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with the third person pronoun in the possessor's slot.  Also in the quote formula of that same sentence, the 

use of pronouns for the father shows that he has become thematic briefly.  In sentence (111), the narrator 

again uses ¬qœv√ &cŒ that bird to show that it is the same bird mentioned in previous clauses.  When the 

bird relates to the boy, he is referred to as lu√ &cŒ that child, showing that they don't have a personal 

relationship with one another. 

 

In the remainder of the story, there is no explicit reference to the bird within the quotes.  This 

zero reference to him shows his subtlety in controlling the situation without the human participants 

realizing that they are being manipulated. 

 
'004( √s√ k≈ cqœ mfŒ ,y’ k≈ mfa√- 
 e`sgdq ghr m`qqR otkk nts m`qqU 2r bkd`m 
 
'005( f’k≈ jŒ mŒ q· œx· lu√ cqœ q·+ 
 2r r`x enbR DNB KNF,r bghkc sn DNB 
 
 Ìmœ k◊, y¬ ∫-! 
 1r LTKS atqm 2r 
 
'006( ¬qœv√ &cŒ jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìmœ k◊, y¬ ∫ j◊- 
 ahqc sg`s r`x enbR DNB 1r LTKS atqm 0r mns 
 
'007( m√ ≈x» ∫- 
 1r kd`ud 0r 
 
'008( √m· √s√ ‘, k◊, y¬ ∫ mŒ-! 
 1r e`sgdq ITRR LTKS atqm 0r enbR 
 
'01/( lu√ &cŒ cqœ jo√ ≈xÀ ,y’ k≈- 
 bghkc sg`s m`qqR `krn kd`ud m`qqU 2r 

'004( Ghr e`sgdq otkkdc hs 'ed`sgdqr( nts bkd`m.bnlokdsdkx-  '005( Gd r`hc sn ghr bghkc+ ÌXnt 
atqm 'hs ,sgd ahqc(-!  '006( Sg`s ahqc r`hc+ ÌCnm&s atqm ld-  '007( Kd`ud ld-  '008( 
Kds xntq e`sgdq ad sgd nmd sn atqm 'ld(-  '01/( Sg`s bghkc `krn kdes hs- 

 

Note that in sentence (120) when the boy next obeys the injunction to leave the bird alone, he is 

referred to as lu√ &cŒ that child.  It is not clear why he is referred to by noun phrase here instead of by 

proper name as he is at this point in other episodes.  The multiple action/participants prefix k◊, is on the 

verb y¬ burn, because a bird is turned on the fire several times in order to burn off any fine hairs. 
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There is a speed up of action in the next section.  This is seen by the fact that the audience is not 

mentioned in quote formulas.  Also Munde's response to the bird's next injunction is omitted. 

 
'010( √s√ k≈ cqœ k◊, y¬ ,y’ k≈ jo√ mfa√- 
 e`sgdq 2r m`qqR LTKS atqm m`qqU 2r `krn bkd`m 
 
'011( √s√ k≈ jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìlœ mŒ k≈&c· ∫ ∫-! 
 e`sgdq 2r r`x enbR DNB 1r fn bnnj sn 2r 
 
'012( ¬qœv√ &cŒ jŒ mŒ q·+ &mœ k≈&c· ∫ j◊- 
 ahqc sg`s r`x enbR DNB 1r bnnj 0r mns 
 
'013( m√ ≈x» ∫- 
 1r kd`ud 2r 
 
'014( √m· √s√ ‘, k≈&c· ∫ mŒ-! 
 1r e`sgdq ITRR bnnj 0r enbR 
 
'015( √s√ k≈ cqœ k≈&cœ ,y’ k≈ jo√ mfa√- 
 e`sgdq 2r m`qqR bnnj m`qqU 2r `krn bnlokdsdkx 
 
'016( f’k≈ jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìm√ ≈, mŒ l¬ mx≈ q’ mx¬r√-! 
 2r r`x enbR DNB 1r CHQ fn 0o d`s rn sg`s `rhc` 
 
'017( L‹mc  cqœ mx¬r√ sŒ ,y’ œx· cq– ,fƒ+ 
 Ltmcd m`qqR `rhc` ohmbg nee m`qqU KNF,r g`mc shfgs 
 
 &  ,&√ r‘ ∫ k≈ ¬s’ &√ q·- 
 cn,HLL HLOE cho sn 2r r`tbd hm DNB 
 
'018( ¬qœv√ &cŒ jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìmœ mx≈ ∫ j◊- 
 ahqc sg`s r`x enbR DNB 1r d`s 2r mns 
 
'02/( m√ ≈x» ∫- 
 1r kd`ud 0r 
 
'020( √s√ ‘, mx≈ ∫ mŒ-! 
 e`sgdq ITRR d`s 0r enbR 

'010( Ghr e`sgdq atqmdc hs `kk bkd`m-  '011( Ghr e`sgdq r`hc+ ÌXnt fn sn bnnj 'hs(-!  '012( 
Sg`s ahqc r`hc+ ÌCnm&s bnnj 'ld(-  '013( Kd`ud 'ld(-  '014( Kds xntq e`sgdq ad sgd nmd 
sn bnnj 'ld(-!  '015( Ghr e`sgdq `krn bnnjdc 'hs( bnlokdsdkx-  '016( Gd r`hc  ÌBnld+ 
rn sg`s vd d`s ennc 'kds&r d`s(-!  '017( Ltmcd ohmbgdc `rhc` nee hmsn ghr g`mc `mc v`r 
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`ants sn cho hs hm sgd r`tbd-  '018( Sg`s ahqc r`hc+ ÌCnm&s d`s 'ld(-  '02/( Kd`ud 'ld(-  
'020( Kds xntq e`sgdq ad sgd nmd sn d`s 'ld(-! 

 

In the next part of the story, the boy is in focus as the thematic participant as he gives up on this 

particular bird, then prepares and eats an inferior bird.  He then drops out of the story. 

 
'021( L‹mc  cqœ jo√ ≈xÀ ,y’ k≈- 
 Ltmcd m`qqR `krn kd`ud m`qqU 2r 
 
'022( cqœ k≈ mŒ ,y’ ¬qœv√ &¬&œ „j⁄ q·+ 
 m`qqR 2r fn m`qqU ahqc cqx nkc DNB 
 
 ≈, sq‘ ,kÀ k≈&cœ ,kœ xœ cqœ mx¬ ,kÀ- 
 CHQ s`jd sn bnnj sn KNF,r enq d`s sn 

'021( Ltmcd `krn kdes hs '`a`mcnmdc sg`s ahqc(-  '022( Gd vdms sn aqhmf ` cqx nkc ahqc sn 
bnnj enq ghl'rdke( sn d`s- 

 

The father is left as the only human participant in the remainder of the story.  He is referred to 

once by noun phrase and then by pronouns. He is eating the same bird he had caught in a snare.  The bird 

is reintroduced simply as ¬qœv√ &cŒ that bird.  It is then referred to by pronoun until it takes the initiative 

to escape.   Then it is once more referred to as ¬qœv√ &cŒ. 

 
'023( √s√ k≈ cqœ qŒ ,y’ ¬qœv√ &cŒ mx¬ ,kÀ- 
 e`sgdq ghr m`qqR rs`x m`qqU ahqc sg`s d`s sn 
 
'024( f’k≈ mx≈ oƒqƒ&a‹ k≈ sq√ mfa√- 
 2r d`s sghfg 2r OQE bnlokdsdkx 
 
'025( „la‹j¤ k≈ f‘&c√ bÀ ƒb–b– k≈ Œ&c·- 
 qdl`hmcdq 2r sgdqdenqd nmkx snqrn 2r CDL 
 
'026( f’k≈ cqœ ≈, sq‘ ,y’ k≈ bŒ ,kœ ≈mc√ k≈ ¬k◊ 
 2r m`qqR CHQ s`jd m`qqU 2r ahsd sn qdod`s 2r nmd 
 
 &a¬ ,y’ k≈ mx¬r√ cq‡ñ- 
 ots OTQO 2r `rhc` nm 
 
'027( f’k≈ cqœ ≈, sq‘ ,y’ k≈ &  ,&√ bŒ ∫ k≈ q·+ 
 2r m`qqR CHQ s`jd m`qqU 2r cn HLOE ahsd sn 2r DNB 
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 ¬qœv√ &cŒ cqœ mf¬ ,y’ kœlu’ &√rŒ+ mŒ ,&√ 
 ahqc sg`s m`qqR kd`ud m`qqU ons eqnl fn HLOE 
 
 f‘ ,kÀ ‘l¬ &√k≈ œx· &¬&œ k‡lu⁄ ≈xÀ ,kÀ 
 qdstqm sn fq`rr sn KNF,r cqx v`sdq kd`ud sn 
 
 kœlu’ &√ mŒmf√- 
 ons hm sgdqd 

'023( Ghr e`sgdq rs`xdc sn d`s sg`s ahqc-  '024( Gd `sd hsr sghfgr bnlokdsdkx-  '025( Sgdm hsr 
qdl`hmcdq v`r nmkx hsr snqrn-  '026( Gd aqntfgs hs sn ahsd nmbd `mc ots hs nm sgd `rhc`-  
'027( Vgdm gd aqntfgs hs `mc v`r `ants sn ahsd hs+ sg`s ahqc kdes eqnl sgd ons `mc v`r 
fnhmf sn qdstqm sn sgd atrg sn kd`ud hsr aqnsg hm sgd ons sgdqd- 

 

4. Folktales With Animals Only 
Most folktales in Avokaya involve only personified animals.  There are two participant reference 

features which set this type of narrative apart from the other types.  Animals species names are used as if 

they were the proper names of the characters.  So modifiers to these species names are only used when the 

story contains more than one animal of the same species.  The other feature is the heavy use of second 

person pronouns to track thematic participants. 

 

4.1 Introduction of Participants 
Participants of animals folktales are usually introduced just by species name, ‘s’f◊v√ hare, 

Œmiœf’ elephant.  The modifier, ¬y≈ ` certain, another, is used in participant introduction to single out an 

individual animal from a group of animals of the same species.  The example below is from a story where 

hare feigns death when he is surrounded by baboons.  Hare peeps at the baboons, and one particular 

baboon spots his open eye.  In true narratives, most participants are humans.  Therefore ¬y≈ hr gd`uhkx 

trdc hm mntm ogq`rdr sg`s hmsqnctbd o`qshbho`msr- 

 
'028( k‘qÀ ¬y≈ &a  k‡e– sq√ ‘s’f◊v√ q‹- 
 a`annm bdqs`hm rk`o dxd OQE g`qd `f`hmrs 

'028( @ bdqs`hm a`annm rk`oodc dxd `f`hmrs 'ronssdc( g`qd- 
 

Even at his introduction, a participant can be established as the thematic participant through the 

use of the introduction noun plus second person pronoun. 
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'03/( ‘s’f◊v√ lœ cqœ ƒlu‹ √mœ ,j≈ &v¬ ,y’- 
 g`qd 1r m`qqR f`qcdm 1r ne chf m`qqU 

'03/( G`qd xnt ctf xntq f`qcdm- 
 

4.2 Tracking of Participants 
In folktales involving only animal participants, when one member of a group of the same animal 

type is introduced using ¬y≈ ` bertain, that animal participant is then tracked by a noun phrase containing 

the demonstrative &cŒ that.  The baboon introduced above is tracked as k‘qÀ &cŒ that baboon.   In most 

cases, a participant in such folktales is tracked with use of his animal name. 

 

The central character in a folktale is usually the first one introduced.  A participant is made 

thematic through use of his animal name plus the second person pronoun.  That character remains 

thematic by being referred to by second person pronoun. 

In this section of the paper, I will only go through excerpts of a lengthy folktale. The story 

contains a lot of implicit information.  That often happens in folktales. 

 

In the first episode of the story, there is a curious use of first person plural pronouns to refer to the 

three characters on stage, as well as second person pronouns. The use of both first and second person 

pronouns serves to bring the audience into the story.  The reason for the pronoun switch from second 

person to first person then back to second person in such a short span of the story is not clear.  Since this 

was an oral text, the narrator may have been wavering in her presentation as she decided the most exciting 

way to tell the story.  In other texts, the first person pronouns may be used for a whole paragraph. 

In this particular folktale, hare is the central character of the entire story, but elephant quickly 

becomes thematic in the first episode. 

 
'030( j¬k√rŒ ‘s’f◊v√ ¬l· Œmiœf’ xœ a» j‡x– a»+ ¬l· m≈- 
 ehmhrgdc g`qd 1o dkdog`ms ok vhsg bqnbnchkd vhsg 1o sgqdd 
 
'031( ¬l≈ cqœ mf¬ ,y’ mŒ ,&√- 
 0o m`qqR kd`ud m`qqU fn HLOE 
 
'032( Œmiœf’ lœ jŒ mŒ q· ‘s’f◊v√ cqœ+ 
 dkdog`ms 1r r`x enbR DNB g`qd sn 
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 j¬k√rŒ xŒ ‘, mŒ &a¬ Œxœ ,j≈ &c‡ ,k–- 
 ehmhrgdc KNF,o ITRR fn gnld KNF,o ne athkc sn 
 
'033( ¬l≈ cqœ mŒ ,y’ mf√ ¬mœ ,j≈ &v¬ ,kÀ ƒlu‹ &√k≈- 
 0o m`qqR fn m`qqU sghmf 1o ne chf sn f`qcdm sn 
 
'034( ¬l· cqœ mŒ ,y’- 
 1o m`qqR fn m`qqU 
 
'035( Œmiœf’ lœ cqœ &c  ,y’ j‡x– cqœ 
 dkdog`ms 1r m`qqR e`kk m`qqU bqnbnchkd enq 
 
 √l· sq‘ ,y’ kèu¤ ,y’- 
 1r b`qqx sn o`rr nm OTQO 
 
'036( f‘&c√ ¬l· cqœ kèu¤ ,y’ &√&√ ,k≈ 
 sgdm 1o m`qqR o`rr nm m`qqU nsgdq rhcd 2r 

'030( Ehmhrgdc+ g`qd xnt 'ok( vhsg dkdog`ms 'ok( vhsg bqnbnchkd+ xnt 'ok( vdqd sgqdd-  '031( 
Vd 'g`qd+ bqnbnchkd `mc dkdog`ms( kdes '`mc( vdqd fnhmf-  '032( Dkdog`ms xnt `qd sgd 
nmd vgn r`hc sn g`qd+ ehmhrgdc+ kds sgdl 'rod`jdq `mc nsgdqr( fn sn athkc sgdhq gnldr-  
'033( Vd 'g`qd+ bqnbnchkd+ `mc dkdog`ms( vdms sn bkd`q xntq 'ok( 'g`qd+ bqnbnchkd+ `mc 
dkdog`ms( sghmf `s sgd f`qcdm- '034( Xnt 'g`qd+ bqnbnchkd+ `mc dkdog`ms( vdms-  '035( 
Dkdog`ms xnt edkk 'nmsn bqnbnchkd&r a`bj `s qhudq a`mj(+ enq bqnbnchkd sn b`qqx xnt 
'dkdog`ms(+ 'enq bqnbnchkd `mc dkdog`ms( sn o`rr nm 'sn sgd nsgdq rhcd(-  '036( Sgdm+ xnt 
'ok( 'bqnbnchkd `mc dkdog`ms( o`rrdc nm sn sgd nsgdq rhcd 'ne sgd qhudq(- 

 

In this beginning episode, we see the heavy role of implicit information.  The only clues to the 

existence of the river are the word &√&√ ,k≈ nm sgd other side of it and the fact that crocodile (who can 

swim) carries elephant.  Therefore this shows that the participants  had to cross a river to get to the garden 

area.  Elephant's proposition to go build homes and the action of going to dig in their gardens both show 

that elephant, hare and crocodile are moving to settle in a new area. 

 

In the next episode of the folktale, Crocodile is briefly thematic as he goes back across the river 

to fetch hare.  This is shown in sentence (148) with the use of the pronoun lœ 2s with the noun for 

crocodile.  When crocodile and hare start to converse, neither is marked as thematic at first.  Hare 

dominates the conversation though and becomes thematic in sentence (153) as is indicated by the pronoun 

f’k≈ 3p.  
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'037( f‘&c√ j‡x– lœ cqœ jo√ ≈, f‘ ,y’ 
 sgdm bqnbnchkd 1r m`qqR `krn CHQ qdstqm m`qqU 
 
 ‘s’f◊v√ q· sq‘ ,kÀ- 
 g`qd 2r,Nai b`qqx sn 
 
'038( ‘s’f◊v√ jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìk¬jœmŒ „i– m‘ ,sœ m‘ 
 g`qd r`x enbR DNB ats rldkk sghr khjd sghr 
 
 l≈ k◊&cÀ ,&√ ¬mcq‘-! 
 0r unlhs HLOE snc`x 
 
'04/( j‡x– jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìlœ jŒ ¬&c◊ x¬>! 
 bqnbnchkd r`x enbR DNB 1r r`x vg`s PM 
 
'040( ‘s’f◊v√ jŒ mŒ q·+ Ìl√ jŒ mŒ q·+ 
 g`qd r`x enbR DNB 0r r`x enbR DNB 
 
 lœ m‡ k‡lu⁄ sq√ q‘◊-! 
 1r jmnv v`sdq OQE ltbg 
 
'041( j‡x– jŒ mŒ q· f’k≈ cqœ q·+ 
 bqnbnchkd r`x enbR DNB 2r sn DNB 
 
 f‘&c√ xŒ ‘, mŒ &√&√ ,k≈- 
 sgdm KNF,O QDO,RO fn nsgdq rhcd 2r 
 
'042( ‘s’f◊v√ ¬l· cqœ e‘ ,y’ &√&√ ,k≈ 
 g`qd 1o m`qqR dwhs m`qqU nsgdq rhcd 2r 
 
 ¬l· ·qœ ,y’- 
 1o ots cnvm m`qqU 

'037( Sgdm bqnbnchkd xnt `krn qdstqmdc sn b`qqx g`qd-  '038( G`qd r`hc+ ÌAts+ sghr rldkk khjd 
sghr H `l unlhshmf snc`x 'rldkk ne bqnbnchkd vhkk l`jd ld unlhs snc`x(-!  '04/( 
Bqnbnchkd r`hc+ ÌVg`s chc xnt r`x>! '040( G`qd r`hc+ ÌH r`hc+ xnt 'bqnbnchkd( jmnv 
sgd v`sdq ltbg 'vdkk(-! '041( Bqnbnchkd r`hc sn ghl 'g`qd(+ sgdm kds sgdl 'g`qd `mc 
bqnbnchkd( fn sn sgd nsgdq rhcd-  '042( G`qd xnt 'ok( 'g`qd `mc bqnbnchkd( dwhsdc nm sgd 
nsgdq rhcd+ 'bqnbnchkd( ots xnt 'ok( 'g`qd( cnvm- 

 

In the above paragraph, implicit information again is evident.  The verb root in sentence (148), f‘ 

return,  refers to crocodile's return to the original side of the river in order to carry hare.  The directional 

prefix ≈, hmchb`shmf chqdbshnm snv`qc sgd rod`jdq nq m`qq`snq rgnvr sg`s sgd rsnqx hr snkc eqnl 

g`qd&r onhms ne uhdv-  Hlokhdc hmenql`shnm hmbktcdr sg`s bqnbnchkd `bst`kkx qd`bgdc g`qd+ g`qd 
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sgdm bkhladc nm bqnbnchkd&r a`bj+ `mc sgd roddbg `bsr hm rdmsdmbdr '150( sgqntfg '152( s`jd 

ok`bd vgdm bqnbnchkd hr b`qqxhmf g`qd `bqnrr sgd qhudq-  Sgdqdenqd sgd udqa+ e‘ dwhs+ hmchb`sdr 

sgd `bshnm ne bnlhmf nts ne sgd v`sdq- 

The use of first and second person pronouns in sentences (149) through (151) indicate that the 

quotes are direct quotations.  But the use of the plural logophoric pronoun xŒ in sentence (152) indicates a 

switch to an indirect quotation.   In sentence (153), it is not clear why a plural pronoun ¬l· is used for the 

object of the verb to put down, since hare is the only one currently on crocodile's back. 

Hare is thematic in the next episode, as is seen by the use of  second person pronouns to  refer to 

him. 

 
'043( Œmiœf’ jŒ+ xœ ≈ œxœ ,j≈ &v¬ ,&√ 
 dkdog`ms r`x KNF,r ETS KNF,R ne bkd`q HLOE 
 
 m‘mf√ u‘ s¬j’ &√rŒ- 
 gdqd ok`bd dlosx eqnl 
 
'044( j‡x– jŒ mŒ q·+ xœ ≈ œxœ ,j≈ &v¬ ,&√ 
 bqnbnchkd r`x enbR DNB KNF,r ETS KNF,r ne bkd`q HLOE 
 
 k‡lu⁄ sñ rŒ- 
 v`sdq lntsg `s 
 
'045( f‘&c√ ‘s’f◊v√ lœ cqœ la¬ ,y’ fa‘ ‹m– cq‡ &√k≈+ 
 sgdm g`qd 1r m`qqR bkhla m`qqU tmdwo- ghkk gd`c sn 
 
 ∫ fa‘ qŒ ,&√ ‡mxƒj‹ ñm– ,k– Œ&c· √m· ‘lu◊ &√ 
 2r tmdwo- rs`x HLOE chqs qta sn CDL 1r mnrd hm 
 
 ∫ fa‘ ≈, f‘ ,y’- 
 2r tmdwo- CHQ qdstqm m`qqU 

'043( Dkdog`ms r`hc gd ghlrdke vntkc bkd`q gdqd hm sgd dlosx ok`bd-  '044( Bqnbnchkd r`hc 
gd ghlrdke vntkc bkd`q md`q sgd v`sdq-  '045( Sgdm g`qd xnt tmdwodbsdckx bkhladc sn 
sgd sno ne ` ghkk+ 'xnt( 'tmdwodbsdckx( vdqd qtaahmf chqs nm xntq mnrd `mc 
'tmdwodbsdckx( qdstqmdc- 

 

In the above paragraph of text, even though elephant and crocodile act independently, it is only 

for hare, the thematic participant, that second person pronouns are used.  In sentence (156) since hare is 

the only actor, he can be tracked with zero ∫ reference.    Elephant and crocodile chose their plots and 
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started clearing them.  The logophoric pronouns œxœ,j≈ ne him, himself are used to contrast their 

selections.  As implicit information, hare was also expected to clear a plot of land. Instead, to give the 

appearance of working, he rubbed his face with dirt, he then returned without doing any actual work.  All 

of these actions are marked with the contrary to expectation marker fa‘ to show that. 

 

The next episode of the story begins and ends with crocodile in the water.  He is thematic in those 

sentences, probably because he is in the water alone.  After the first sentence, there is no overt switch of 

thematic participant.  During a search for groundnut seeds, all three participants are referred to together 

mostly by second person pronouns (there is one more occurrence of the first person plural pronoun for the 

three participants).  Therefore, during the search, all three participants seem to be equally thematic.  Once 

groundnut seeds have been found, hare becomes thematic. 

 
'046( j‡x– lœ cqœ mf¬ ,y’ f‘&c√ ∫ mŒ ,&√  
 bqnbnchkd 1r m`qqR kd`ud m`qqU sgdm 1r fn HLOE  
 
 √mœ ,j≈ eŒ ,kœ k‡lu⁄ &√k≈+ 
 1r ne dmsdq sn v`sdq hm 
 
 ∫ qŒ ,&√ ‡&añ √mœ ,j≈ mx¬ ,kÀ Œ&c·- 
 1r rs`x HLOE ehrg 1r ne d`s sn CDL 
 
'047( mŒ &v¬ mf√ sq√ mfa√- 
 1o bkd`q sghmf OQE bkd`m 
 
'048( ¬l· cqœ ≈, e‘ ,y’ f‘&c√ ∫ mŒ ,&√ 
 1o m`qqR CHQ dwhs m`qqU sgdm 2o fn HLOE 
 
 rƒqƒlƒmc‡ ’qŒ mc¬ ,kÀ u’- 
 fqntmcmts rddc rd`qbg enq sn `esdq 
 
'05/( ¬l≈ cqœ mŒ ,y’- 
 0o m`qqR fn m`qqU 
 
'050( ¬l· cqœ rƒqƒlƒmc‡ ’qŒ ⁄r‹ ,y’- 
 1o m`qqR fqntmcmts rddc ehmc m`qqU 
 
'051( ‘s’f◊v√ lœ mx≈ √mœ ,j≈ fa‘ mx¬ ,mx¬- 
 g`qd 1r d`s 1r ne tmdwo- d`s d`s 
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'052( j‡x– mx≈ œxœ ,j≈ fa‘ mx¬ ,mx¬- 
 bqnbnchkd d`s KNF,r ne tmdwo- d`s d`s 
 
'053( f‘&c√ Œmiœf’ cqœ œxœ ,j≈ q· ñ&c– ,y’ mfa√- 
 ats dkdog`ms m`qqR KNF,r ne DNB ok`ms m`qqU bkd`m.`kk 
 
'054( Œmiœf’ cqœ &  ,y’ ≈, mf√ ,kÀ ≈, f‘ ,kÀ- 
 dkdog`ms m`qqR cn m`qqU CHQ kd`ud sn CHQ qdstqm sn 
 
'055( f‘&c√ rƒqƒlƒmc‡ ≈, b≈ sq√ rƒqƒlƒmc‡ mf·mf· q’- 
 sgdm fqntmcmts CHQ `qqhud OQE fqntmcmts qhod `r 
 
'056( f‘&c√ j‡x– lœ cqœ mf¬ ,y’ 
 sgdm bqnbnchkd 1r m`qqR kd`ud m`qqU 
 
 mŒ ,kœ √mœ ,j≈ f‘ ,kÀ k‡lu⁄ &√k≈- 
 fn sn 1r ne qdstqm sn v`sdq sn 

'046( Bqnbnchkd xnt kdes+ sgdm 'xnt( vdqd fnhmf xntqrdke sn dmsdq sgd v`sdq+ 'xnt( vdqd 
rs`xhmf sn d`s xntq ehrg-  '047( Xnt 'ok( 'bqnbnchkd+ g`qd `mc dkdog`ms( bkd`qdc sghmf 
'ehdkcr( bkd`m.bnlokdsdkx-  '048( Xnt 'ok( b`ld nts 'f`sgdqdc(+ sgdm 'xnt( vdqd fnhmf 
sn rd`qbg enq fqntmcmts rddcr-  '05/( Vd 'bqnbnchkd+ g`qd `mc dkdog`ms( vdms-  '050( 
Xnt 'bqnbnchkd+ g`qd `mc dkdog`ms( entmc fqntmcmts rddcr-  '051( G`qd tmdwodbsdckx 
'bnmsq`qx sn dwodbs`shnm( xnt `sd `kk ne xntqr-  '052( Tmdwodbsdckx 'bnmsq`qx sn 
dwodbs`shnm( bqnbnchkd `sd `kk ne ghr-  '053( Sgdm 'vhrdkx( dkdog`ms ok`msdc `kk ne ghr-  
'054( Dkdog`ms v`r `ants sn kd`ud sn qdstqm 'gnld(-  '055( Sgdm 'lnmsgr k`sdq( 
'dkdog`ms&r( fqntmcmtsr `qqhudc `r qhod fqntmcmtsr-  '056( Sgdm bqnbnchkd xnt kdes sn 
fn xntqrdke sn qdstqm sn sgd v`sdq- 

 

The above paragraph contains an interesting sequence for participant reference.  In sentence 

(157), crocodile is marked as thematic with the pronoun mí 2s.  This is because crocodile acts on his own 

in a mini-episode that does not relate to the main story line.  Then in sentence (158) without any 

reintroduction of all three characters, the second person plural pronoun  mŒ is used to refer to crocodile, 

hare and elephant.  This pronoun referent continues to be used in sentence (159).  But in sentence (160), 

the narrator again briefly uses the pronoun ¬l≈ 1p for the three characters before switching back to 

second person pronouns in sentence (161). 

Then hare becomes thematic in sentence (162).  The three have found seed groundnuts to plant.  

But hare chooses to eat his groundnuts rather than planting them.  In sentence (163) crocodile does the 

same.  The fact that he is not marked as thematic may indicate that he got the idea to eat his groundnuts 
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from hare.  Elephant does the expected thing in sentence (164).  He is not really acting in a remarkable 

way, therefore is not marked as thematic. 

In sentence (166) the groundnuts are ripe.  It is implied that they are elephant's groundnuts since 

he is the only one of the three to actually plant his seeds.  And the ripeness of the groundnuts shows a 

passage of several months of time, again left implicit in the story. 

Crocodile becomes momentarily thematic in sentence (167) before leaving the story completely. 

 

The rest of the story hinges on a contest between elephant and hare over elephant's groundnuts.  

Hare remains thematic.  I will only go through enough of the text to demonstrate another logophoric 

pronoun.  I have already mentioned that in an indirect quote, the logophoric pronoun set xh . hxh with 

various tones is used to refer back to the speaker of the quote.  Another logophoric pronoun ≈j’qœ is used 

to refer back to the hearer or audience of the quote.  These forms are underlined in the text below.  The 

word for word gloss of these pronouns is SP-LOG for the pronoun set yi/iyi which refers to the speaker 

and HR-LOG for ≈j’qœ sgd gd`qdq-  Gare is thematic throughout the episode.  Also hare's wife and 

elephant's daughter enter the story.  These two new participants are minor and are never thematic. 

 
'057( ‘s’f◊v√ lœ cqœ √m· ‘j’ q· è, cq‡ ,y’- 
 g`qd 1r m`qqR 1r vhed DNB CHQ kd`c m`qqU 
 
'058( ¬l· cqœ qŒ ,y’ rƒqƒlƒmc‡ Œmiœf’ j≈ mc  ,kÀ 
 1o m`qqR rs`x m`qqU fqntmcmts dkdog`ms ne ehmhrg sn 
 
 rƒqƒlƒmc‡ Œmiœf’ j≈ mfŒ ,kœ- 
 fqntmcmts dkdog`ms ne otkk to sn 
 
'06/( Œmiœf’ cqœ ‘j’ lu√ ≈, sq‘ ,y’ 
 dkdog`ms m`qqR vnl`m bghkc CHQ aqhmf m`qqU 
 
 l¬j¬m¬sœy¬ rŒ &a¬ ,kÀ ⁄q⁄- 
 l`fmds rhsg ots sn to 
 
'060( f‘&c√ ‘s’f◊v√ lœ ‘sœqŒ ≈, mŒ· ‘j’ a» q·+ 
 sgdm g`qd 1r vgdm CHQ fn vhed vhsg DNB 
 
 œy√ lu√ &cŒ qŒ ,&√ Œsœ- 
 vnl`m bghkc sg`s rs`x HLOE khjd sg`s 
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'061( lœ jŒ œy√ lu√ &cŒ cqœ q·+ 
 1r r`x vnl`m bghkc sg`s sn DNB 
 
 f‘&c√ ≈j’qœ ‘, mf≈ mŒ ,kœ q· x¬- 
 sgdm GQ,KNF ITRR kd`ud fn sn DNB vgdsgdq 
 
'062( ≈j’qœ ‘, mf≈ œx· k‡e– rŒ- 
 GQ,KNF ITRR kd`ud RO,KNF,r dxd eqnl 
 
'063( ≈j’qœ ‘, mf≈ e’e’ q’ œx· k‡e– rŒ- 
 GQ,KNF ITRR kd`ud pthbj `r RO,KNF,r dxd eqnl 
 
'064( lœ jŒ+ ≈j’qœ ‘, mf√ mŒ ,kœ 
 1r r`x GQ,KNF he kd`ud fn sn 
 
 œx· k‡e– rŒ j◊ q·+ 
 RO,KNF,r dxd eqnl mns DNB  
 
 xœ ≈ ≈j’qœ b¬ ,&√ ¬mcq‘- 
 RO,KNF,r ETS GQ,KNF ad`s HLOE snc`x 

'057( G`qd xnt aqntfgs xntq vhed-  '058( Xnt 'ok( 'g`qd `mc ghr vhed( rs`xdc sn d`s 
dkdog`ms&r fqntmcmtsr sn ehmhrg 'sgdl(+ sn otkk to dkdog`ms&r fqntmcmtsr- '06/( 
Dkdog`ms aqntfgs 'ghr( c`tfgsdq vhsg l`fmdsr sn ots to 'khjd s`q a`ax sq`o(-  '060( 
Sgdm g`qd vgdm xnt b`ld vhsg 'xntq( vhed+ sg`s sddm`fd fhqk 'dkdog`ms&r c`tfgsdq( 
v`r rhsshmf khjd sg`s-  '061( Xnt 'g`qd( r`hc sn sg`s sddm`fd fhqk+ vgdsgdq sgd gd`qdq 
'rgd( rgntkc sgdm fn-  '062( Kds sgd gd`qdq 'gdq( kd`ud eqnl sgd rod`jdq&r 'ghr( rhfgs-  
'063( Kds sgd gd`qdq 'gdq( kd`ud pthbjkx eqnl sgd rod`jdq&r 'ghr( dxdr.rhfgs- '064( Xnt 
'g`qd( r`hc+ he sgd gd`qdq 'rgd( chc mns kd`ud sn fn eqnl sgd rod`jdq&r 'ghr( dxdr.rhfgs+ 
sgd rod`jdq 'gd( vntkc ad`s sgd gd`qdq 'gdq( snc`x- 

 

As before, hare is marked as thematic through the use of second person pronouns in the quote 

formulas.  Inside the indirect quotes, he is referred to by the logophoric pronoun that refers to the speaker 

of the quote.  Elephant's daughter is mute throughout the episode.  She is tracked through the logophoric 

pronoun used for the hearer.  In the English gloss, gender pronouns can be used to distinguish hare and 

the girl.  There is no gender distinction in Avokaya.  But in indirect quotes, these two logophoric 

pronouns are used to easily distinguish the speaker and hearer as the only two participants on stage.   If 

there were a third participant, he too could be distinguished through the use of the regular third person 

pronoun f’k≈. 
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The climax of the story follows when both hare and his wife get stuck to the magnetized girl.  

Elephant returns to finish them off.  At elephant's return, he first acts with zero reference as the agent of 

the beating actions.  The story speeds up quite a bit. 

 

It is not necessary to go through more of the story.  Elephant captures hare, but hare eventually 

manages to escape from his predicament.  Many folktales use second person pronouns to track the 

thematic participant as this folktale does.  Other folktales are like folktales involving humans, in that the 

second person pronouns are not used to track thematic participants. 

5. Summary 
In first person true narratives, first person pronouns and proper names are widely used, both for 

introducing participants and for tracking.  Characters that the narrator feels that his audience knows, are 

referred to by their proper name or by pronoun.  Other characters in the story are introduced using a noun 

phrase plus possibly their proper names.  Such characters are usually tracked using noun phrases or 

pronouns. 

Narratives in Avokaya can be categorized based on whether they are accounts of true events or 

whether they are folktales.  True narratives differ depending on whether or not the narrator is involved in 

the story.  Folktales involving humans are like third person true narratives, both in how participants are 

introduced and in how they are tracked.  The main distinction between third person true narratives and 

folktales involving humans is in how the animal participants are introduced and tracked. 

In third person true narratives, noun phrases are more common, but proper names are used for 

prominent characters that are viewed as known characters.  Where more than one participant of the same 

species (whether human or animal) is involved in the story, a new participant is introduced through the 

use of the modifier ¬y≈ a certain.  Those same participants are then tracked through the use of possessive 

pronouns or the demonstrative &cŒ that.  This tracking device is also present in first person true narratives 

but is used most commonly in third person true narratives. 

As a true narrative progresses through its episodes, first or third person pronouns are used to refer 

to the thematic participant in each episode.  But second person pronouns can be used for identifying 

characters who act in a decisive way to change the way a story is progressing.  This device promotes that 

character to the role of the central character.  

Folktales involving only animals are significantly different in how they introduce and track 

participants.  They often involve only one animal of each species of animal involved in the story.  
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Therefore proper names are not used.  The species name acts as the proper name of that participant in that 

no modifiers are needed to distinguish him from other participants.  The species name and pronouns are 

the most common tracking devices for characters.  Also the role of second person pronouns in folktales 

differs from their role in true narratives.  In folktales, second person pronouns mark the character which is 

thematic in each episode. 

In general, folktales involving only animals, have fewer explicit references to distinguish 

different participants.  Because the stories themselves are known, much detail is left implicit.  The actions 

themselves help distinguish which participants are on stage.  In verbal exchanges between two 

participants, the logophoric pronoun set xh.hxh is heavily used to track the speaker and the logophoric 

pronoun ≈j’qœ is used to track the hearer. 

In conclusion, there are significant differences in the participant reference system of true 

narratives and folktales involving only animals as seen in the chart below.  There is little difference 

between true narratives and folktales involving humans.  Therefore I consider them to be the same type of 

narrative.  The first person true narratives seem to be a specialized form of the true narrative with 

adjustments to the participant reference system.  Due to the intimate involvement of the narrator in the 

story, first person pronouns and proper names are heavily used.  But this is the only significant 

adjustment. Therefore I posit two main types of narratives: true narratives and animal folktales. 

 
 SQTD M@QQ@SHUD @MHL@K ENKJS@KD 
HMSQNCTBSHNM NE 
O@QSHBHO@MS 
 

mntm ogq`rd vhsg ¬y≈ nq 
oqnodq m`ld 

rodbhdr m`ld 

SQ@BJHMF 
 
 

mntm ogq`rd vhsg &cŒ nq 
oqnodq m`ld 

rodbhdr m`ld 

2QC ODQRNM 
OQNMNTM 
 

sgdl`shb o`qshbho`ms mnm,sgdl`shb o`qshbho`ms 

1MC ODQRNM 
OQNMNTM 
 

bdmsq`k bg`q`bsdq sgdl`shb o`qshbho`ms 

KNFNOGNQHB chrshmfthrg `bsnq chrshmfthrg rod`jdq `mc 
gd`qdq- 
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